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Dr. Keed treat* all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
and homoeopathic
by the
physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I And
four-fifths
of the cases given up to die can
about
he cnred. Examination at a
by letter,
with their fall name and place of residence and
one 2-dent sump and *2.00. Examination at tbe

allppath-e

distance

m.

p.
The

Kates of Advertising—One Inch ot space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after i three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents:
one week. $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and “Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less, $1.60.
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PORTLAND,

She Arrived Off Roche’s Point at 6

EXCBANGl

S7

Washington,

March 20.

Boston, March 25-—A dispatch from New
York reports that the yacht Dauntless lias
arrived eff
won the ocean race, having
She lias
Roche’s Point at 6 p. m. today.
been a little over thirteen days on the passage.

The steamer Kansas, Captain Cleig, at
this port from Liverpool, reports that on
March 19, in lat. 43^9, lou. 43.10 W., which
is about 1380 miles east of Sandy Hook, sig-

Address all communications to

The indications for New England are fair
weather, slight changes in temperature,
variable winds.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

nalized an American yacht, letters R. D. J.
B., which is probably the Coronet, bound
east, and had a strong westerly wind on
that date. The letters R. and J. are no
doubt a mistake, as the Coronet’s letters are
K. D. G. B.
The yacht when passed was going at the
rate of about seven Jknots per hour.
She
had a storm trysail set and reefed foresail.
Her inainboom and gaff were lowered down
and lashed to the taffrail.
The barometer

MAINE.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
_Portland, Me., March 2.>, 1887.
| 7 A M | 8 p m 111 v M
.129.214 29.560 29.853
Thermometer.(89.4 |89.o ,21.9
Dew Point.Ifl7.4
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THE BUFFALO HOLOCAUST.

Searching for

the Remains of

the

Victims.
Buffalo, N. Y., March 25.—The patients
at the Bisters’ Hospital are reported us doing
nicely, ,und there arc no immediate fears
that any of them will die. W. J. Mann’s
condition is not considered critical. He is
doing well. A special effort is being made
today to find five bodies known to be in the
ruins of the hotel. An extra force of men is
In flin

n

.all.

IK

Sanford’s New Opera House to be
Completed by September.
[Special to the Press.]
Sanford, March 25.—Contractor Jones is
to begin work on the new opera house as
soon as the condition of the ground will permit.
The proprietors of the enterprise wil]
spare no pains to make this a model place of
amusement.
The interior is to be handsomely decorated and furnished with every
convenience.
Draperies are to take the
place of doors, as is the custom in city opera
houses.
The stage is to be fitted up wit*1
some twelve sets of scenery, with all accessories. F. A. Goodall, who has been engaged to paint ttie scenery, will begin operations
as socn as the measurements for the stage
are decided upon.
The front curtain will be
the combined work of George B. and F. A.
Goodall, the former a well known landscape
artist. The opera house is to be completed
by the first of September.
Death Under Peculiar Circumstances

4l...

stores of Peter Paul and IJlrich <fc Kingsley
and St. Janies’ Ilall, where It is thought at
least two bodies are buried iu the debris. At
10.30 o’clock this forenoon a pair of trousers
were found on the Eagle street side of the
hotel. In one of the pockets was found a
Powers hotel check liearing the name of
John McGowen. The remains of one of the
trunks of jewelry belonging to P. E. liobinson, a New York drummer, were found in
the ruins in the Boston clothing luiise cellar this forenoon, directly beneath ltobinson’s room in the house.
The jewelry, consisting of gold and silver thimbles, rings,

bracelets, watches, chains, etc.,

was

badly

discolored and burned. It is thought the
other trunk will be found soon, but it is
feared that too lias been burned and the
jewelry ruined except for melting over. •
MORE ST. JOHN

FAILURES.

Another Prominent Firm Coes Under

-Ceorge

McLeod’s Liabili-

ties
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the subject.

DEFAULTER LAWTON.
Attachments Made Against His
tate.

Es-

at uiuuijuiu

i/vuaua uin

overdose of morphine, and required the mustard and water as an emetic.

Pepper

v. ill Not Leave.

(Special to the Press.)
Wateiiville, March 25.—A report which
lias bet-11 sent out from Waterville that President Pepper is soon to resign the presidency
of Colby Uulversity to become the president
of Newton Theological Seminary is without
foundation. President Pepper has no intention of leaving Colby.
The

Agnes

of

Case

Folsom,

the

Actress.
New Youk. March 25.—The Supreme
Court chambers were again crowded this
morning, when the ease of|Mr. Henry M.

Folsom against Dr. William N. Cate came up
Patterson, on the charge that
Agnes Folsom, the plaintiff’s daughter, was
restrained of her liberty by the defendant.
Mr. Folsom and Dr. Cate were both in court,
but Miss Folsom was again absent. Lawyer
Jiundy, for Mr. Folsom, presented lus travbefore Judge

to Dr. Cate's return to the writ of habecorpus, and asked that the case be sent to
a referee.
J udge Patterson referred the case
to ex-Judge Samuel Jones to take testimony,
the writ in tile meantime being adjourned

erse
as

New Yoke, March 26.—The Fourth National Hank of this city has obtained attachments against the property of defaulter
ouuiuuiicu ma icpuni
Walter E. Law ton, to recover $33,780 in uuiu mu
The loan was originally
The Quarrel at Georgetown.
loaned money.
$45,000, but by payments had been reduced. I
Bath, March 25.—Johu L. Mains,who was
Another attachment was granted to J. Boyd
so badly injured In
a quarrel with William
and
the
Chemical
who
sues
Lawton
Nixon,
Da\ is, at Georgetown, a week ago, remains
Anmioniate and Oil Company to recover the
value of a note for $3205 made by the compa- in a critical condition. He has not sufficientny September 14th| last, to the order of Lawly recovered his senses as to know what hapton. The Central Trust Company 1ms sued
pened to him, but the physician reports some
also on a note of $400 made by the company
to Lawton; also the Long Island
Pressing improvement, and says that he may live.
Company for a note amounting to $5182. The Davis says he did not tell his boy to strike
Central Trust Company has also sued the
Mains with the sled stake, and the people
Marcus Ait Company to recover $2852 u|am
are incliued ti excuse the boy, who is only
It
a note to Lawton made by the company.
is alleged in eacli case that the notes were 13 years of age, and who, seeing his father
w'ith intent to defraud by Lawton,
getting u whipping, would naturally be
'he attachments are out in each case, directed ngainst Lawton.
^frightened and try to assist him. But leaving tlie half dead man alone in the road was
inexcusable.
The authorities will take no
A Remarkable Faith Cure.
Kokomo, Ind., March 25.—An astonishing action at present.

faim'd

faith cure was wrought through the efficacy
of prayer at the Mission Church in this city
last night, during a prayer service Jed by J.
F. Shutters. Mrs. J. A. Jfermon, who has
been a paralysed invalid, and has
not
walked a step for six years, was carried by
After three hours
friends to the meeting.
of fervent supplication in her belialf by a
of
faithful
Christ'an'vvorkers
audience
large
the Rev. Mr. Shutters took Mrs. Hermon by
the arm and walked twice across the church
with her. Then addressing her he said:
“My sister*-have faith in Jesus and walk
alone,’' and to the joy of her friends she.
walked, shouting, uu and down the aisles of
the church. The service closed at midnight
After the meeting
with a grand jubilee.
was over Mrs. Hermon walked to her
home,
distance
of
a
three squares. She was visited
today at her home by a reporter, to whom
nut been
uiui sue
she nuu
had not
ueeu nine
able to
iu take
rase
sliucu that
she stated
sue
a
a step for six years, and that she was perwith
the
free
from
exception of
fectly
pain,
To
a tingling sensation in one of her knees.
prove that there was no deception about tbe
in
about
the
room
the
walked
she
matter
presence of the reporter. The cure is a remarkable one and is the all-absorbing theme
of conversation today in church circles.

Litigation Over the Coburn Estate.
Skowuhoan, March 25.—The executors of
the will of the lute Abner Coburn have
brought a bill in equity in the Supreme Judicial Court to determine the questions that
have arisen involving their right to pay certain bequests to the Maine Insane Hospital,

College, Colby University, Wayland

Stale

Academy, and the
town of Skowheghn, and subpoenas have
been issued to interested parties, the return
day to be May 3d next; parties residing in
tlie State have thirflr, and others have sixty
Seminary, Bloomfield

daye, within which to file

a

demurrer, plea

or answer.

A Schooner Lost.
"Pftll

\for.i1i OH_Crtlv/.nimv \fcti

Philadelphia, March 25—Schooner Montana, from Paniariscotta, Me., for Norfolk,
sprung aleak on the 23d Inst., during a heavy
gale from the northwest, Fenwick’s Island
bearing about northwest, distant 45 miles,
ihVTDIlIt

capsized

and stink.
Capt. Crosby and the
of live men were rescued by schooner
Henry Souther, from fAvannab, and landed

crew

The Stewart Art Sale Finished.
New Yoiik, March 25.—Seventy-four pictures were disposed of tonight at the closing
These
sale of tlie A. T. Stewart collection.
brought *2*3,125. making $513,750 for three

The oulldlug was packed to over(lowing with pretty women, leaders in society, bankers, merchants, and dealers in art,
who kept their places for four hours until
the last canvas was sold. The prices were
fair, and some paintings brought a great deal
The famous
more than they were woith.
“Theitest at Camp St. Maur.lSOP,” by l)eN.
O.
was
taille,
bough* by
l’ope for $30,000;
Jay Gould bought “Landscape and Cattle,"
by Tioyon, for $11,000, Knaus’ “Children’s
Party," for $21,300, and Meissonier’s “Krledtand” for $08,000; Kosa Bonheur’s “Horse
Pair” brought $53,000, aud was purchased by
S. 1’. Avery for r. syndicate of gentlemen,
who Intend placing it in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. This closed tbe sale.

nights.

A Man

Hanged,
Be vTiiic.Nel).,March 25—Jackson Marian,
murderer of John Cameron, was hanged
here this forenoon.
—

here today. Capt. Crosby reports that nothing was saved.

from the stove, and was damaged about 8500._
The loss on the stock is about 81500. Chas.
W. Haney, furnishing goods, was seriously
damagi d, and the Republican Journal office

slightly damaged, by smoke
fully insured.

/

Eastport Collector Sustained.
Easti’OBT, March 25.—The Treasury Department has sustained the decislou of the
Collector at Eastport, in the case of 1. J.
Whitman, who appealed against the collection. of dues on horses which lie had imported, claiming they were imported for breeding purposes. The Collector held that they
were brought in for speculation.
Maine Post Offices.

The women In Vermont, so far as they
have the privileges mid the duties of the
elective franchise placed upon them, are
Out of
slow to accept their opportunities.
:wtl names or women on the voting lists in
to
vote
three wards of Burlington, eutiiled
for school officers in the recent March election, oniy one woman availed herself of the

privilege

to vote.

Charles E. Sellen, marine editor of the
Boston Advertiser, who was striken with

apoplexy Wednesday night,
morning.

died

and water.

All of the firms are

CENERAL NEWS.

yesterday

Washington, March 25.—Tlie post office
at Sanborudale, Kennebec county, was disThe name of the post
continued Friday.
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ly breeze.

FROM

WASHINGTON.

Historian and Kaiser.

Washington, March 25.
At the dinner given a few evenings ago by
Mr."George Bancroft, the first since his severe

illness, the German minister, Baron Von Alvensleben, was one of the guests, and also
Secretary Bayard, and, it being near the date
of the birthday of the Emperor of Germany.
Mr. Bancroft rose and proposed the health
of the latter, and Mr. Bancroft, Secretary
the German minister
Bayard and
stoo l
while drinking the Emperor’s health. The
German minister was enraptured and made
a feeling response,
saying the proposition
was especially gramying to
mm, ns coming
from one whom his Emperor esteemed so
highly as he lias long done Air Bancroft.
The German minister’s face fairly glowed
with delight as he heard Air. Bancroft’s proposition and made his reply,
Tlie lull length portrait of the Emperor
William which hangs in Air. Bancroft's parlor, and which was presented to him by
Kaiser William himself, is one of his most
valued possessions, and all tlie company at
his dinner party of course looked Rgaiii at
the portrait in discussing the approaching
fete of the Emperor. Air. Bancroft says he
greatly regretted beiug unable to attend tlie
dinner given by the German minister in
honor of tlie Emperor’s birthday, but he is
compelled to decline all invitations to go out
after dark.
A Court Martial Ordered.
Washington, Alarch 25.—As a result of
the recent court of inquiry at Portsmouth,
N. H., navy yard with reference to the loss
of certain clothing at tlie marine barracks
a court martial has been ordered for the trial
of Sergeant E. H. Belden of the Afarinc
Corps on charges of theft. The court will
assemble at Portsmouth Alarch 30th and will
be composed of Cant. Charles Carpenter,
Commander Frank Wildes, Lieutenant Commanders G.
E. Wingate, E. F.
Strong,
Lieut. S. H. Deland, Cant Geo. C. Keid,
Marine Corps, and Second Lieutenant II. K.
White of the Alarine Corps with Lieutenant
Afaniax as judge advocate.
Pensions Cranted.

Pensions have been granted to residents of
Alaineas follows:
Hiram Ellis, Belfast, increase.
Wentworth, Gardiner, Increase.
Stetson, Lincoln, increase.
Job Kelley, North Sherman, increase.
Joseph C. Crowbie, Togus, increase.
Ole Harrison, Sliermau Mills, reissue and inHebron M.
Samuel If.

crease.

A Host of Applicants.
Tlie President is embarrassed with not
fewer than

22

applicants

for

tlie

vacant

judgeship of the District of Columbia, the
salary of which office is $4500. The applicants came from Kentucky. Indiana. Maryland, West Virginia, New York, Louisiana,
Ohio, Virginia, Tennessee and Iowa, as
well as from the District itself.
Applicants for Pensions.
Tlie commissioner of pensions in liis weekly report to the Secretary of the Interior
states that 287,137 applications are now before his office for the adiudication. Claims
are being bled at the rate of GOOO a week.
The Turkish Mission.
S. S. Cox, late Minister to Turkey, states
that there will be no difficulty about the reception of the new minister, Mr. Strauss, by
the Sultan because of his Hebrew descent.
Another Maine Man Honored.

Harold M. Sewell of Maine has been appointed consul to Apia, Samoan islands.
CARS TELESCOPED.
One Person Killed and Several
Hurt.

Pittsbi'jig, Pa., March

25.—A

Badly

Fort

Wayne

&

railway

Chicago railway, by

which one person was killed and a number
of passengers injured. The. express train
which left Chicago in the morning had
reached heetonia, where there is a heavy
grade, and the engineer discovered that the
air brake hose was leaking. He stopped the
train, and while examining it a freight train
came along and dashed into the rear end,
completely telescoping the sleeper and tiie
passenger car next to it. Engineer William
lJeale, who was underneath the engine at the
time fixing the air brake, was horribly
crushed and killed almost instantly.
of the
me injured
The
me names oi
follows:
mjureu are as toiiows:
J.
ill the sleeping
sleenine carl
car. fatally
fatallv hurt,
hurt.
J. C. Hazelett.
Hazelett, in
left at Lee tenia.
I,ee Hln, a Chinaman, cut on head severely.
John T. Blngley, conductor of the Pullman car,
bruised about the head and leg, and ids hand
crushed.
Mrs. Davis of Pittsburg, badly cut aud face
bruised.
P. Pecow, New Orleans, slightly Bruised.
Mrs. Louisa Eden’s three year old child, Ladly
bruised.
Mrs. Gray of Minnesota, slightly injured.
Delia Coyne of Brooklyn, N. Y., cut about the
face and head.

Milwaukee, Wis.,

March 25.—Command-,
er-in-chief Fairchild of the Grand Army of
tire Republic lias issued a general order in
relation to the memorial at Washington,
D.C., in honor of the late General U. S.
Grant. Pursuant to the resolutions adot ted
at the last National Encampment, Commander Fairchild appoints a committee to be
known as the Grant Memorial committee,
consisting of one member from eacli department, of which committee the Commanderin-chief will be chairman. The New England members are:
Connecticut—Amos D. Allen, Norwich.
Maine—Selden Connor, Augusta.
Massachusetts—George S. Evans, Cambridgeport.
New Hampshire—T. W. dial Sis, Manchester.
Rhode Island—Charles K. Brayton, Providence.
Vermont—Georgo W. Hooker, ISrattleboro.
He also suggests that on April 27, which
will be the both anniversary oi the birth of
General Graut, every Post of the Grand
Army of the Republic shall at some convenient hour assemble,' and, inviting their
fellow citizens to meet with them, hold a
feast of patriotism, and thereupon solicit
and receive contributions for the memorial.

VVUUIJ

FIRE RECORD.

been changed to Randolph.
James A. Ballinger has been commissioned
postmaster at Macliias.
York County Fire Underwriters.
Biddeford, March 25.—The York County
Board of Fire Underwriters held their annual meeting today, and elected the following officers for the ensuing year:
President—Harry E. Tibbetts, Biddeford.

James llogau of U.VJ West 12th street. New
York, tried to kill his wife at <1.30 yesterday
morning, and then committed suicide, fie
Vice President.—George A. Carter, Saco.
made nil attack on his wife with a hatchet,
Secretary-Henry J. Church, Biddeford.
striking lier on the head and fracturing her
committee—E. S. Bootliby, Saco; Wejskull after which lie jumped out of the third leyBating
U. Smith, Old Orchard; Almond I). Talles,
Great Falls.
story window.
Tiic evidence given in the case of the 15
A Dangerous Jump.
Anarchists on trial in Vienna, charged with
being implicated in a conspiracy to burn the
Malden, Mass., March 25.-Danicl Jencity, is causing a great sensation. It is be- ness, a resident of Oak Grove, attempted to
coming evident that only the laiture of the jump from the platform of the late train last
plot saved the city from almost total de- night, at the Washington street bridge. He
was found by Baggagemaster Canty hangstruction.
cars, and was with great
Alexander Dixon, postmaster of Fallsville. ing between thefrom
under the steps, where
Newton county. Ark., and his son Ira, mail difficulty pulled
He was badly frightened,
he was
carrier, were arrested on Thursday evening and his dragging.
were
clothes
torn, but he would have
by Inspector Tulstfer of 6t. J.ouis, Mo., and
been killed but for the baggageDeputy Marshal Towers of Arkansas, for probably
They were master.
rifling registered packages.
lodged in the United States jail at Fort
A Negro Hanged.
Smith, Arkansas.
Memphis, Tenn., March 25.—Amos JohnThe jury in the Rowe-Canny breach of son, colored, aged 40 years, was
hanged this
promise case at Boston, reported yesterday afternoon at Marian. Crittenden
country,
morning that they could not agree upon a Arkansas, for outraging a little white
child
verdict and were discharged. Patrick Cau- only eight years old.
The
crime
was comnv was sued by Widow Rowe for damages.
mitted last December, and he was convicted
The case i* a noted one in local circles and
by a jury of pis otyn color. He confessed
fills wgs the gecojud trial.
this forenoon.

Railroad Stock Burned.

Salem, Mass,, March 25.—Fire this evening totally destroyed the old roundhouse of

the Boston & Maine railroad near North
ltiver Basin, with four locomotives, namely,
lioxlord, No. 134; United States, No. 122;
Saco, No. 73, and No. 192, not named—all old

engines. The building was a complete mass
of Haines in live minutes, and fell ten minutes later. The loss on rolling stock is
$25,000; on building and miscellaneous,
$5,000.

mechanism

are

anticipated.

Narrow Escape of the French Steamer

Fortunately

but

Cars with Steam.
St. Albans, Vt., March 25.-A trial of
car heating by stealu from the engine by
means of the Williams system was made on
the Central Vermont road today, and proved

Heating

Three

House

cars

on

the

Debate

In

the

of Commons.
Defeated

349 to 260the Leader In the Plot to
Assassinate tho czar, In America.

Degaleff,

The

Czar

the

Visit

Proposes to
Crimea.

Evidence Implicating Fifteen

Anar-

Vienna.

chists In a Plot to Burn

A

Band

of

^

Nihilists Rob
office.

Rumor that General
at

a

Krock,

Warsaw,

Post-

Com-

Was

Murdered.
The Steamer and

Cargo
ably be Saved.

Will

ProbThe Match Between the Arrow and

Island, March 25.—The French
steamer Scotia, which sailed from Marseilles
"Feb. 20, and Naples Feb. 23, via Gibraltar

Mayflower.

a

Fike

Feb. 27, for New York, went ashore near
Black Point Station, L. I., yesterday morning. Site went ashore at 4 o’clock.
The Scotia is a screw, brig rigged steamer,
335 feet in length, 40 feet in breadth, and 23
feet in depth.
She was built at Leith,
Scotland, in 1881, and is owned by Cyprien
Fabreolo &' Co. of Marseilles.
New Yoke, March 26.—It WAS learned at
the cilice of ttie passenger
agent of tlie
Fabre Line that the Scotia has on board 900
passengers, most of them steerage passengers. It was not known positively whether
there were any cabin passengers. The passengers had been transferred to the Scotia at
Naples from the French steamer Burgundia,
which was damaged in collision with the

man-of-war Italia

as

she

was

leaving Naples

Feb. 17. Iler cargo consists of Italian
produce. A despatch received by the passenger agent at noon said that the passen-

on

kbi.1 were an sale

auu

would

ue

uiKen

to

New York tomorrow.
Steamer Scotia at 8 o’clock this evening
was lying easy in about two fathoms of
water 200 feet from the shore.
Tlie wind
and waves had abated and the weather was
tine, but she was working slowly in through
tlie pounding of the rising tide.
Tlie lifesaving crew had lauded 100 passengers on
tlie beacli when orders were given late in
the afternoon to keep the passengers on
board until tlie arrival of barges from New
York for their reception. This caused considerable grumbling as the people on the
vessel complain that they have had but little
food for some time past while they have had
to pay for water to drink. Wrecking tug I.
J. Merritt arrived atabout 4.30 o’clock and
anchored near by, ready to render all necessary assistance.
Passengers on shore are
being cared for tonight, and those on board
will probably be taken to New York tomorrow on barges.
The vessel is leaking- and
tlie pumps are kept continually at wo*k. but
it is thought she will eventually be pulled
off all light and her cargo saved.
No statement has yet been made by the
captain or officers of the Scotia in regard to
her experiences during her exceedingly
rough voyage of over 30 days. From other
sources it is learned, however, that for nearly 20 days the steamer met a series of storms,
huge waves dashing over her decks, and at
times threatening to submerge her. Her appearance gives unmistakable evidence of a
hard voyage.
Her masts and riging are
gone and her decks are in general disorder.
Her machinery had been of little use for a
week. This morning when Capt. Kuffet, who
had remained on the bridge most of the time
during tlie past week, found that the vessel
was near the beach, and as the storm did
not abate he determined to beach her, and
in order to keep her more steady he ordered
tlie masts cut away.
The fact that tlie
steamer went ashore' with her head northeast," directly opposite to her proper course,
would indicate that she had been tossing
about with but slight control. When she
struck the beach, the thud and tremor awoke
the passengers.
A scene of inexpressible
excitement prevailed, women and children
screaming and praying aloud, while stalwart
men ran about shouting and gesticulating
it

naa

naiuij

uaj

uica&

wiicu

tiic

vessel grounded, and those on board could
not distinguish the land ahead, 'and it was
not until the life-saving crew reached the
ship that the captain knew just where he

London, March 25.—In the House of Comnight, Healey remarking that he
had just heard for the first time the real object of the crimes bill, said he would be delighted if the government would suppress
the National League, because this would relieve the Irish members of great responsibility, and tho people would then conduct
the agrarian movement for themselves.
“Suppress the league by all means,” said Mr.
-HeSlsy, “even stop public speaking, but in
the latter eventtlie Pdrm-JiiiSS. will leave to
government the responsibility for the
that might be spilled.” Healey wanted Chamberlain to explain how Parliament could
pass any land purchase bill without involving the imperial credit. On a motion being
made to adjourn, II. W. Smith expressed the
hope that the debate would be finished today. Parnell said he hoped it would not be
understood that Irish members assented to
this suggestion.
The Standard says: Gladstone has defined
his policy, which is one that will open unrelenting and incessant obstruction to the government in its endeavors in behalf of Ireland.
Bright writes that he Ithinks there is no
need of another great land settlement for
Ireland, that the question was raised by the
rebel party as a weapon with which to compel England to grant Home ltule.
Bernard’s distillery in Leith, hasjbeen destroyed by fire. Loss $50,000.
Major Gen. Krock, commander at Warsaw
is dead. Kurnors are current that he was

murdered.
At Astrakan a band of Nihilists made an
underground passage to the postoffice, which
they entered aud robbed of letters to the
value of $125,000.
It is stated that Irish barristers are signing a petition asking that Mr. Harrington be
disbarred because of his action in throwing
from a window at Youghal a summons which
was brought to serve uponJFathermeller.
In the House of Commons this evening A.
J. Balfour announced that the ibllls amending Irish leases, and a system of land transfer and other measures relative to Ireland
would be introduced in the House of Lords

the steamer tossed they were pitched out of
their berths, and thrown from side to side.
Several men and women are suffering from
fractured limbs or serious bruises, while
tlio bodies of many children are black and
blue. It is providential that the storm died
down when it did this morning, or few
would have reached the land to tell the
story of their experiences.

Watching

With

a

Sick

Man.

The Question of Passes.
Atlanta, Ga., March 25.—There are fully
5,000 persons in Georgia who travel on free
passes. Each one of these is interested in
the effect the Inter-State Commerce bill will
have oil that privilege. Senator Joseph E.

Brown, President of the Western

and Atlan

tic Railway, says:

“The Inter-State Commerce bill does not
interfere with any railroad issuing a pass to
any point within the State in which the
railroad is doing business. It does not attempt to interfere with issuing passes from
done about long distance passes 1 have not
yet determined, but clearly I can issue passes over the Western and Atlantic Railway
as far as the State line without an evasion of
tlie Inter-State bili. 1 doubt if I can issue
a pass from Atlanta to Chattanooga without
in sonle way getting aroundjthe provisions of

the bill.”
The Georgia Pacific Road has already provided a stamp on which free tickets are issued as far as the State line from Atlanta.
From Birmingham they are issued up to the
Georgia line. It would seem that all that
was necessary in future is for an editor or a
legislator to get a pass for each State through
which he desires to travel. This is necessary even when the same management controls
the road for the whole distance.
Base Ball News.

Doveu, N. II., March 23.—The
Base Ball Association, composed of
number of

Dover

large
citizens, with a capital of $2000,
tonight. The following offia

was organized
cers were elected:

Directors—Walter Delaney. T. W. Woodman,
k ' *rnty> Frank Mason and
.Joseph 11.

Quaff*
Clerk

and
Treasurer—George H. Clapp.
It was voted to engage first-class
players
at once and open the season
early'.

Another Suicide.
NOBTHAnAiM, ¥,ass-> March 25.—William
II. Bell, 49 years old,
of
Vt..
locked himself into a room Wilmington,
at Hoosac Tunnel today, and shot himself dead.
He left a
letter for his widow and family
A protracted spree was probably the cause of the
suicide.
I

Sarma-

transferred to

Forty officers,have been arrested at Odessa
for being connected with revolutionary so•' i t" t i f‘3
The Czar proposes to visit the Don Cossack country, which is suffering from a famine, and afterwards the Crimea.
The Hague, March 26-The government
has introduced a bill in the Chamber of Deputies to prolong, by one year, the term of the
naval and military militia, in view of extensive European armaments.
Rome, March 25.—Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore, arrived this morning at
the iron gates of the portico of the basilica of
Santa Maria in Trastevere, for the purpose of
formally taking possession of it as his titular
church. He was arrayed in splendid robes
of a cardinal wearing a white fur cape, a
When
crimson silk mantle and long train.
he reached the door of the cnurch he knelt
upon the cushion placed there on a strip of
carpet and canons belonging to the church,
the students of the American College In
Rome, wearing surplices, were waiting for
him. .Student Stickey of Cincinnati, was
cross bearer.
Cardinal Gibbons when he approached the church was accompanied hw
Right Rev. John Ireland, Bishop of St. Paul;
Minnesota, and Dy Master ot Ceremonies,
The Cardinal after
Maruccl and others.
The Cardinal
kneeling kissed the crucifix.
then put on his beretta and so covered placed incense in the thurible. He then again
bared his head took the asperseroriura from
the canon who had presented the crucifix
and signed himself with the sign of the
cross.Then replacing the beretta ,he asperged
the people present with holy water, after
which he again removed his beretta and was
thrice incensed by the Canon, the choir
meanwhile singing Antiphon Ecce Sacerdos
After being thus incensed the procession
moved to the altar followed by the Cardinal,
who blessed people as he went. At the alter,
the blessed sacrament was administered and
all knelt for a short time in prayer. The
next went to the high altar,
procession
fliere the Cardinal knelt, and the canon recited pater noster and other prayers. Ir.
tke apse a throne with a white back and
crimson canopy had been placed. The Cardinal seated himself on this, the bishops and
in attendance being seated about
priests
him. The prothonotary Monslgnor Pericole
thereupon read in latin the papal bull assigning the church Santa Maria in Trastevere to Cardinal Gibbons
as his titluar
church. After the reading of the bull, the

went forward to tne throne and all
chief canon knelt and kissed the Carrising to receive
dinal’s TrilTTlP
canons

the chief

Mwfiny]iin1

canon

forTf?f^t-pcacc adosculum

pads." An address from the canou"4 to I*1®
Cardinal was then read. It was of great
length. To this, Cardinal Gibbons remainingseated, and wearing his beretta replied
in English. The choir effectiveyl rendered
th« t.e dpiuii aft*r whinh the (’animal went.
forward to the altar and the papal indulof one hundred days was read in latin.
'he Cardinal then blessed people assembled.
The church was occupied largely by Americans and distinguished visitors to Rome during the investiture ceremonies. In addition
to the Americans, French and Italians, who
tho body of the church, a number of
packed
Roman men, women and children of the
peasant class were present. All the prelates with the Cardinal returned to sacristy.
A reception followed and all present went
forward one after another and knelt before
the Cardinal and kissed his ring. Each
spoke a few words which weie responded to
by the Cardinal.
Vienna, March 25.—The Duchess of Cum
berland, who has become mentally afflicted
has been placed in Leidesdorf’s private luProf. Braun
natic asylum at Oberdohling.
certified that it was unsafe to keep the Duchess at home.
The Duchess of Cumberland
is the daughter of the King of Denmark.
She was married to the Duke of Cumberland
in 1878 and has had five children.
Vienna, March 25.—The evidence given
in the case of the fifteen Anarchists on trial
here, charged with being implicated in a
conspiracy to burn the city, is causing a
great sensation. It Is becoming evident that
only the failure of the plot saved the city
froui almost total destruction.

Sir Henry James, Liberal Unionist, reGladstone and Morley with supporting’the plan of campaign. lie dissented
their
view that it was of less moment
frpm
that criminals should go undetected than
that justice be administered to the thousands. It was the first duty of the government, he said, to uphold law and protect loyal subjects. (Cheers from the Irish members.) Did a section of the House jeer that

sentiment?
Sir William Vcmod Harcourt retorted that
Sir Henry advocated the Tory principles,
that the law must be enforced whether ,it be
just or unjust. The crime they had to deal
with was the direct outcome of unjust laws,
if the |laws were amended coercion would
not be needed. The Ispeaker created much
laughter by humorous references to Mr.
Chamberlain’s confidence that the House of
Lords would pass a satisfactory land bill.
As for himself he would have more confidence if Chamberlain were there to pilot the
bill. The policy of the government, he said,
appeared to be continue exorbitant rents,and
IMVI1UI

U|'V
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had had so much to dojwitli bankruptcy laws
that he appeared to think it the summit of
human felicity to become a bankrupt. The
government might have made out a strong
case for applying coercion to Belfast, hut as
for the rest of Ireland there was no evidence
whatever to support such measure.
Mr. Goschen.Jafter referring to Sir William
Vernon Haroourt as the parliamentary coun.
sel of the National League, asked whethei
Harcourt, when Home Secretary, stopped to
consider whether the laws were' jnst ’or unjust. He blamed the opposition for the delay
in the introduction of the government’s Irish
proposals. It was the first iirne in the history of Parliament that an ex-Premler and
ex-Home Secretary had deserted the government in the conduct of the ordinary business
of the House. Proceeding to argue in favor of
the goveruient’s measures, Mr. Goschen was

much interrupted by the Irish members

that ’lie Speaker interfered to keep order.
Continuing Goschen said that the agrarian

question was being utilized by the political
party of Ireland to dupe the democracy of
England. (Cheers.) The National party

did not want progress in Ireland.
The government did not despair, but would proceed
with their remedia (legislation undeterred by
fear of the fanarclual forces, even though
strengthened and countenanced by the regular opposition
Parnell protesting that the I’amellites had
been almost entirely shut out from tho debate moved to adjourn. Such debate, lie

said,

was

mocking.

Ii. Smith
N. H.
IMIUIII Jrefused
CIU9CU to
tv* Ugltrc
to
it
IIIUUUU
a
motion
agree to

11.

to

adjourn.

Snuth said that the

Parnellitos had had
in the debate, and
remarkeathat Mr. Parnell himself had been
absent during the greater part of the debate.
Parnell retorted: It is curious. I also
noticed the absence of the Right Honorable
Gentleman. (Parnellite cheers.)
Smith denied that he had been absent
more than an hour at any time during the
whole of the debate.
Mr. Gladstone said he regretted that the
leader of the House had taken the dangerous
position of commenting upon the absence of
individuals. When he had more experience
in his present position he would find such
observations much resented.
He hoped,
however, that Parnell’s motion would not be
Such motions would tend to thicken
io cominglfray, which he foresaw, from
Goschen’s charges against tho Nationalists,
was going to be thick enough.
Mr. Sexton said that although Parnell’s
healtli was far from robust, his attendance
would compare favorably with that of any
member of the government. The Irish members would take care to be fully heard during
the next and subsequent stages of thp bill.
The motion to adjourn was withdrawn and
the House divided on Morley’s amendment—
349 to 260. The announcement of the vote
was roceiv-d with loud opposition cheers.
The resolution to grant urgency for crimes
was agreed to and the first reading of the
bill was postponed till Monday.
German newspapers say that Degaleff, the
alleged leader of the recently discovered
plot to assassinate the Czar, is safe in America and has appealed to friends in Europe for
money.
Mr. Tankerville Chamberlayne, owner of
the cutter yacht Arrow and the holder of
the Queen's cup, writes to the Times that he
knew the Arrow had no title to the yachting
championship, and that he offered the cup
for competition merely to induce American
yachtsmen to send over to English waters
He says also
some of their best vessels.
that his determination to offer the cup was
duo tn q Hpcirfl to arouse interest “in one of
The loss oi the cup,”
our noblest sports.
Mr. Chamberlayne continues, "will be to me
a
valuable heirloom; but I
as the loss of
trust the sacrifice will be productive of good
results. If my conditions, which are not
onerous, are agreed to, the match between
the Arrow and the American sloop Mayflower will come off.”

ample opportunity to join

Sassed.

Belfast, March 25.—The Walkers, father
aud son, Orangemen, were today tried the

third time for the murder of a soldier named Hughes aud a constable named Gardiner
in the riots of last July. In the two previToday the
ous trials the juries disagreed.
father was convicted of manslaughter and
was sentenced to 20 years penal servitude.
Paris, March 25.—The Senate ha., passed
the bill imposing a surtax upon cereals.
Berlin, March 25.-The Oberhaus, yesterd&y, adopted the ecclesiastical bill in the
form recommended by the committee, with
the addition of Bishop Hupp * amendments
that the right of the State to veto nominations shall only be operative in case of permanent nominations to cures, also, that admission to orders shall not depend upon the
resolution of government.
The Tagblatt says that Prince Bismarck s
precise ij ords at the recent b5S<Ju®t
Peace Is completely assured. The j ear 1887
here is no cause
will be a year of peace,
the West.
for anxiety in the East or In
St. Pktersburh, March 25.—The official
residence of the Governor-General of Turke-

THE FLOOD IN DAKOTA.
Fears That There Will be Creat
Loss
of Life.
A

Family Obliged

to Take

Refuge

In

Nests in Trees.

They

Can

be

Through

Seen

Field

but Not Rescued.

Classes,

Thrilling Experience of

a

Party of

Twelve.

Bismarck, Dak., March 25.—The water
fell two feet Wednesday, but it rose again
yesterday. The water in Washburn is ten
feet above the high water mark of 1881,wbile
here it Is not quite up to that record. This
shows that there is a gorge between here and
Washburn, and when that ten feet of water
comes it will make the Hoods surpass any
previous record. There is a prospect that
the Heart river will break about the time
the upper gorge breaks, and if it does, Mandan will be afloat. The steamer Tompkins,
which was crushed in the ice vesterday, was
the property of the Evans Transportation
Company, and its ruin just as navigation is
opening is a heavy loss. The Northern Pacific shops at Mandan are still flooded.
It was learned last night that D. M. Kennedv, his wife and three children are held on
Sable Island by the flood, and for six days
have been living on such food as they saved
from the water. There is no hope of rescuing them until the flood subsides and their
friends are distracted.
They can be seen through field glasses, occupying a nest built in limbs of trees over
three miles from shore. The Northern Pacific railroad managers liavo abandoned the
hope of removing the gorge by the use of
say when they will be
dynamite and cannotacross
the river. Pasable to ship freight
transferred
are
sengeis
being
by boat.
A party of twelve persons, while attemptfrom Mandan on Wednesday
driven by the wind and ice
into a willow thicket, and passed the night

ing

to cross

evening,
there,

were

death.

momentarily expecting

They

rescued on Thursday in the forenoon.
Red Falls, Minn., March 25.—An immense ice gorge, a mile wide and six miles
long, is coming this wny, sixteen miles westward, on Redwood River.
were

FROM BOSTON.
Wretched Or. Crant.

Boston, March 25.—Probably the most unhappy man in New England at the present
time is Dr. Andrew Jackson Grant, the alleged swindler and bigamist. In addition to
his confinement in the county jail at Cambridge, the doctor is suffering under great
and mental distress. It seems that
physical
he was formerly addicted to the use of intoxicating liquors, but as this interfered with
many of liis plans he stopped short and at
once contracted the habit of using morphine.
This habit became confirmed.
Deprived of
his drug in the solitude of jail life he soon
became

despondent,
uuu

ties

and

uicukauj.

is

me

now
jau

a

wreck

(uuuvw*

have ordered a close watch kept upon
his person, fearing that he may try to commit suicide.
His wretched appearance is
greatly enhanced by the removal of numerous
about his person, conbestowed
pads which,
cealed grave physical defects, and gave him
the natty appearance which he used to such
good advantage. It is said that the doctor
told Miss Torrey on Tuesday that he should
be dead before nis trial came on.
Business Troubles.

William P.iComee, hotel keeper, Boston
and Lvnn, owes $15,931. His assets consist
of $1,550 in accounts, and of furniture in
the Boscobel Hotel, Lynn.
Albert B. Wight <fc Co., dealers in carriage
woodwork, findings, etc., 12 Commercial
Wharf, Boston, have made an assignment to

The liabilities are about
1). H. Bradlee.
$13,000, and the nominal assets about $2,000.

Experience of Two Stowaways.
Pat Gunnan, 19 years old, and Mat Turney,
aged 17. two stowaways, were found today in
the hold of the steamer Kansas, which arrived today, 14 days from Liverpool. The
hatches were fastened down and covered
with freight. All the food that the two
young men were able to obtain was particles
of wheat taken from cracks in the steamer,
and all the water they could get was that
furnished by the sweat of the steamer. The
two men are in a very critical condition.
Seriously Wounded.
Owen Lynch, a man about 50 years old,
who had deserted his family some months
ago, shot and seriously wounded Mrs. Mary
The couple
Ryan, his mistress, tonight.
had been living together at No. 3 Broad
street, and it was alter the quarrel, the reuuu
:>uib
of ijyuuu
miu
sult ui
the
Lynch'so jcuiuusy,
jealousy, that
shooting
suuuuiig
took place. Mrs. Ryan is proprietress of a
restaurant at No. 102 Broad street, and is in
prosperous circumstances.
FROM MEXICO.

Dissatisfaction With the Administration of the Country.
City or Mexico, March 25 —A section of
the press of this country is attacking the administration on the ground that it favors too
strongly American interests, giving special
encouragement to the construction of ruii.
way lines from the United States, and not
doing enough in the direction of building
inter-oceanic lines.
Complaint is made that
in the new tariff reduction on cotton cloths
and print cloths is too heavy, and will cause
damage to the manufacturing interests of
Mexico; and. finally, it is urged, that as a
counter weight to the increasing American
influence in the commerce of the country,
lower freight rates be secured, and that harbor improvements at VeraCruz be pushed as

possible.
rapidly
On the other hand, influential newspapers
as

consider that the reductions made in tne duties, which will go into effect in July, will
do much good by improving trade in many
arteries new taxed at prohibitory rates, and
in the case of cotton goods will create a
healthy competition. A good deal of feeling
is manifested against the administration in
commercial circles which desires to keep
trade in the .old channels, and to maintain
closer connections with Europe than with
the United States.
The government is firm in its purpose to
maintain its present policy, believing that a
large intercourse with the United States is
both inevitable and beneficial.
Business Troubles.
New York, March 25.—The business failoccurring throughout the country (luring the last seven days as reported to R. G.
Dun & Co., and 1£. Russell & Co., of the
Mercantile Agency, number for the United
States 218, and for Canada 41; or a total of
259 as compared with a total of 220 last week
282 the week previous to the last, and 221 for
the corresponding week of last year.

ures

Boy Commits Murder.
Portmoutu, Ohio, March 25.—Charles
Williams, aged 15 years, last evening fatally
shot Benjamin Ball, aged 78 years. Mr.
Ball had gone into Williams’ house to remonstrate against building a bonfire near
his premises by young Williams, when the
boy attacked him with a revolver.
A

Guilty of Bribery.
Fredericton, N. B., March 25.—A true
bill was found yerterday at Kdinunston
agoinst Hon. John Costigan, Minister of Inland Revenue, for bribery at the recent election. The trial has been fixed to take place
in June.

Want No More Light.
Dover, N. II., March 25.—The board of
aldermen to-night refused by a vote of 5 to 3
to grant the petition ot Thompson Houston
Llectric Light Company to erect and maintain an electric light in the city exclusive for
five years.

tered child to the horrified spectators. They
were dumb with amazement.
They knew
not what to do. A boy started to run with
the news but when he reached a neighbor's
house he fell down, so weak he could not
stand, and so frightened he could not articulate distinctly in a connected sentence.
Finally the deed became known and Freeman
was arrested, and finally taken to the Insane
Asylum, and the story which he tells that
the Adventists were in any way responsible
for what he did, or, in
any way indorsed it,
is a base
fabrication, a tissue of falsehood
from beginning to end, for
they have always
condemned the act, and the story is n slander against the
good name of a people w ho
resPonslble for the deeds of that
Charles
T
l" shooting President Oarfi-m
field. ™
The Advent sts are a
respectable body
of Evangelical Christians, and ought not
to
be reproached by the publication of such
stories. If Freeman has recovered from his
insanity he is a detainer and guilty of the
blackest falsehoods. We question the safety
of the community where he is, even now,
or the wisdom of letting him go free.
yours,

nnniL*,?..Wer.e.theuRe?,ubllc“119

Respectfully
L. C.

McKinstby.

THE STATE.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

A deer
week.

captured In Harrison

was

last

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Richmond Bee says the town voted
last week to sell the two tire engines belonging to the town, and to spend the proceeds
in the purchase of hose carriages, etc.
There is said to be little doubt that a shoe
factory will be built in llallowell the present
season.
The amount of capital
($13,000)
asked for by the gentlemen from Lynn has
already been subscribed by some citizens.
$3000 will be put in by the Lynn parties, and
subscriptions are being made for $2000 additional for building, and warrants for a general meeting of citizens at City Ilall next
evening have been posted, to see
what action the citizens desire to take to enThe site secourage this new enterprise.
lected is the Sanborn lot near the railroad
The Rockland Opinion alleges that Francis
P. Quinlan, a Brooklyn evangelist, who has
just inaugurated a war against liquor dealers in Dover, N. H., some time ago began a
crusade of the same sort in Rockland, but
induced by the saloon men to leave by
the payment of $0, his board bill and a ticket to Boston,
was

OXFORD COUNTY.

The Norway toboggan slide, toboggans and
all, has been sold at auction for $(».
COUNTY.

Bowdle, D. T., March 25.—Jacob McMr. Kirkland and three others hare
been drowned on the bottoms south of Legrace. If the water rises two feet higher,

Carty,
both

Legrace

Scranton

and

will

be

sub-

merged.
Veiimilion, D. T., March 25.—The Missouri rirer is rising here steadily. Eight
yards of railroad track have been washed
out, causing the abandonment of the Sioux

City and Yankton trains.
The people are removing their household
effects and stock from the lowlands in
preparation for the worst.
“Boodlers”

Indicted.

Chicago, March 24.—The grand jury returned fifteen or twenty indictments against
the county “boodlers” this afternoon, but
the names of the indicted are not made public.
_

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
BAEI1MANN.

CARL

This evening this distinguished pianist will
make his debut before a Portland audience
at Park street church. The doors will opea
at seven, the concert commence at eight, and
end at half past nine o’clock. Tickets can
be procured at Stockbridge’s and Robinson’3
during the day and at the door this evening.
The following programme will be presented:
Sonata C major, op. 58.Beethoven
3s variations, C minor.Beethoven
Sonata E fiat major, od. 81 A.Beethoven
Hondo, A minor..'.Mozart

Studie, C major.Scarlatti
Capriccio, F sharp minor, op. 70, No. 3_
.Jno. Brahms
Bacarolle, F sharp major, op. GO.Chopin
Rhapsodic Hongroise, No. 2.Liszt
THE BOHEMIAN GLBL.

There is no doubt of the popularity of the
Bennett & Moulton troupe in Portland. Thev
have had crowded audiences every evening
of their engagement but it remained for the
“Bohemian Girl” to pack Portland Theatre
as it lias rarely been packed before.
Every
seat was
were

bj

occupied and people clung, as it
eyelids, wherever they could

the

The old familiar airs were
get a chance.
warmly received by their hearers; the chorus
“Come with the Gypsy Bride,” the solos
“The Heart Bowed Down,” “I Dreamt that
I Dwelt,” “When the Fair Land of Poland,”
Miss Murphy
were very fairly rendered.
was a pleasing Arline, Miss Marcellus a
pretty Buda, Miss Sanger a commanding
Queen, Mr. Harding an effective Thaddeus,
Mr. Montgomery a satisfactory Count, Mr.
Ben Lodge a funny Floresteiu and Mr. Clayton a strong Devllshoof.
This afternoon “Fatanitzu” will be given
at tlie matinee, and “Olivette” will close the
engagement in the evening.
SIBEllIA.

The play of “Siberia” lias had a very reIt was produced four
markable career.
years ago, and the very integrity of its performances has
that is unique.

retained for it a popularity
Miss Adele Belgarde, who

spent her vacation in Europe last summer,
toid a reporter the other day that she saw
nothing abroad superior in dramatic interest
to “Siberia,” and that she returns to her
original role of tho heroine in that play with
renewed interest. The sale of seats will begin at the box office this morning.
NOTES.

out of the course.
The Albany Journal says: “It is positively known that Mrs. Langtry’s clear profit for
the present season up to the close of last
week amounted to $73,000. Denman Thomp\V. J Florence
son is clearing $2000 a week.
and wife admit a profit of $36,000, mostly
immediately invested in real estate. F.dwin
Booth will be over $100,000 richer at the end
of the season, and A. M. Palmer and Augustin Daly will have realized from $50,000 to
$75,000 from “Jim, the Penman” and "Taming of the Shrew.”
SUBURBAN NEWS.

WESTBROOK.
Mr. T. S. Burns will be retained as principal, and Miss Maud B. Wilbur as assistant
of the Westbrook High School.
Mr. Lionel Cobb, formerly draughtsman of
the paper mills at Cumberland Mills, has
accepted a position in the large locomotive
works in Boston, and Wednesday left for
thnt city to assume the duties of draughtsman there.
CAPE ELIZABETH.

Mr. Henry Chamberlain has been promoted to the position of mate on the steamer
Fleanora of the Maine Steamship line.
The school meeting for the Willard district
will be held this evening. Matters of importance will be presented.

the

Fanatic and

Adventists.

To the Editor of the Press:
In a recent telegram published in the
Press there were some ;stat"'uants said to
have been made by Freeman the Pocasset
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tlon incorect, and they should ;bo corrected.
Will you please, so far as the Press Is concerned correct them. Freeman states that
when he slew his little daughter—as he
claimed in obedience to the Divine orderlike Abraham, the Adventists knew of the
deed and sanctioned it, and did all they
could to keep the matter quiet. But this is
not true. Freeman, who was wild and fanatical in Ills notions, had been associated witli
the Adveut people for a time, as any man
may become associated with any people, although they were not responsible for him in
whatever he might do. He met with them
in their prayer meetings and took part in
them. Without,for a tluie.seeralng to he very
peculiar, but he began to entertain the
strange notion that he must slay his little
as a sacrifice in obedience to the Divine
irectious. That this idea was an insane one
there is no question, but he shrewdly kept it
to himself and, until the deed was done, no
one knew of it but his wife. Then he plaeed
the body in a room hy Itself aud invited a
prayer meeting at his house. Several came,
as might be expected, quite informally and
entirely ignorant of what be had done. After the meeting had progressed for a while,
he said “Now I will show you what I have
done.” Then, leading the way Into the
room where the poor victim lay, he uncovered the face and revealed the innocent,slaugh-

Sirl

Acid Cas brings Patients
almost from the Crave.

Carbonic

Probably no discovery In the practice of
medicine during many years has awakened
more interest on the part of physicians than
the system of treatment of phthisis which is
now being given a trial at the Philadelphia
Hospital by Physician-in-Chief T. X. McLaughlin, assisted by Drs E. T. Bruea and R.
A. Taylor, says the Philadelphia Record.
This treatment, which Is simply rectal injections of carbonic acid gas, is not original with
Dr. McLaughlin, although he Is the first to
give It a trial in this country, but is the result of experiments made years ago by Claude
Bernard,'an eminent French physician. Dr.
Bernard experimented with lower animals,
and found that gases which were poisonous
when inhaled produced no injurions results
when introduced into the intestines. Beyond
this point his investigations were not carried;
but a few years ago Prof. Bergeron of Lyons
commenced a series of experiments to ascertain the effects of various gases thus introduced into the human system. In the course
of his investigation, he found that certain
gases applied through the rectum produced
marked results in persons

suffering from
phthisis or consumption. Before announcthis
ing
discovery, lie made it the subject of

careful study for two years, experimenting
upon numerous patients, and not only found
that carbonic acul gas, when properly introduced into the intestines, had a beneficial effect upon the patient, but also had the satis-

faction of effecting a permanent cure in sevof consumption.
Last August
Prof. Bergeron embodied the.results of his

eral cases

Mr.

F.

W.

Mc-

in a paper which was read be-

fore the Academy of Science in Paris.
Ills
discovery was received with incredulity by
and
with
ridicule
but
the
by more,
many,
physicians in the Paris hospitals began experiments in the line indicated by Pro!. Bergeron, with results similar to those obtained
by him.
A lew months ago Dr. McLaughlin read of
the marvelous accomplishments of the
French physicians, and determined to make
a test of the system in the treatment of some
of the patients under his charge.
Accordingly he prepared the necessary apparatus,

and asked a number of patients in the advanced stages of phthisis if they were willing to undergo the treatment, being assured
that it would not be in the least harmful, and
might prove very beneficial. At first only a
few of the more aggravated sufferers availed
themselves of the treatment, but as the won-

Vicar of EastportTofftfiip .their representative. Since the absconding orirf. Lawton,
Mr. McVicar has telegraphed to the comp-'
ny several times but has received no reply,

requested to be placed under the same treatment. On the loth day of February and the
few days following, ail other medical treatof the subjects was entirely stopped,
and has been
of the goods for the I ment
disposing
but carbonic acid gas was
benefit of whom It mav pnncArn
YAAtarrlnv I and
morning an attachment was put on the goods admlnistelelt>~~_
The method
8“
on storage in Uangor, by Mr. O'Connor, repvery simple, and wu&ir*^pffi>P®“y
resenting the Uowery National Bang of
no
in
the
pain
New York, to secure a claim of #2,240.87, the
produces
inconvenience. The apparatus useo^^fck”
amount of the attachment being 83000.
Bruen and Taylor W exceedingMcLaughlin,
PISCATAqUIS COUNTY.
ly simple, consisting of a rubber gas hag of a
Work at the Katahdln Iron Woik3 is going capacity of four or five gallons and a Woulf
on briskly and large quantities of iron are
bottle, such as Is used by chemists for washbeing smelted.
ing or saturating gases, and the necessary
connections
of rubber tuning. The ilask Is
SOMERSET COUNTY.
filled with water, bearing In solution sodium
Fairfield is in earnest over her Village Imchloride and sodium sulphide in the proporprovement Society.
tion of five grains of each to 24 ounces of
At the next meeting of the Board of Counwater. The rubber bag is filled with gaseCommissioners
will
the
town
of
ty
Harmony
ous carbonic acid and connected by tubing
present a bill to the county of $300 for the
with the bottle to such a way that pressure
expenses incurred in detecting the causes of
upon the bag will force its contents through
the mysterious fires in that town last fall.
the liquid and thence through a rubber fitted
The town does not claim that they have any
with a syringe tube. By pressure upon the
legal claim to it but simply ask it as a matter
bag the gas is forced regulated so as not to
of right, they having been to an unusual exproduce any pain in the patient, and the
in
an
welpense
fighting
enemy to the public
whole operation lasts but 10 to 20 minutes
fare, says the Fairfield Journal.
The treatment of the chosen putlents has
been continued regularly since Feb. 10, from
A new postoffice has been established at
one to five pints of gas being administered to
Moose Kiver Bridge, with KUen M. Holden
as postmaster.
each subject twice daily, and with resnlts
thus far but little short of miraculous. One
of the most interesting cases is that of a man
THE NEW LIQUOR LAW.
about 48 years of age, who has been sick tor
about nineteen months. On Feb. 10, when
Druggists Between the Devil and the he was under the gas treatment, be was so
weak as to be unable to turn in bed. and su
uS?P Sea.
emaciated that his bones nearly protruded
through bis skin, lie was unable to retain
i Kennebec J
nourishment of any sort, was continuously
“How are the drugg
with a iiilil, OiMmny-pfMpiratlMi ■
and had an almost incessant cough, whleh
liquor law passed by the
caused
intense pain in his chest. Fie was so
the question frequently asked. As nearly as
far gone that the physicians said he would
can be learned they are placed in the same
not live 48 hours. Wheu seen yesterday after
category with all places where intoxicating six weeks’ treatment, he sat up in tied, and
liquor is sold and a druggist cannot lawfully said that he had been up and about the ward
and that he had not had a sweat for two weeks]
sell, and is subject to fine nnd imprisonment
His appetite was good he said, and his food
if he sells, even a sum 11 quantity of intoxicaused him no trouble. He rested well at
of
cating liquor any kind, including alcohol, night, his cough had almost entirely disapand with it the pains in his chest.
uncompounded, whether as a medicine or a peared
Another interesting case is that of a man
nhvftirian'ft nmaArintinn.
Rwpntlv
\fr.
who has been suffering from phthisis for two
Frank R. Partridge, the proprietor of ttie
years, and has been under treatment in the
Fuller drug store, wrote to the office of Intreatment in the hospital lor three months,
ternal Revenue,
Treasury Department,
(luring which time he has not left ms uetrWashington, D. C., and in reply received the ili- Heucral symptoms were similar to those
following from Hon. Je». H. Miner, commis- of the patient above mentioned, (las was
first administered to him on Feb. 13, One
sioner oiluternal Revenue, which explains
month later he walked down o»rw» iligliu of
itself: “Yours of the 17th instant received,
stairs to be weighed, and climbed back to nis
in which you ask, as a registered pharmacist:
a
‘Have I the legal right to fill
prescription, ward afterward. After another week he
if honestly prescribed, by a reputable phyagain made the trip, and his weight showed
sician, calling for eight ounces of brandy, a gain of three pounds during the week.
whiskey or gin, etc., without being com- Yesterday be was walking about In the hospounded or mixed with anything else, if Ido pital. and said he felt very much better and
not take out a special tax stamp as a “retail
stronger.
A case of a somewhat different nature was
liquor dealer?” You have not. Special tax
the
Infound In the woman's ward. The patient
is
required to be paid, under
was admitted to the hospital some time ago,
ternal revenue laws, for the sale by apoth
ec tries of whiskey, brandy, gin, etc., uncomsuffering from catarrhal pneamonia. she
had a high fever, was subject to severe parbined with drugs, in any quantity whatever,
and
as
a
or for any purpose, even
medicine,
oxysms of coughing, accompanied by proSow
the
a
fuse expectoration, composed almost solely
prescription.”
upon physician’s
law just passed says: "The payment of the
of pus. She was, also, continuously bathed
in a cold, clammy sweat. Under the carbonic
United States special tax, as a liquor seller,
or notice of any kind in any place of resort
acid gas treatment which was commenced on
Feb. 14, these symptoms have entirely disapindicating that intoxicating liquors are there
ceased, and the
sold, kept or given away unlawfully, shall
peared, Expectoration, has is
be held to be priuia facie evidence that the
large cavity In the right lung now perfectsaid
and
the
or
and
tax,
person
pesrons paying
gradually contracting, and to all
ly dry
party or parties displaying such notices, are appearances, the patient is on the road to
common sellers of intoxicating liquors, and
complete recovery.
the premises so kept by them, conimun nuiThere are some 20 odd cases in the hospital
be
of
will
sances.”
under the same treatment and all hare shown
course,
Druggists,
obliged to post their United Special tax cer- equally remarkable improvement.
tificate in conspicuous places in their shops,
Dr. McLaughlin’s theory of the action of
and if in connection with this it can be provthe carbonic acid, which contains about one

niWSIjedy
ofsW£''nlsterin« ,tll«
*oIJowjd
patienWfcalp^'dU®

<

..

awl »k.»

The musical public will remember that
next Friday and Saturday “Kuddygore,”
Gilbert & Sullivan's new opera, will have its
initial representation in this city.
Good
seats can be procured at Stockbridge’s. The
will
be
in
the
Friday night performance
Stockbridge course. Those of Saturday are

Freeman the Pocasset

andtheBrTIM-4!£S>vinces,

Con-

sumption.

investigations

KNOX COUNTY.

CENTS.

Resuits of a New Treatment of

station.

PENOBSCOT

THREE

MARVELOUS CURES.

Thursday

Some time last fall the Chemical Ammo*
niate and Oil Company of New York, of
which the absconding Lawton was manager,
established an agency for the sale of their
Tfn-ti'fli, .which are fertilizers. In New England

fence

proached

so

Providence, R. I., March 25.—A brutal
murder occurred on Meeting street this morning, in which John C. Rovelto, who was
watching with a sick man, was killed by the
invalid’s nephew, who was infuriated with
drink. Rovelto was 57 years of age and was
the only known representative of the Malay
race in this city, having been kidnapped by
an American vessel in his youth.
He is a
janitor of offices and a member of the Lincoln Association, a beneficial organization of
colored persons. As such a member it became Ins
his turn last night to go Md
fad watch
with Henry Jackson, a colored nnm. residing
on Meeting street, who had long been suffering from heart trouble.
Hoarding with the Jacksons is his nephew,
Edward Turner, a negro 27 years of age.
Turner had been on a drunk for several days
and his condition bordered on delirium tremens.
Between 1 and 2 o’clock this morning
he went into the sick room and tried to lift
Jackson from his chair. Jackson’s wife and
the watcher both interfered, and the wife
went to a window in the entry to summon assistance. When she returned to the room
Turner had obtained the advantage of the
Malay, and with lists clenched was beating
him down to the lioor. The wife again called
and when she returned to the room an instant
later Eovelto lay prone and senseless, and
Turner had seized him by the shoulders and
was hammering the front of his head upon
the lioor. Assistance then arrived. Turner
was arrested, and ltovelto died
as be was
turned upon his back. The whole front of
his head had been crushed in.
He leaves a
widow and ten children.

be

Thursday.

VWJ

from 1100 to 1200 people on board.
During much of the stormy weather it has
been necessary to keep the poor emigrants
packed like sardines in the steerage, where
they were subjected to great sufferings. As
are

Killed While
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The Telephone Cases.
Baltimore, Md., March 25.—Xu the case
of the American Bell Telephone Company et
al. against the Pan Electric Telephone Company and others, Judge Morris in the United
States circuit court to-day passed an order
that the defendants be adjudged guilty of
contempt of order on the injunction issued
by the court July 19, 1880, and directed that
they forthwith deposit with the clerk of
courts all transmitters and receivers, includthem in acing the boxes which contain
cordance with that order, and that they pay
a fine of $100 to the complainant.

successful to'a large degree.

Continuation of

No Loss of Life.

__

_

foreign.

Scotia.

Rough Passage

A

MARCH

Cardinal Clbbons Formally Takes
Possession of His Titular Church.

STEAMSHIP ASHORE.

FIENDISH MURDER.

accident occurred about one o’clock this
morning near heetonia, Ohio, on tlm Pitts-

burg,

the local passenger train leaving here at 4
o'clock this afternoon were made comfortable within 15 minutes after steam was put
R. G. Chase, representing the Williams
on.
system, who has been here for some time
perfecting arrangements for the experiment,
was aboard the train and expressed himself
satisfied with the trial, since it demonstrated
that the principle of this system could be
successfully applied to car heating. Exhaust
steam from the Westinghouse Drake pump
was conducted through three lines of pipe
on one side of the cars and back along tne
other side to the engine, by means of a
vacuum escape placed on the engine on the
opposite side from the air brake. No live
steam was used. The experimenter found
that some of the mechanism
employed in
the trial was not suited to produce the fullest
measure of success, but, as far as proving
the principle involved is concerned, the experiment was very satisfactory, and the passengers did not complain of lack of heat,
although the outside temperature was low.
Further developments
under
improved

tlieru

In Honor of Cenoral Crant.

A Fire at Belfast.

Dklfakt, March 25.—At 0 o’clock Friday
morning, the store of Cates & Stickney, shoe
dealers, on Church street, took fire, probably

was

,

On the

which
the
steamer
encountered, and
which no doubt the yacht experienced ns to
the fact that she had her storm trysail set.
On the day when passed the weather became
more moderate and settled to a brisk wester-

where the body was taken today.
l)r. Ver
rill retired at an early hour, apparently in
Ids usual heath.
Calling his wife, he requested her to prepare for him a eup of mustard and water; this he drank, and asked
for another which he also drank. Neither
seeming to have the desired effect, his wife
went to prepare another at his request, but
he died during her absence. That lie died an
unnatural death there is no doubt, and the
most plausible theory is that he took an

Preslderv

St. John, N. B., March 23.—The financial
horizon in this neighborhood would seem to
bo growing each day more gloomy. Today
the failure of Mr. George McLeod is announced. Mr. McLeod was largely interested in lumbering throughout the province,
and was an extensive ship owner.
The shrinkage of values in these lines of
trade have greatly reduced his resources, but
the probability is that he would have pulled
through had it not heed*for the failure of T.
C. Jones & Co., of Liverpool, which occurred
a week after the failure of the Maritime
Hank, and which was caused by the intimate
connection in business of Jones and K. A. &
McLeod’s liabilities will be
J. Stewart.
He is completely prostrated by the
large.
shock. The names of other prominent firms
are mentioned on the street today as being
suspended, but there is no authoritative in-

at that time was 29.00.

(Special to the Press.)
Sanford, March 25.—The peculiar circumstances attending.the death of Dr.Frank
Verrlll of Actou, which occurred Wednesdav night, are exciting much interest, and
many theories accounting for it are advanced. A post mortem examination of the reinn

19th

of March.
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AROOSTOOK IN WINTER.
Snow

Eight

Feet Deep and the Roads
Hidden.

[Woodland Letter.]
The roads have been blockaded with snow
for the past eight
a large part of the time
weeks, there having been a snowstorm, or
blow, nearly every other day. The depth of
the snow on a level has beeu variously estimated at from seven to eight feet, and the
measurement as it fell, from 12 to id feet.
We have had

some

of the most intense

cold

experienced, even within the memory
of that ubiquitous individual, “the oldest inevery

habitant.”
The great depth of snow lias seriously interfered with lumbering operations, most
of the teams having already left the woods,
many of them some time since, and all experiencing great difficulty in getting their
teams out, many horses having been spoiled
in the attempt. The main traveled roads are
now beiDg plowed to render them passable,
but many crossroads have not been opened
for several weeks and forces of men are now
opening them by shoveling. It is admitted
by everyone that it has oeen the hardest

winter

ever

Maine

experienced.

Methodists

to

Assemble

at

Waterville.

The Maine Annual Conference of tho
Methodist Episcopal Church will hold its
session this year in Waterville, commencing
Thursday morning, April 28th. This will be
f lia flrcf lima llm

'anfaran/ia Vi

a a

avar nuaain

bled in Watervllle and it will be quite an
event.
Besides Bishop Walden, who is to preside
over the conference, I)r. J. L. Hurlbut of N.
Y., who is connected with the Sunday School
and C. L. S. C. work, Chaplain McCabe, gencralisecretaryiof the MissionarylSoclety of the
Methodist church, aud quite a number of the
representative men of the church from different States are expected to be present and
take part in the anniversaries and Sabbath
services. Nearly all the evaugelical churches
will be represented by delegates.

Watervllle’* New Water Works.
Watervllle is to have her system of water
works very soon. The town has voted to
contract for a supply of water for fire, municipal and other purposes, from the Watervillo Water Company, of which President
Sjwall and Manager Tucker of the Maine
Central are leading members. The contract
provides for ten hydrants at $30 each, and
any additional ones at the same rate until
the number of sixty-tire is reached and for
The
each additional one thereafter $33.
rates for domestic uses Is to be the same as
charged by the Gardiner Water Company.
The company now propose to take water
from the Messalonskee stream or the Kennebec river, and at present the preference Is
for the former.

Colby University.
At a meeting of Colby’s Base Ball Association Wednesday morning Larrabee resigned the captaincy of the team and Forest
Goodwin, Colby's famous pitcher, wns elected to till the vacancy.

.net

■

In iun of anlnhn Putfsul h

roirun

a

"*■

mall

trace of gaseous hydrochloric acid, is
that the gas slowly introduced Into the testlnes is gradually absorbed and passes Into
system, being finally exhaled. Thus reaching the afiected parts, it arrests the decomposition by effecting a rapid oxidization of the
affected surfaces. The absorption of the gas
and its subsequent contact with the diseased
surfaces is shown by the burning or smarting
sensation which is felt in those parts soon
after treatment with the gas. After each
the pulse falls to to 15 beats, resapplication
piration Increases four to six and the temfalls
several "degrees. In one ease
perature
the temperature was lowered (>“ from 105“,
The further and ultimate results of the exinterest.
periments are awaited with intense success
of
l)r. McLaughlin is sanguine of the
the method, and predicts that it will lead to
of pula complete change in the treatment
monary troubles._
as

a

BASE BALL.

Changes

in the Schedule.

The following corrections and changes
have been made in the schedule of the New
England League:
The Lowells plsy at Lawrence August 27th, instead of August 23d.
The Manchester* plays at Salem August 10th,
instead of July 10th.
The Lynns play at Manchester June 10th, in-

stead of June 24th.
The llaverhllis plsy at Lawrence Sept. 19th,
M;_y 12th.
The Lynns play at Lawrence June 20th, Instead
of July »th.
Add to schedule—Salems at Manchester May
9th.
The revised schedule will bo at once sent
out by Secretary Stevens for approval.
Instead of

NOTCH.

The uniforms of the Portland club will be
furnished by A. G. Spalding A Brothers. The
color will be white, with maroon trimmings
and stockings. The suits will be neat and
serviceable.

Hickman will not be given another trial by
has been re-

the Portland management as
porieu.

Walter W. Burnham ol the Boston Blues
privilege on the
Portland grounds for the season of 1*87.—
Boston Globe.

has received the score-card

RAILWAY MATTERS.
NEW BBtpOE* CN THE

MAINE CENTRAL.
The Pittsfield Advertiser says that a new

Iron bridge will be built the coming season
to replace the one across the Sebasticook
east of Pittsfield station. A new iron bridge
will also be put in at Newport. The increasing weight of the trains on the Maine Central makes this necessary.
The Staunch Bucksport DemocrataThe Democrats of Bucksport have held
fast to their pledge.
Several months ago
they vowed to abstain from voting until •
Republican, appointed to a deputysWp by
Democratic Collector Spolford Jof Castlne
At the annual March
should be removed.
meeting, not a single Democratic vote was
thrown, and the Democrats of the towiilhave
held another meeting at which they reiterated their resolution.

*

legislators of Beacon Hill are face to face
with a dilemma beside of which the problem
that appeared to our legislators at
Augusta
is very simple.

the

PEESS.

THE
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We do not roan anonymous letters and conunuu
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rations.

indispensable, net necessarily lor pub
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t.inumiitai' ons that are pot used.
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The Prohibitionists and Knights ol Labor
have joined drives for the coming municipal
election in Calais.
Tlie New York Star says it has opposed
the high license bill because it is a Democrat
1
fr:nn ‘way back.” Everybody w ill acknowl-

edge tlie force of that

reason.

Retaliation for Uluenose Insults lias begun. Along the border they are deciding to
take Canadian money only at a discount of
five per cent.
Presque Isle and Macliias
lead the way.
To-morrow the Salvation Army in many
parts of Maine celebrates the Seventh anniversary of their invasion of the State. It will
be interesting to know bow the devil lias
stood the seven year’s rub.

already takiug adlaw allowing them to
appropriate money far Memorial Day expenses. The town of Iiampden gives fifty
dollars to F. J. Flagg post, to bo expended
In decorating graves.
Some of the towns are

vantage of the

new

The Boston Globe thinks it
luiuir C1 t'UV Uitli

nuy

UO

Uldt

as

certain as
ui

tUC

Maine will mlopt the annual sessions amendment passed by tlio recent Legislature. The
Globe lias been misinformed.
There is

great doubt of its adoption.
Professor McGee of the Geological Survey
thinks ail the cities along the Atlantic slope
from Richmond to New York arc liable to

by earthquakes. Most all of them
have been shaken already more or less, so
there is nothing so very startling about the
professor's opinion.
be shaken

The Macon Telegraph speaks out boldly
the attitude of the South towards internal revenue taxation. The internal revenue system, the Telegraph declares
must be overthrown, and it warns Democratic congressmen from the South that they
caunot continue in the Democratic party and
at the same time continue to vote for the continuance of this system.

concerning

High License in New York.
The high license bill lias passed the New
York Assembly and there is little doubt of
Us success in tho Senate.
In its present
form it applies only to cities having at least
400,000 inhabitants, and as there are only two
which fulfill this condition, namely, New
York and Brooklyn, it affects only those two
cities. The measure is by no means so sweeping as it ought to be, and the restriction of
its application to two cities, while the evils
that it is intended to mitigate exist elsewhere, is a mistake. The measure however,
Is a step in tho right direction, and it may
be confidently expected that its faithful triaj
(if it gets one) in New York and Brook-

strengthen it in the popular favor that its extension to all the cities of the
8tate will be demanded when the Legislature
meets again next winter.
The Democratic organization have opposed
the hill from its inceptiou, and when the final ballot was taken in the assembly not a
•ingle Democratic member voted for it. And
ttieii opposition has by no means been entirely of tlie passive kind. They have fought
it tooth and nail. They have argued against
it and filibustered against it, and now unlyn will

so

doubtedly they will appeal to Gov. Hill to
veto it. The Itepublicaus have stood by the
bill from the first, and on its final passage only two or three voted against it. The record
of the two parties on the measure illustrates
anew the radical difference betweon them on
one of the most important questions of the
day, and shows that the Democratic party of

New York State is as completely st the
mercy of the rum power as the Democratic
party of the State of Ohio. In the latter
State the saloon men compelled that party
to annul through the Supreme Court the
Scott law, and now in New York they have
compelled it to repudiate a very mild
measure for the restriction of the liquor
traffic. Doubtloss a great many of the Democratic voters of the Empire State believe
in this measure and would b*
glad to see it
dh tlie statute book. But the slums of New
York city and Brooklyn, where Democratic
majorities come from, were opposed to it
and therefore tlie Democratic members of
the Legislature felt obliged to vote against
it. The trouble with the patty is that its
its respectable element in the great States of
the Uniou that in a contest between them,
the latter must surrender or go out of the party. The saloon men of Cincinnati have dictated Democratic platforms in Ohio so far as

The oleomargarine venders of the Stato of
NewYork have just got a very black eye
from the Court
of Appeals of that
State, which hss decided that the present
oleomargaiine law is constitutional, and consequently that it is unlawful to color spurious
butter to look like tbe genuine article. Oleo-

they relate

margarine uncolored is unsaleable, so the
practical effect of this decision is to stop the

representatives in the Legislature to do their

»*>

and

v/l

VUUIJI1UTO1J

dairymen

are

IUU13D

to liquor questions for years, and
the saloons of New York and Brooklyn
have taken the Democratic party of New
York State by the throat and compelled its

now

VIIC ItUUlCIS

happy.

At the recent March meetings several more
towns have abolished the district

system,H

The large town of Skowhegan is ope
There is considerable di»ai>pj#tpyEra,„oni;

prouii,._ent e^n|^ the State that
l<? ®s,isl*tu*^ciused to step in and com-

the

to abolish the system. And
system Is undoubtedly much better. But for this very reason the towns can
be relied on to make the change when they
get ready. This Is better than to force them
to do it. In New Hampshire, where the reform was forced gupon the towns, there has
been much dissatisfaction and threats of a
repeal of the law.

Presidential boom in the twinkling of an eye.
CURRENT COMMENT.

towns

THEY LIVE TO FIGHT ANOTIlEi: DAY.

-own

The Supreme court of Massachusetts has
just decided that a newspaper may pitch into
a man’s dinners as much as it sees fit without rendering itself liable for libel. James
Deoling, a Boston caterer, sued the Budget
Publishing Company for an alleged libel in
the Budget’s comments on the dinner served
by him to the Ancient and Honorable Artil-

lery Company at

its

last

annual

meeting.

The paper said: “One would suppose from
the elaborate bill of fare that a sumptuous
dinner would be furnished by the caterer.
Booling; but instead a wretched dinner was
served, and in such a way that even hungry
barbarians might justly object. The cigars
WttjlS Milkthe wice» wwqpot
much better." The court held that words
relating merely to the quality of articles
made, produced or sold by a person, though
false and malicious, are not actionable without special damage. The newspapers may
continue, therefore, to talk about “boardinghouse hash" with impunity.
A real, live rumseller has been found in
Fairfield, county of Somerset, and the specimen has told the Fairfield Journal that the
new
liquor law is “a peeor.” The view this
rumseller takes of it is this: “All other laws
have left us to deal wholly with local officials. They have been comparatively easy,
but now wa hue t« confront the United
States officers, which is quite another matter

Vn dealer dare aell

a

ela«« nf

hear

without a United States license, and the moment he takes out such a license he has con-

—~

the signs aright.

before

long,

if we read

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The Life of Emory A. Storrs: His Wit and
Eloquence, by Isaac Adams, Esq., is pre-

pared “under the direction and in the interest of Mrs. Storrsand it goes without
saying that a biography written under such su-

pervision

cannot be

quite true to the life.
A generation or two must intervene, and
some of his nearest and dearest
pass away
before a man’s life can be fairly pronounced
upon, his good and evil justly balanced ana
honest judgment of him given to the
That is the verdict of posterity^
Contemporary praise and detraction, ^fount
but little. But this book is a large one, and
contains the ablest
ofJ^ti^£t6rrs*3 utterances
from the
platfojju^nd in the forum. These
give us a cjfHtfer conception o‘f the intellectuality oi the man, and there we must stop.
Mr. Storrs was wonderfully ready and witty;
at times he rose to eloquence, and, so far as
we can judge, he appears to have mastered
his cases at the bar. There were some unfortunate circumstances of his life which detracted largely from the inflences which so
able a man ought to exert, and he has left
but light impress upon his time. He was
an

world.

of the very brightest political orators in
the country, and will be missed by thousands
to whom his words were always welcome.
The letter press of the book is good, and it
is embein sired with. a. portrait of Mr.
Storrs
and some autograph letters from eminent
one

(Philadelphia: Hubbard Brotlwrs.)

men.

ui. omKes in ms volume entitled
Microscopy for Beginners, opens the door to a
large amount of knowledge valuable to the
(tudent of natural history. The microscope
has been called “a new sense,” and becomes
by use a most fascinating method of “making

the several railroads of the State, which could be
attributed to any defect or want of repair on any

flight

isting.

larging the horizon

numerous bridges and otfier structures exOf what may have taken place before I
not state. True, the railroad officials of this
State, as a rule, look well after their bridges and
ether structures, and it 1s but seldom the commissioners feel it their duty to onUr repaired or removed ; a mere suggestion from the board has
been sufficient In most Instances, but repairs and
removals have been ordered by the board, and
made within the past four
years, which, if not so
can

ordered, might have resulted In disasters, such

as the one In Massachusetts to which vou call attention, among which I will mention the Iron
bridge at Saco and Blddeford.
There is no doubt that the railroad commissioners and railway officials themselves
will in tills State bpare no precautions to
avert such horrible catastrophes as have been
happening in other States. The great difficulty is not that either party will be remiss
In duty, but Unit the iron bridge will still
bide its weaknesses until the fatal moment.
v»wn»iw»

*>

The bill to'regulate railway discrimination
the time being, but the

in Maine is killed for
measure must prevail

victed himself, for no other proof is required. The books of the Internal Kevenue
officers are open for public inspection, so the
fact of the taking out of a license is a public
nature pellucid.” The author of the presmatter. All licenses expire April 30th. Then
ent volume makes for his work no scientific
comes the tug of war.
We shall not take I pretensions, but aims to help the beginner to
out licenses, and this
probably means a ascertain the names of some of the common
drouth. I consulted a lawyer yesterday aud microscopic creatures, both animal and
vegehe told me there was nothing to do but shut
table, with which the fresli waters of the
down. This Is sad news.” If the other rum- land are filled, and thus opens the
way to
sellers in the State are as despoudent as
more abstruse and
purely scientific research
their brethren in Fairfield, and can find no and classification.
The illustrations are
way out of their sorrow, the Sixty-third Legmany and helpful, and the young botanist
islature has not worked in vain.
and zoologist may derive from this little
work much information as well as pleasure.
In response to a criticism on the examina(New York: Harper * Brothers; Portland:
tion which the railroad commissioners make
Loring, Short & Harmon.)
of the bridges of the State, Commissioner
Mortland of liockland lias written a reply.
The Startling Exploits of Ur. J. B. Quies,
Mr. Mortland combats the assertion that the
from the French of Paul Celiere has been
only inspections which amount to anything translated
by Mrs. Cashel Hoey and Mr.
are made by the railroad companies themJohn Lillie and published by the Harpers in
selves, by the following statement of the iman
handsome volume with 120 capmunity which Maine has enjoyed from rail- italextremely
illustrations, by no means the least
way accidents, and the reasons for that imamusing part of a book, which is a curious
munity :
extravaganza, very Frenchy and very funny.
"Since I have been a member of the board, no
accident, of any nature, has happened on any of The author says of his story that it is only a
of the

Imaaii

Pittsfield Advertiser.
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The Massachusetts Legislature is wrestling with the convict labor question. This
■ a much
greater question in the Bay State,
which has more thousands of convicts than
Maine has hundreds, and the men who think
their business affected belong to uiaDy
branches of industry. The shoemakers of
Lynn, speaking of convict labor in general,
say that Lynn sends $500,000,(WO worth of
shoes to the West a year, and that there they
come m competition with $7,500,000 worth
of shoes made In prison. The clothing cutters of Boston complain that they now get
ten dollars a week where they used to get
eighteen, and lay this reduction to the competition of tlie six hundred and sixty-six
convict cutters of (Massachusetts. The car;
riage was not a topic of consideration before
the legislative committee; but the harness
makers made a stronger protest even than
their brethren in Maine. A representative
of the Harness Makers’ Union of Boston,
said that there were seventy-six shopslin
Boston, but that only seventeen employed
In the Slate I0l5*iuen
more than one (man.
get a living at harness making; they do not
work over seven months in a year. In 1870
about 1700 men were in the business; most
of whom worked full time. The reason for
this diminution, in the opinion of the representative of the harness makers, was that
there are 142 convicts in Massachusetts employed in making harnesses. They are aided
bv machinery bought by the State.
As the Massachusetts prisons are already
a great
tax on the commonwealth, and as
alany changes such as are demanded would
most inevitably make them still more, so

of fancy, which has not been written
for the purpose of astonishing the world, en-

thought or shaking
the social edifice; but he
of

the foundations of
lias certainly succeeded in his intention of
amusing his readers. One might as well try
to describe the intricacies of a cobweb as to
give an idea of the fantastic and unintentional peregrinations and adventures of good
Ur. Quies, whose one idea is, as his name
suggests, “repos,” and who is carried by
cruel fate to the ends of the earth.
(New
York: Harper* Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

One might easily find ground for a good
deal of casual criticism
in Mr. John T.
Wheelwright’s clever novel, A Child of the
Century, but the author at once disarms us
by his own frank, friendly and good natured
word, so that being entertained and interested we are inclined to say, “You are a good
fellow, we like you and your book,” and let
it go at that. We are antagonized by no fine
not called upon to “come up into
the clouds,” nor are we asked to admire the
aesthetic decorations of a dishcloth from the
standpoint of the fine arts. Mr. Wheelwright has written a pleasant, jolly, agreeable story, more than usually bright and
“fetching,” and we can enjoy It from the
common plane of every day life, and thank
him for having entertained us in a leisure
hour. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

airs,

we are

Higginson’s strong, yet euphonious phrasing most refreshing, ana cannot too highly
recommend his suggestions and the faultless
garb in which he has clothed them. (Boston:
Lee & Shepard; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)

_

Professor Johnny, the hero whose name
gives the title to n bright and wholesome
story for boys, is a quaint little figure in juvenile literature, and quite an original one.
“Jak”, for we must call the author by his
pen name, having no knowledge of his actual personality, has a knack of combining instruction with amusement in a very agreeable manner, and while the boys find Johnny
aud his 9ister great fun, they will at the
same time be learning of the little Professor
a good deal of elementary chemistry, while
his experience will teach them how to avoid
accidents in experimenting, which though
entertaining to read about are trying to the
innocent victims of these youthful aspirants
in the realm of science. (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co; Portland: Loring, Short &
The French Principia, Part III. by Professor Brette, is on the plan of Dr. William
Smith’s well known Principia Latina, and is
intended to teacli pupils to write Frencli correctly. It is divided into two parts, the first

enabling the student, who has previously
Accidence, to fix the rules of
syntax thoroughly in his memory. The second part yontains exercises, which are arranged in a systematic progression, and are
selected with reference to interesting the pupil, aud avoiding dullness ora lack of varie-

pure, his style is so sincere and so utterly
free from affectations and
fopperies, that
one is always charmed
with his way of putting things. The gracious flow of his thought
makes still more Impressive the
thought
itself, and a young writer could find no better or more delightful master. In this
age of
literary crazy quilts, when nine-tenths of the

books published are mere patchwork, containing brilliant scraps, but neither harmony
nor continuity of thought, we find Colonel

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.
Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and. Trust
Famls constantly on hand.

There is an excellent index, rind a vocabulary in which will be found all the
French words required in the exercises- (New
York: Harper <& Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
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HOW TO MAE MONEY
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Law, witli

an
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Origin
Sources, and of its HisDevelopment. By George B. Davis, U. S.
A., assistant professor of law at the U. 8. Military Academy. Cloth. 460 pp. (New York: Haroer
« Cromers; Portland:
boring, Snort & Harmon.)
A History of Turner, Maine, from the settlement to 1880. By Rev. W. It. French, H. I).
Cloth, Illustrated, 312 pp. $1.60. (Portland: Hoyt,
Fogg & Donham. For sale by W. H. Stevens &
Co.)
Platform Echoes: or Livibg Truths for Head
and Heart, Illustrated by nearly five hundred
thrilling anecdotes aud incident, humorous stories, personal experiences and adventures, touching home scenes, and tales of tender pathos,
drawn from the bright and shady sides of life. By
John B. Gough, with a history of Mr. Gough’s
Life and Work, by Rev. Lymau Abbott, D. D.
Cloth, illustrated, 039 pp. (Halifax: A. D. Worth,
iugtou & Co. Sold by subscription.)
Two Gentlemen of Gotham. By C. & C.
Cloth, 344 dp. $1. (New York: Cassell & Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Fokest Runes. By George W. Sears. (Ncssmuk.) Cloth, 201 pp. (New York: Forest and
Stream Publishing Co.; From the Publishers.

Two Gentlemen of Boston. A Novel. Cloth.
481 pp. $1.60. (Boston: Tieknor & Co.: Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The Startling Exploits of Dr. J. b.
Quies. From the French of Paul Csliere, by
Mrs. Cashel Hoeyand Mrs. John Lillie. With
120 illustrations. Cloth, 328 pp.
(New York:
Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
Waste-Land Wanderings. By Charles C.
Abbot, M. D. author of upland and Meadow, &c
Cloth, 312 pp. (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Baldwin and Other Tales. By Karl Erdmann Elder.
Translated from the German by tbe
Earl of Lytton. Cloth. 312 pp. (New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.l

The

New

Law

and the

Free

Pass

System.
Boston Globe.
Some of the New

England general

ger agents recently reported
DObfail f A ha a1»1 5 rrxx/1

tn

nmr

passen-

that they ex-f

fnnn

lt.nl.

wives after April S, on account of the
stringent provisions of the interstate commerce act. Thisjextreme view of the law is
not held by the presidents and general managers of the local companies, and will not be
carried into execution in New England.
The act does not prohibit the granting of
complimentary passes for travel within the
limits of a single State. Many of the roads
will nevertheless give it the narrower construction. This matter is in the discretion
of each company. All the roads are expectown

ed to call in passes more comprehensive than
the above on the^first of next month.
The
practice of giving transportation for the purpose of influencing shipments of freigli will
be put an end to for the most part.
So far as granting of free transportation
to newspaper publishers, editors and reporters, m compensation for advertising is
concerned, the views of Senator Cullom, the
father of the law, though not conclusive, are
interesting. “There appears to exist,’’ said
the Senator a day or two ago, “a misunderstanding in regard to the issue of passes,
but it was our intention to include that matter. If a railroad company sees
proper to
Pa>’.ior its advertising by free tickets, as no
doubt has been the custom
(except that
heretofore the roads have gotten more
than
they gave
out) the
bill
does
not prevent it.
If Senator Brown had Dot
construed the bill as interfering with the
pass system, nothing would have been said
about passes.
In my opinion it is time to
have these matters adjusted.
If a road gets
special rates for advertising it should give
facilities
to
those who give the rates.
special
There is nothing in the bill which absolutely
prohibits the issuance of passes. The whole
thing is an inference, but will, I suppose, be
taken advantage of in many instances.” Mr.
Cullom’s remark that the various companies
have usually received more from the newspapers in the way of free advertising than
they have given back in free transportation,
lias a local as well as a general application.

GREAT

MISTRESS OF A FOUR-OX TEAM.

Pittsfield Advertiser.
Winfield Goodrich of Brighton, has one of
the smartest girls in town, and that is saying a great deal. She is but 14 years old, and
has worked in the woods all winter with her
father, taking a man’s place. She has taken
the entire care of her team of four oxen,
and hauled logs from the woods to the mill
at West Athens, working many
days when
most men would have pronounced it very

John G. Whittier has sent $50 in aid of the
Boston Longfellow memorial.
A candle peddler has told the Wall street
brokers that candles are the fashionable il-

luminating agencies, sold an immense quantity to them, and proved himself a judge of hunature. Ifundreds of candles now bum
in Wall street brokers’ offices, and the gas
burners and electric lights are taking a rest.
man

NEW YORK.

jan<jp
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SIX PER CENT.
Water Works Co. Sinking Fund Bonds.
Principal and Interest

Guaranteed.
FOR SALK

AT

Par and Interest.
H. M. PAYSON & CO.
32'Exchange Street.

marl7

and can therefore offer to the public lower prices than have been ofered in the State. We have all the new PATTERNS of PARLOR
SUITS inSuIton, Embossed Plushes, and Hair Cloths, and a full line
Patent Rockers, Easy and Fancy Chairs, Hook Cases, Hall Stands,
Sideboards, Mirrors. &c. Chambers Sets in all the new styles and
PATTERNS, BLACK WALNUT, CHERRY, ANTIQUE OAK AND
PAINTED.
Spring Beds of every kind, Mattrasses, Hair, Soft Top,
and
a full line of Housekeeping Uoods.
Bear in mind,
Feathers,
these goods are all fresh and new and will be sold at bottom prices.
Call and examine our goods and prices before punthasing.

DEANE

creamjalm
Cleanses the
Head.

Allays

In Ilainmation.

Heals theSores.
Itestorcs the
Senses of Taste,

Smell, Hearing.
A

quick Kelief.

A positive Cure.
particle Is applied Into each nostril and is
at Druggists: by mail,
Price
60
cents
agreeable.
registered, 60 cts. Crculars free. ELY BROS.,
Druggists, Owego, N. Y.
sspyeod&wlyiinu
A

A G'NE'UC Its causes, and a new and
Ik A.r II IkOO successful CUBE at
your
own home, by one who was deaf
twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the noted specialists without benefit.
Cured himself in three
months, and since then hundreds of others.
Full

Dll'

particulars

sent

on

application.

T. 8. PAGE, No. 41 West 31st St.
nct33eod£w6m*

New York City.

Saturday.Ottvette
Saturday Matinee.FatInlUa
Seats now

arc

SPRIMCi

most of the

the

very much

But by calling

are

same

Coe

on

they

last

as

see

can

a

great

of

variety

to select from.

Exchange Street.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES
«

eodtf

KUHN, LiOEB & CO.,
BANKERS,

NASSAU ST., NEW YORK,
HAVE CONSTANTLY ON HAND
A SELECTION OF CHOICE INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
30

eod2nu>

7

ALL- WOOL
From the Bankrupt Stock of
■

Greenoogh,

RANKERS AND BROKERS,
Proprietors of

POOR’S MANUAL OF RAILROADS,
Execute orders at the Stock Exchange in New
York aud London. Railway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
45 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
feblO
d6m

:s OND!S !

CLOTHING, Ac.,

Burgess & Go., WMory, Goon.
^-

We are offering a large lot of Men’s All Wool Suits especially adapted for Spring and Summer wear, very desirable colors, at only $5 per
suit. Also at $6, $7.50, $8 and $10.
These goods are all very much
under regular prices and we cordially invite inspection and compari300 Men’s and Young Men’s All Wool Suits at $G, $8, $10, $12 and
These goods are from our regular Winter stock, but are very
much reduced in price and are big bargains for the money.
2000 pairs of tine All Wool Pants for Gentlemen, Young Men and
Boys, at remarkably Low Prices.
Extra good values in Boys’ Knee Pants at 25, 50, 75 cents, $1; also
at $1.50, $2 and $2.50.
We shall offer THIS WEEK Gentlemen’s and Young Men’s SPRING
OVERCOATS, all wool, at only $8, $10, $12 and $15. These are extra
bargains and a large assortment are offered for selection.
We still continue our “Special Sale” of- BOYS’ STAR SHIRT
WAISTS at 50 and 75 cents; also cheaper grades at 15 and 25 cents.
A good tim&to buy for the coming season.
Gentlemen’s fine Broadcloth and English Worsted Suits, all styles.
Small lot of Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, with Vests, $6, $8 and $10 quality at only $4 and $6 each. Sizes 9. 10 and 11 vears.

$15.

COST.

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
194 MIDDLE STREET, Portland
anldtf
January 1.1884.

No.

PROPOSALS.

Notice to Contractors and Builders.
Proposals will be received by the undersigned,
addressed “Proposals for Wording Hall building
until 12 o’clock, noon, of
at Houlton, Maine,”
Wednesday, April 16th, 1887.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the office of the architect, John Calvin Stevens, Portland, from March 7th until April 16th; at the store
of Philbrook & Leighton, Augusta, from Tuesday,
March 8th, until Monday, March 14th; at the store
of Charles P. Tenney, Houlton, from Wednesday,
March 16th, until Monday, March 28th: at the of-

Friday, April 8th; and at the
& Leighton, in said Augusta,
from Saturday, April 9, until Saturday, April 16.
All proposals will bo directed to Rev. Joseph
Ricaer, Augusta, Me.
The committee reserve the right to reject all bids
March 30th. until
store of Philbrook

Augusta, March 1,1887.
JOSEPH RICKER, Augusta,
)
MOSES GIDDING8, Bangor,
I Building
EDMUND F. WEBB, Watervllle,
J
CHARLES P. TENNEY, Houlton, | Committee.
ALBERT A. BURLEIGH, Houltou, J

STRICTLY

PRICE.

253 AND 255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
WARE,

Manager.
dtf

GILBERT DRESS GOODS
Grand Continued Sale of These

eod3w

mars

ONE

Boston# Portland Clothing Co.,
limner

Popular

Goods.

NO.
febl9

197

MIDDLE

STREET.
eotltf

CARL
—

PARK

AT

umm,
—

STREETCHURCH,

SATURDAY EVENING. MARCH 26. at 8 O'CLOCK

RUDDYGORE.
Ticket*

bridge’s

now

ante nt Stock,

on

Music Store.

inar’il
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THE

1160 th

ANO

PERFORMANCES

1131»t

SPRING OPENING
—

AT

—

TURNER BROS.’
Wednesday, March 23d.

—

AND

—

Hartley Campbell’#

Greatest

Prices 75, SO anil 35 cents.
Saturday. March 2d.

Play!

Sale of seats com-

mences

KIDDER’S

Large Assortment

of lino Plain and Fancy French Dress Goods.
25 Kobe Patterns at abont wholesale prices.
Great variety of Combination Dress Patterns.
24 Inch Black Satin Duchesse $1.50, regular value $2.50.
One
the best bargains ever known to be offered.

of

Cheney Bros.’ Plaid Surah Silks 50 cents, worth $1.00. Only a
quantity will be sold at that price.
Exclusive sale of Cheney Bros.’ Jersey Silks, 25 inches wide, at 95
cents, regular price $1.25. The most popular Summer Silk worn, and
will give the best satisfaction.
small

C. J. Bounet & Co.’s Black Satin Khadame 75 cents.
oO Inch trench Dress floods 75 cents, worth $1.25.
One piece Silk Warp Henrietta 95 cents.
36 Inch All Wool Tricots 37 1-2 cents, regular price 50 cents.

Extraordinary inducements
departments.
mar22

will be offered to

our

this

customers
Utf

42d ANNUM- STATEMENT
-OF1

1887

THE-

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
COMPANY,
Newarli,
AUIZ1
Total Assets,

DODD,

January 1,1887,

51EM
indigestion!

V,hrmrolufa

nr

CO.,
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
w.l Joha at., If. *.
fet>19dlawSly
W9. E. Kf DOER A

hnt.

t.

tIEOKTINCi

EPPS’S COCOA.

President.

RUEAHEAMT,

Market Value, $40,826,264.16
$2,851,454.94
5,512,129.31
14,834,902.00
143,186,656.00

At market values the surplus would be, by company’s standard,
By the New York standard the surplus would be
Policies issued and revived in 1880, 6,008, Insuring
Policies in force January 1st, 1887, 53,633, insuring •

dyspepsia.

POTENT HK.1IKDV VOH
Indigestion, Acute and Atonic Dyspepsia, Chronic
and Gastro-Iutestlnal Catarrh. Vomiting In PregI nancy. Cholera Infantum, and In convalescence
from Acute Diseases.
I Over 5000 physicians have sent to us the most
flattering opinions upon Dtgestylin as a remedy
for all diseases arising from Improper digestion.
For 20 years we have manufactured the Digestive Ferments expressly for PHYSICIANS’ use,
and lor the past year DIGESTYLIN has been by
them extensively prescribed, and today It stands
It Is not a
without a rival as a digestive ageut.
secret remedy but a scientific prepar itlon, the
f onnula of which Is plainly printed on each bottle.
Its great DIGESTIV E POWER Is created by a
careful and proper treatment of the ferments in
manufacture.
It Is very agreeable to the taste,
and acceptable to the most delicate stomach. Fur
the reliability of our statements we would respectfully refer to all Wholesale and Retail Druggists,
and PHYSICIANS generally. Price #1.00. Sold
A

lURATEEl'L—AO

•

Total Premiums to January 1,1887,
$111,661,106.68
OF THIS SUM THERE HAS BEEN ALREADY RETURNED TO POLICY HOLDERS:
For policy claims
43.0 per cent., $46,943,680.10
For surrendered policies
11.0 per cent., 12,264,210.63
For dividends.30.1 per cent., 33,605,016.94
....

HORNING,

dtf

of the Famous

Total.8s7l

WE SHALL ADD THIS

of good advice. Not a temperance lecture;
not a medical treatise; but some common
sense words foil of meat (not drink) for the
sufferer from

—

Tuesday and Wednesday, Mar. 29 and SO.

....

FOUR INCHES

PROF.

BY

PORTLAND THEATRE.

COE, The Hatter,

1845

W, C.

—

iuar5

season in all

Balb.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s A 6s
P. & O. R. R—6s

Piano Recital!

Sets, Fur Caps, Gloves, dkc., &c., can buy
them at their own price for a few days, as School for
Dancing!
we w ant to get rid of them before
The
last
class
for
the
season opens
packing.

SUITS,

son.

CORRESPONDENCE OF BANKERS, BBOKERS
AND INVESTORS SOLICITED.
feb22
eodSrn

Jjt

Doors open at 7; Concert will close by 9.80
Ticket. One Dollar. For Sale atStockbrldge's,
Bobluson's and the door.
marZldlw*

Parties in want of anything in the winter
line, such as Robes, Horse Blankets, Fur

-ON-

BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S
jelO

*

sale at Theatre; selling
• rapidly.

different from what oth-

running, and

-A_T

COLLEY,

Overcoats, Pants, Vests,
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

on

inarZ4

IJeutieTuesday Evening, March 15.
men gli, Ladies $1.50, for six lessons.

&'

46

eodtf

First National Bank Building.

I JUST

STYLES

shapes

TRUST COMPANY

Anson.4s

boys will find that

something entirely

■nar5

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Oo!d..6s

The

year.

PORTLAND

Poor &

Wednesday.Fatlnlua
Thursday
Fra Dlavoio
Friday.Bohemian (Url

—

per cent.,

$92,812^907.67

Leaving still in Company’s possession,
$18,848,198.91
The Company’s Investments have yielded sufficient returns to pay
all expenses and taxes, and still to add to the Policy holders’
"
fund for the fulfillment of existing contracts,
21,978,065.24
The record of the
for the past, 42 years, taken together with the un«
Company
equaled liberality of its Policy contract, and its unsurpassed reputation for fair
dealing with its members, proves that the Mutual Beuellt furnishes the best insur-

thorough knowledge ot the natural laws
wnich govern the operations ot digestion and uotritiou, and by a careful application of the One
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided arJ>rr,:k!io tables with a delicately
flavored bevwagc which may save us
many
heavy do< tors’ bills. It Is by the Judicious use ol

“By

a

such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeplc g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JA.NKN flPnt A CO.,
Hamespalhic CkraG.U, I.oml.a, £■(.
S&TuAwly
jeiy

-*

DYSPEPSIA
—

AND

75

—

INDIGESTION.
And that’s a Yankee.

pieces

they all suffer at times?

Don’t
Then let them use

their Yankee shrewdness, and, instead of
drinking bottleafter bottle of alcoholic preparations, which onlv stimulate and irritate
their stomach, producing lasting evil instead
of doing good, let them get a box of

more

oI

thcDlack and White Stripes

and Mixtures at the

Look at them.

45

id. k:si

CENTS
Every lady

same

PER

at the lowest cost price.
(ontr,l''t guarantees CASH SURRENDER VALUES, CASH LOANS,
EXTENDED or PAID UP INSURANCE.
ance

price,

YARD.

ATTG< Hl
C. F.

should secure

a

pletely

TTTT1VT. /\

DON’T

all

DYSPEPSIA,
TION, HEARTBURN,

IN DIGESand remove
ACIDITY OP THE STOMACH. Dr.
Mark R. Woodbury has used them in his
practice for 43 years without a failure. He
prepares them now for the public. He call*
cure

FORD’|

mar22

dress from this lot.

email lozenges containing in condensed form
all the medicinal properties needed to com-

F, i28

AGENTS,
Exchange St.

We wish to call attention to tbe fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
ami Flannel, are made to order, and ent
from measure.
The garments are made from white
| and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, game and cotton.
The merino and wool salts are anshriakiag. We warraot good Httlag
and comfortable garments.

emltf

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,

FORGET

Ho. 8 Elm Street.
dtf

janB
"

THE GREAT MARX DOWN SALE

Dyspepsia Killers.

IV

v.i.
—

Hunt omnkn In

thla world

you may In tha next.”

If you do unoka try 8. 8. SI.KF.PEB A CO.'S

Price, BOcent* a box. (Trial size, 28 cent*.)

Sent by mall to any part of the U. S.

ceipt of price, by

on re-

DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
WholeaaU A genu,

Sold by all dealer! and
emoked by nearly everybody
lOo. nek. I7.S0 po Buairsi.

and 26 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

24

j&n20

eodi8t2dor4thpnrm

Cf‘‘K

OF PAIN.”

^

OURKN l*ain», Kxtfrsal and Internal,
KKMRVEN Mwrllinga, Contraction* of
the IHuacIca,
Mtiffaema
of
the
Jointn.
HKAL8 Bruiwen, Mcalda. Rum*, Cut«,
('rorliN, and Merntchea. (Real Mtable Remedy in the world ) Cl REN Rheumatism.
More
Neuralgia. Hoaraeneae.
Throat,
Croup, and all Uiadred affliction*.

A LARGE BOTTLE.
Most

economical,

A POWERFUL REMEDY.
il ton. but 95 emu
bailie.

Druggists pronounce It the best selling medicine they have. Bold everywhere. Beware of
counterfeits and imitations. The genuine only
prepared by, aud bears the name of,

WINTER CLOTHING

GENTLEMEN!

Liebig

company’s extract of meat.
Liebig
Only sort guaranteed Genuine by Baron
company’s extract of meat.
The Finest Meat-flavouring Stock. USE it
for Soups, Sauces aud Made Dishes.

Liebig

company’s extract of meat
Liebig
Efficient tonic In all
of Weakness aud
Disorders.
cases

Digestive

company’s extract of meat.
Highly recommended as a Nightcap instead
of alcoholic drinks.

Liebig

IEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT CF MEAT.
genuine only with fac-simlle of Baron
Liebig’s signature lu blue ink across label.
IEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers and
Chemists, Sole agents for theUnited States
(wholesale only) C. David & Co., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, Loudon, England.

Jun26

dlawly8

Notice.
keepers of hotels, boarding houses and
employment offices to whom petsons are
brought from surrounding towns aud from towns

ALL

wlthm t tie State, and who are such persons as are
liable to become a public sliarge, are earnestly requested to send both the person bringing aud such
persons as are brought to the Office of the Overseers of the Poor, that their pauper settlement
may be determined as to whether it Is in the city
lu doing so you will help the Pauper Deor not.
partment to save au Item which is already beginning to add quite an amount to our pauper expenses. PER ORDER.
feb2Idtf

I

oae

and examine

Rubbers and Alaskas.

tabl°_Tdtl

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods
FRED R. FARRINGTON,
UNDER

iUBMUSE

YMF™
I I1Lh££

All who buy or order direct from us, and request
It, shall receive a certificate that the monev
be refunded lfnot
abundantly satisfied. Retail price, SScts.; e bottles, 82 00. Express .rm
•ay part of the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO P. O. Box
2118,

shin

Boston. Maam

| I Kg I Kjf PKIT

^“Lllllffltli I

Dov^

La.
marl7

208

FALMOUTH

MIDDLE

mli5

MOST WONDERFUL

a

eod&wly

\ CO., Dorehester, Mass.

V. 6

Tli© Clotliler and. Purnlslieir,

Diphtheria, Croup. Asthma. Bronchitis. Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism. Bleeding at tba
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influents, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus Dysen

ppAM
="£Hnll

large

crtl

line of
as

DAVIS & CARTLAND.
Cures

our

for persona In health.
Said by Grocers everywhere.

Extension Heels Put On Your Old Rubbers !

inuN^nni’^
UUniluUll 0

Cocoa.
Warranted oA.olt.Xf* jntrm
CoMO, fr<«i which tha ei tm ot
OU has been removed. IthsatArx
fixes the ttnngtA of Cocoa mixed
with Starch. Arrowroot or Safer,
and la therefore far more eooooml-

Men,Boys, Youths and Children,

Newports, Clogs, Zephyrs, Imitation Sandals, Lazy Men’s

TT&Sttlst,2dor4tbpnrn>

company’s extract of meat
For Improved and Economic Cookery.

Boston.
s. g. SLEEPER * CO., Factory,
BOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

We want you to know that we have in
stock an elegant line of Light Over Rubbers
and a pair of them yon wifi soon need.

NELSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

feblb

1

--

a.

per

Liebig.

Catarrh

BARGAINS.

We have leased the large and spacious store, and have bought for
cash in dead of Winter, and put in an entire new stock of

THE

Frank Savage is authority for the statement that two French families boarded the
train lie was on at Brunswick the other day,
from whom the conducts collected fifteen
full fare tickets. There were just 20 people,
little and big, in the party.

Uramt Matinee Mntarday, March M.

_

STORIES FROM THE STATE.
PROLIFIC FRANKS.
Fairfield Journal.

COMimWfl WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2S.

COE.

An^nNTOTJJVl'OEJNaiEinVT.

ers

o„

LTf“r^?F International
and

PORTLAND THEATRE

1887.

KEPERTOIR-

G R.iV.ND

LAURIE A CO.,
BANKERS & BROKERS,
850 Broadway (and branches),

trated:

rjjTlI'JL.

UllWKnESTS.

k Moulton’s
46 SPRING. Bennett
COMIC OPERA CO.

MAILED FREE.

!>.:

A Child or the Century. By John T.Wheelwright. Cloth, 348 pp. *1.00. (New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Spring haven. A Tale of the Great War. By
R. D. Blackmore, author of Loma
Doone, etc.
Cloth, Illustrated by Alfred Parsons and
ard. 512 pp. (New York: Hamer A,
—
Portland: Ix>ring, Short-

Exchange Street

EXPIAHATORY PAMPHLET

a

BOOKS RECEIVED.

46

18 87.

STOCKS, GRAIN, PROVISIONS, OIL, ETC.

—

The Faith Cure, by Rev. W. I. Cable. IlusA Nineteenth Century Mystery, by Henrietta E. face; Facts, Fears and Imagination bv
denies N. Arnold; Politics on the Canada Line, by.
M. Winslow Fannan; An Englishman’s Opinions,
by Philip R. Ausmidou; Editors Table, Historical
Record, Book Notices, etc.

DEANE & COLLEY,

eodti

MAGAZINE NOTICES
The New England for March is embellished by
portrait of Rev. A. A. Minas, D. D., to which is
added a biography and sketch of the rise and
growth of Universalism iu tbe Unlted|States. This
is followed by A Bit of Old China by I. B. Choate;
The Sinobury Copper Mines by J. M. French, M.

WMEIXANEON.

Choice

mastered the

ty.

jnSCEUANEOim.

<fc~WOlJLTOiV,

WOODBURY

Harmon.)

It was a wise thought to put Colonel Iligginsou’s two papers, A Letter to A Young
Contributor, and Hints on Speechmaking, into a little volume by themselves, where they
will be easily at hand for reference. They
are really invaluable for the use ho intended
them, more especially the letter to literary
aspirants, young and old, which contains
many useful hints, and which is in itself a
model of literary form and elegance of diction.
Colonel Iligginson’s English is so

FINANCIAL..

G R EAT

HOTEL.

BAILEY,
St.

belliai A|tat,'M3 .SIMIr
CARD.

pe.manently
*

ST.,

PORTLAND,

ME.
eixltf

B A R G A I N S

To Close Out the Remainder of the

dtf

Coudy Stock.

All broken lots of 30c toAOc Buttous to be closed out for 5c and 10c
per doze,o.
*mull lot of Ladies’ Merino Vests
....
33,. lo Bor
Small lot of Ladies’ Corsets, sizes SO lo» 30, ....
40c
Small lot of Ladles’ Corsets, sizes SO to> 34, ....
70c
Small lot of Yoang Ladies’ Corsets, siz ea SI to SO,
sgc
Small lot of R. and O. Corsets, sizes IS to SO,
...
40c
nud
of
line
Misses’
Children,s
in
Lisle
Thread
and
Big
Hosiery,
Silk,
Cotton. Come and see the great bargains In Laces, Trimmiugs, Fine lfambnrgs nnd Misses’ Hosiery.
~a£E* .if -iig

associated

with

myself
Co., house furnishers,
HAVING
B. A. ATS is sow
I shall
streets,

cor-

be
Pearl and
Portland,
lu “>e otaie ot Maine at
nappy to meet my trie,
new
years
my
quarters.
expeMy .‘wemy-flve
rience in the business with Walter (i>rey * (o..
six ol which was spent as ma.'**e£ <ln. connection
with Walter L. Corev) ol the
‘
ture Co., warrants me fn
believing ***?
any order entrusted to my care
1“u; Assuring you lhat we have om “LA™
largest stocks ol carpets, chamber sets and k ***
suits In the country to select
Irom, I remain
Yours very Respectfully,
f. pteb.
ner

r.°1rH*?‘e!?rSu
t‘you.
X'

oetaolobemzo

To Vessel Owners.
thor-

Port Clyde Maine Railway has
THEoughly
In readiness to
rebuilt, and Is
All work
been

now

E. S. PEN DEXTER ,

take out all vessels fn need ol repairs.
dispatched quickly and satlslactlon guaranteed.
Address.
C. W. 8TIMP8ON, J*..
Putt Clyde, Me.
doclttdtl

THE

Lowest..

34

134%

Closing.

Jan.

Opening.
Highest!.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Boston Stock Market.

points

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations ot stocks

says:

“Yes, gentlemen, you gee at end of my arm the
most corrupt aud contemptible mati that the eartli
has ever produeed-”
"I agree with him, gentlemen of the Jury,” Interrupted tlie accused, "but monsieur lias forgotten to say at which end.”

I'opeka and Santa Fe Railroad.101%
New York and New England Railroad.
63%

do uret
C. B. & 0. 139
Wisconsin Central. 27

WisconsinCentr.il pref. 39%

Mexican Central 4s. 68
Boston Water Power Co. |7
Pere Marquette Railroad com. 26%
Flint
do

Boston Land

Company.

Extra Liability to Malarial InfectionFersons whose blood Is thin, digestion weak
and liver sluggish, are extra-liable to tbe attacks
of malarial disease. The meat trifling exposure
may, under such
conditions, infect a system
which, if healthy, would resist the miasmatic
taint. The only way to secure immunity from
malari a In localltes where It is prevalent, is to
tone and regulate the system by improving weakened digestion, enriching the blood and giving
a wholesome impetus to
biliary secretion. These
results arc accomplished by liothiug so effectively
as llostetter's Stomach
Bitters, which long experience has proved to he the most reliable sufeagainst fever and ague and kindred dlsorers, as well ag the remedy for them. The Bitters are, moreover, an excellent hivigorant of the
organs of urination, and an active depurent, eliminating from the blood those acrid impurities
which originate rheumatic ailments.

New York Stock and Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Mch. 2o
1887.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 3 to 5%; last loan at
3. closing at 2 %;a3. Prime mercantile paper at 6
»« per cent.
Sterling Exchange It dull and unchanged. It on eminent bonds are dull but strong,
ltailroad bouds quiet but generally Arm. Tbc
stock market closed very dull and ratber heavy
close to opening prices.

fue iraiisacuuus at the
rated 263.478 sbares.
a

no

tonowuig

are

The follow ing quotations of stocks are received
H. N. Plukham, 9 Exchange street, Portdaily

Korgeously
little gtrl

bj-

slttlug demurely with her hands lu
her lap. Lpon being questioned as to why she did
uot eat her breakfast, she replied:
er

Sltovo
..

verl,

Minnie A.—Josle B. Is spreading on her young
man
They have been out together every day
since they announced their engagement. They go
to the theatre together, to the
symphony, lo
church, everywhere, l see them every day.
Hallie C.—She needn’t display herself.
Last
year 1 was engaged to her young man, and know
all about It. He’s a chestnut.

in u.i

Knowing

awfully

pails.

Hams at 12<il2V*c fc*
cure: smoked shoulders

llV*®U4c.
Choice

—

».

Sack Ylttr’n

£<>£.21 00

0<Xa2g 00
00*22 00
oo

..

...

_

...

C-G-rayc Cattle Market.
ilj Telegraph.j
Otll
Mcb. 25, 1887—Cattle mark.it—re
ceTnls 8,000; shipments 3000; slow ana lower;
shipping steers iit3 05®5 40: Stockers and feem
ertj 3 (10 U i 40; covvs, bulls ami ml xed 2 00®4 00;
bulk 2 35®3 so; grass Texas steers 3 00®3 60.
Hogs-receipts 12,1)00; shipments 5,000; slow
and steady; rough and mixed at 5 16®6 70;packlug and >: ipplng at 5 GO®5 05; light 4 00®6 CO;
skips at !’• 5o®4 80.
sheep- weaker; receipts 6000;sliipinents 1C00;
natives at 3 oila,4 80;, Western at 3 75 54 GO;

•.

...

Sage

15^18

Palin.

( roundy 1» ib. ..26«27
25.fr 27
Palermo.4 00® 4 &(> tint Pfige Vet
50
Messina.4 2;*@4
CiloieP.20 <x 21
Wood. .Hi Ml 7
Malagers....
..14 ti i 5
til a UK*
Store
Florida. 3 60'- 4 5o
KjiiS#.
Valencia
fiGOgOCQ Baslem extras ..15c 1(1
w**?pm.. 14 u 16
Messina and l‘v
1 Can ft
plermn f> bx. 3 00&3 GO iLimed. ....,,l.«*UIOU«.

—

imports.
MATANZA8, Bark Endeavor-320 lilitls AI tc*
Geo
to
8
molasses
Hunt & Co.
Sclir Grace Davis—OGB h)id* 0 5 tes molasses to
Co.
&
Hunt
Geo S
SAGUA. Scirr Susan B Ray—315 U)k1s 82 tes
molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.

Foreign Exports.

fcaiiroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Meh. 24, 18=7
Re.-eldatby Maine Centra: Railroad—For Port

ami 34 cars miscellaneous uiereiienaise; for cou
aeeting roads 93 ears miscellaneous merenantise
__

Crain Quotations,
lleielved dally, by private wire, by If. N Pink
J»am. broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO HOARD OK tit VRE
Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

AjJrll-

Opening—
Highest.....

75va
76-U
75%

Lowest.

Closing

76%

....

80%
el

80%
80%
79%
<iu%

V»

aa%
80%

84%
B4«>

Highest....
lamest.

34%

OATS.

Opening.. ••
Highest...

Lowest.

Closing.

June.

con*.

Opening....
Closing.

May.

Apr.
84- »

May.

June.

39%
39%
2-0 v,

40%
40%
40*4
40%

May.

June.

89%

52,4
1*4%
<8
“

Friday’s quotatlmis.

29
*•'

WHEAT.

April.

Opsuhig...
Highest.
lamest.
Closing.

76%
75%
76%
76%

color.

Ppening.

84

Texans 2 25®4 10.; Lambs 4 50a;6 25.

I

C^naostic Markets.
tby Teltgraph.]
«JKVV YORK. Melt. 25, 1887— Flour market—
receipts 12,612 nuts amt sacks; exports tu30
bnis and 22,u3o sacks; dull, sales 12,000 bbls.
Flout quotation*—No 2 at 2 80,48 10 ; stipeiliue
Weston and Male 2 7o®3 30; couiniou to good
extra Wesum and State at 3 10®3 60; good to
chute-. On ai .; 6646 10; common Lo choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 G0®4 80; fancy do at
ai 4 8646 10; coimiion to good extra Ohio at 3 10
45 00; coinn,on lo choice extra St Louis at 3 10®
5* 10; paid' Minnesota extra good to prime at
4

BUENOS AYRES, llark Douglass-199.207 It
lumber.
CAIHAUIEN. Sclir Helen G Moseley—0725
Shooks ami beads 77 prs extra beads 19,oCG feet
boards 2 desks.
MUMACOA. 1'Jt. Sclir Sparkling Water—2821
sliooks and beads 920 tails noops 3 ',217ft lumber
1 keg pliospliate,

May.

504*75,

ehoiee to

double extra do at *

80®

I800 bbls city mill extra at 4 60
5 10. mclu-'
®4 GO; 120'; .'Ills line do at 2 30®3 10; 850 bbls
superb "e 2 7U«3 80; <00 bbls extra No2at31o
48 60; 4100 bbls winter wheat extra 3 10®6 25;
4600 bins Minnesota extra 3 10®6 25. Southern
Hour steady ;conmion to fair extra 3 40(0.3 20 -.good
to cltoice do at 4 00,®6 25. Kye flour Is quiet.
U’li.iil-receipts 110,000 bush; exports 114,864
hush; lower; sales 276,000 hush 1 No 2 Chicago
at 92%c delivered; No 1 hard tiokfcc delivered;
No 3 Red 8P)/s<;; No 2 lted 90%@9lc elev; No 1
lied at 92% p; No 1 White at alVicc. KyedulL
Burley is quiet, l oro steady; receipts 75,480
boxli; eimuis 27,273 bush; sales 170,000 bush;
steamer al 478iic eleY; IJo 2 at48®48Vic in elev;
steamer White 48%c elev. Onls Bteady; receipts
02,000 hush exports 170bush; sales70,000 bu:
No 3 at 34c; White do 37c; No 2 at 34Vi®34%e;
do White at 37%c;No 1 White 3?e; Mixed Western at at 36®37c; White do 88®42e; White Stole
40c. Cefffee—fair Uto quiet at 14%c. Wugnr Is
strong; refined Dim; Cat 4y8®4%c; Extra Cat
4 13.18c; White Extra C at 4%(460: Yellow at
■41/14-1% c; off A at &y8®6Vic: Mould A at 6%®
®6 16 16c; standard A at 6 7-16; granulated at
6 13-lOc; Confectioners A at 6 11-16C; cut loaf
and crushed 6%®6 61tc; nowdered 6 15-16®
IG-noleum—milled 03 Vic.
6yBc; Cubes 6'/«c.
Tallow steady. Pork is dulli mess quoted at
16 2f.®16 76 for old and 16 60 for new.
Beef is
dull, t.iiril dull; Westernsteam spot at 7 52Vi ;
rehned at 7 85 for Coulinent, 8 00®8 10 for S A.
Butler Is quiet; Slate 12.6.2lie; Western 12®30.
Chear firmer; Slate llyi®14Vic.
Pi-richu steady; Wheat steam 2d.
CHICAGO. Mcli. 25,1887,-The Flour market
Is 4dH; Wilder patents at 4 26®4 60; SoutUeru
Winter g 7 5® 4 OonMichigan and Wisconsin winter 3 60®4 00; gMiipo to fancy Minnesota patent
at 4 25®4 50jsoft Wliekt patents at 4 00®4 26;
Minn, bakers in sacks 8 0»®3 25. Wheat js dull;
No 2 Spring at 76®77V4c;No2 Red 78K78H0.
Corn easier; No 2 at 34Vi®37e. Oats dull; No 2
..

Jin'®.

8044
80%
80%

8o
80

80%

7944

Mar.
39%

lb; country do

Cloucsster Fish Market.
KOK THE WEEK ENDING, Mch. 24.
It Codfish—We quote cured Georges codfish $4 Vi,
p qtl for large aud;$:i for medium.
Sales from
flic vessel 2 75 W cwt.
Old Hank codfish at $3 p qtl for large and $2%
for medium; hand line Western Hank at $4 for
large $3 for medium;Kleniish can 83Vfc; dry cured
Bank c3 aud $2V» Shores at |$4Vi aud $3 p qtl;
hake 82ffij2V».
disk arc nominally quoted at 2% p qtl; pollock
at J2V#; slack Silted do *3; haddock *214. and
hake $i»,4 aft.
Boneless and prepared fish 3V4®4Vic p It, for
hake, haddock and cusk, and 4V4®6c p lb for
codfish, as 10 style and quality. Smoked halibut
at 63,8c p in; smoked salmou 15e. Medium her
ring 16c p box; tucks 13c; lengthwise 12c; No Is
Dttlcc; Bloaters at 65c; Alewives at 1 10 p 100
smoked mackerel lie p lb.
New l’oiindkind ;Ucrrring 84 00 p bbl. Nova
Scotia large split at *5 p bbl; medium 4
00; Labrador o 00; hay Shore gibbet! at
$4; Hound Shore
*3; Eastport t umid $2V.
Trout *12 p bbl; pickled codfish 500;haoddock
at, 4; halibut heads at 3 jtongues $6: sounds
$13;
longues and sounds 8 00; alewives 3 25; California salmon 13: Halifax do 17 00; No 1 shad $11
Mackerel—we
notice wues
m smau
sales of
4
small lots at
at SI
iijuvivcivr-' nc lumve
814
ami 918 *> libt for is ami 2s, although the stock
Is held considerably higher as a rule.
1‘ure medicine oil at 60c p gal; crude do 40c;
bnekUsh oii 66c: cod do 27c; porgie at 20c. Livers at 25c |p bucket.
Fisli scrap *0 t> ton; liver do $4.
ITsli skins S20; lisli waste $4; iialibut guano at
$u.

50

...

18o

»

hellions O.c; Aroostook Hose 60g03c.

bag...21
roller.4 ?£&£> 001 Middlings, go
25*4 60 lo bag lots.21 oo£&23
Wiuter Wheat
Pm^uioon.
Patents_ 5 254,6 50, Pork—Hacks ...19 00|tlg 50
Clear —18 5o*£iy < 0
Cod. V qtl—
Large Shores 50&S 751
Mesa.i« tK>glG 50
Large HankS OOUS 25 Heel!
&
Small.
Rx Mesa. 9 60&KM0
Plate... 10 50all 00
Pollock.7 75*3 25
Haddock.1 Goad 00j KxlMar*' 11 5o£i2 00
Hake.1 25ul 75 Lard
0
Tubs •• ;
tit 8 Vi m
Herrin k
fiercer— 8 (fttiViv*
Hcaleu 4J l»x. J SOgSOc
Hoi.13:410 r
Pails.8V4o/.> c
\3
Mackerel
btil~1880. Hams 4*Hb—12
do covered. .13 Va a14
Shore Is.21 50®, 2 5 00
4r£l.
Shore 2s. 12 fiujglSOO
KeroseneM-c. s.
*• v*
Pori. ivel. let.
Snail
®.
Wat r White..
/lOSKi'f,
Cr an Denies—
FlfcU Ant i.Vbbi. IIV*
Maine.... 8 00&10 00 ])evoe'8 iirih&nr. JJVt
Cape Cod 11 00 SI 2 no Ligoida. 8 V*
Pea Beans... 1 7 ?>«* 1 85 Silver White. 7Va
Medium.... 1 75® 1 80 Centennial. h1.*
K>>iitu*.
Hcriii.tn mdl 80&1 75
l Wl.it2V*
Vellow $yg#.i 50®1 85 .ttu.v.itei
Powirof.s. l h-0, 51»:« 8<) London ui\ ’r 2 25 a 2 7 u
3 «x>:a>Tf*£ ttauttraLay. ft
St Potatoes
ayi *
3 2o*.«j.3 5o
Onions
IV a) eutia.... 7 fa#
a i«;
Turkey?.
c-i/tt
Chicken.18*18 igr;:« iateu t> it.
i 4 •< 18 fcxtr.iC. 6%
Fow i«
r.,.,
Hui-.K
.......
12 14
52
c*i686
.14 in ]> ! lof
a pin* »•.
1 (liftoff[■
y 6cCil2 15*2 25
3 00 Clove;..
Choice Baldwins
{,* 'ti 1 JC
3 50
fkcfM'..
Choice eating
Verr
nt....
«. 15 Vs
50
15
2
Common
25®;2
N.Y. raetorv 16a 15Vs

Kvaporatod ft Is. 14

city dressed hogs at 8c

factory,

■•&/. Tot*... 52 a53
40a41
cur lots

....

4%

Butier— Western extra fresh made creamery
uomiual 31 332c: (lo extra firsts 25328c; do firsts
at 21a24e;do goon to choice held creamery 17®
lHc; do fresh Imitation creamy choice at 22®23c;
do
choice fresh, 21@23c; do lair to good
ld«2')c; New York held enn, best lots uondiial
at 21323c: fair lo good lots at 16320c; Eastern)
cremy choice lots at 25g28c; Vermout dairv new
milk, good to choice, 25®28c: do fall extra"firsts
at 18ts20c: do firsts at
to®17C; doflsecomls 12®
14e; low grades of butter as to quality. Thea hove
quotations arc receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots, .lobbing prices l®2c higher.
Cheese— Northern, good to extra, at 13V*@
15c; sage 13W&14V$c; lower grades according
to quality: lot) lots V4c higher.
Eggs-Eastern extra at|l4VklGc; choice fresh
Souiueru 14*10; choice fresh Western at I4V2C.
Jobbing prices Vs ole higher.
Beaus—choice small N Y hand picked peal 05 a
1 70 p bush; choice New York large hand
picked
do 1 SiKgl 55; small Vermont hand picked tea at
1 75'it.a : 80.
nay—Choice prime at 17 00; fair to good $16 00
,«$!*; hi; Eastern hue $13a$16; poor to ordinary ©12aiV5: East swale at U®$10. live straw,
choice. $ 1 4 00a, 14 50; oat straw $1) a lii p ton.
F*datot;—Extra Houlton ltoso 63c® bush; do

iiighvfxd 0uni.62Vfe *53
Yen. bug toi *— bl> <i 50

cur Iota..2400^24
do bag.. .25 00.j2rt

7%

tty, according to size and
8®8Vfac; pressed hams at

7 1/a (n 7 1a> p

(•mm.

501 Cotton 8«Fo.

mining

Stocks.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.}Meh. 25.1887.—The following are to
day's quotations oi Provisions. &e.:
Pork—Long cut 18 25® 18 75; short cuts 18 76
® 19 26;h;<cks 18 76,®19 25; light backs 17 75®
18 25; loan ;*nds 17 25®17 76; pork tongues at
15 oo®$16 60; prime mess $16 7o(iei7 25; extra
prime at -14 25 a 14 75; mess, at 17 26.
Lard—choice 8V4C p lb m tierces; 8%@yc in
lo-tb pails ;9a9Vie in 5-lb pails ;!H4&l>Vfcclii 3-lb

PORTLAND. Mcli. 25,1887.
Tbe following are to-day’s closing quoiatlous of
Grain, i’rovisious, &<*.:

clear do....4

76

I'sefen-.-.j.30|00

Yellow Jacket.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

lots., go

:iake.14

Bodie..

com-

79%
June.

40%

c.

CHARLESTON, Mcli. 25,1887—Cotton

is

Arm;

MEMPHIS, Mch. 25,1887.—Cotton Arm;
dling 9%c.
MOBILE, Mch. 25,1887.—Cotton is Arm;
dling 9 11-lOc.

mid-

middling 10c.

mid-

European Markovs.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Mch. 25, 1887,-<on;o!s i 0116-16
for money and account.
LONDON, March 26, 1S87.-C. 8.4s, 130%
4%s, 111%.
i.l V r.KP ,K)L, Mch. 25. 1887.—Cotton market
active—uplands 6 7 lSd: Orleans r>%d: sales 12,000 bales speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 25.1887—Quotations— Winter Wheat 7s ld*7s 2d; Spring wheat 7sd Id®
7s 2d;; Club
wheat at 7s8da;7s9d.
Cornmixed Western 4s 2%d; peas;at 5s 3d.
Provisions. fto. l’ork U7s Cd; liaeou 40a ud for short
clear. Cheese at 66s for American; tallow 22s
9d for American ;.Iard 37s 9d.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

Saratoga.New York..Havana
La Bourgogne....New York..Havre
Jidda.New York..Bremen

....

Servia. New
Kugm .New

Mch
Mob
Mcli
..Mcli

25
20
26
20
27
31

York..Liverpool.
York..Hamburg...Mcli
Cieufuegos.New York..Cieufuegos Mcli
City of Puebla... New York..Hav&VcfuzMch 81
Newport.New York..Panama.Mcli

21
31
31
Orinoco.New York..Bermuda.. ..Mch 31
Lessing.New York..Hamburg. ..Mch 31
San Marcos.New
York..Havana.Apl 1
Manhattan.New York. .Uav&VCruz Apl 7
City of Para.New York..Aspluwall ..Apl l
City of Chester ..New
...Apl 2
Etruria.New York..Liverpool ...Apl 2
Helvetia.New
2
Elbe.New York..Bremen
Apl 2
LaBretague.New York..Havre .Apl 2
Apl 7
7

Oregon.Portland....Liverpool...Mch
Samaria.Poston.Liverpool...Mch

York..Liverpool

Receipts—Flour, lO.OOu bbls: wheat. 44,000
bush ;coru 188,oooibu:oats;i66,000bu; rye 1,000
bush; bailey, 38,000 bush.

....

Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool...
Scythia.Boston.Liverpool....Apl

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 20.
Sun rises.5 34
11
W1,.„r 1.
Sunsets.6 01 “mu water j.
1215

gilgis
MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND

FRIDAY, March 25.
Arrived.
Steamer Frostburg, Mills, Baltimore-coal to'
11 & A
Allan.

Steamship Eleauora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle.
Steamer New Brunswick, Colby, St
John, NB,
via liastport for Boston.
Barque Endeavor. Whittier, Matanzas via Vineyard-Haven, where she put in with sails and small
spars damaged. Cargo molasses to Geo 8 Hunt A
Co. Vessel to Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Barque Amanda. (Br) Scott, New York, to load
for South America. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Susan It
to Geo S Hunt

Stocks.

-Cuny. 4
Crowu Poll*!. i)7/a
Con. Cal. & Va.
ns
Uulon Con. a
Potosl. i\S/a
Hale & &orcross. 4V„

F

ear

mining

Gould &

solitaire coal

do

03%
48%

...
Ophir
Savage..‘. 5%
Siena Nevada..2176

has ever l>eeu introduced to the Ameripeople. Lact. r| Is the pure acid of ml k, and
in certain proportions with lloney,
compounded
has been found to posses wonderful curative power in tbe treatment of all throat troubles.
It Is absolutely free from drugs, and therefore
contains nothing to derange the stomach or the
nervous system.
The combination of a “sweat
and soni" lias l>eeu irled again and again, and
with uniformly good results; hot nothing so effective In this line as Lactart anti lloney lias ever before been tried, lloney is known lo be soothing
and healing, while ijKtart dissolves tho thickened mucus that gathers In the throat, aud in this
twofold effect lies the secret of the wonderful sue
cess of Lactart and Honey.

Wheats

85

toUH>;
Uest&Belcher.

can

Mich, straight
roller .4 60*4 76
clear <io
4 Vanity
stone ground. 4
St Louis st’gt
j

81%
64%
63%
39%

(By Telegraph.)'
EKANCJHCO.Mcb.l26.1887_The followare
ng
closing official quotations ot mining stocks

Fans.

«»®4 2b O.-i?,

107%

»AN

colds that

Spilin'

90%
50%
58
68V*
37%
87%
7(1%
70%
31%
31%
136% 136%
101% 101%
70
71%
38 Vs
88%
32
31%
27%
27%
79
78%
66
65%

lain,..24 50
cks lver.. 0 25

Caiitorrrta

nearly everybody has now and then a cold or
cough, oris troubled with a sura-throat. In such
a ease one should not make a great fuss over
it,
but quietly take some Lactart and lloney. one of
the best preparations for the cure of coughs and

Patent

118%,

33%
69%
118%
90%
50%

Horn Silver. 1%

A great many people when annoyed by the small
difficulties of life .add to their troubles by a continuous fret and worry over them.
Ill this climate

Meal.

90%
50%
67%

33%
59%

Security.,...6%

Omaha Girl—What a lovely pearl riug?
New York Girl—It Is my engagement ling.

GO

118%

wor-a

hlaima id ,.1 12 Vo
North Belle isle.
;8%

Iu all diseases of the nasal mucous membrane
tbe remedy used must be non-irritating. Tbo
medical profession has been slow to learn this.
Nothlhg satisfactory can be accomplished with
douches, snuffs, powders, syringes, astringents,
or any similar application, because they are ail
Irritating, do not thoroughly reach the affected
surfaces and should be abandoned as worse tban
failures. A multitude ol persons who have for
years boruc all tho worry and pain that catarrh
can afflict, testify to radical and permanent ernes
wrought liy Ely's Cream Balm.

Soring *nu
HX Spring..4

33%
58%

[By Telegraph.]

Oi
V

middling 9*4

gatl

NEW YOKKjMch 126 1887.-TUe following are
closing quid at ions for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 19%

«':■

X

uss/.

•Ex-dividend.
New York

Buperime and
low grades.3 ;>0»i

Mar. 26.
112% 112

Omaha. 49%
Union Pacific.167%
Pacific. 37%
3«
Western Union. 76%
70%
Oregon Trans. 31%
31%
Delaware, L. & W. 134% 130%
Delaware & H.101% 101%
Jersey Central. 70
71%
Heading. 38% 38%
31%
Hocking Valley
80%
Northern Pacific... 27%
27%
North. Pacific,pit.. 69
58%
66
Pacific Mall. 54%
Missouri Pacific.... 106% 106% 107
Kansas & Texas... 31
31%
31%
Lousisvllle & N.... 64b
64%
64%
New England. 03b
63%
63%
Kiel.lid & W. P.. 39%
39%
39%
Con. (las Ca. 84%
85
84%
Oil
63
03%
63%
Norf. &\V.pref...
48%

tion Oil and it gave me entire relief. JOHN H.
JONES.
Debuty Inspector, Tobacco Warehouse 4, Balto

a

Open- Closing.
ing.

ao'yg

Central

People will liave Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup, sc cts.
Bead and profit by It.—I have been a great sufferer for some time from lumbago. 1 tried Salva-

iflake

QRS/.

8t.|P(lUl.*1)89%

old Siamese teacher, trying to master English, wrote a list of defluitlous, from which we select the following: “Wig, hypocrite hair; flattery,
a good kiud of curse word;
whiskey, tin water;
gold, a very good thing; blow, a wind verb; kick,
a foot verb; bow. a salute verb; Imp, a
frog verb;
liar, a bad adjective of boy; modesty, a good adjective of girl; vine, a string tree; cunning, a
good word of philosophy man; daughter, a girl
son; bullet, a son of a gun; sponge, water foam;

Don'i

lug.

or..
#ui

Krle. 33%
Canada Southern... 57%
Northwest .117%

Au

a

Clos-

Mar. 24
N. Y. Central.111% 112%
I.aka*
iiinc

Shipments—Flour, 21.000 bbls; wheat, 20,000
bush:corn, 140,000 bush; oats,137,000 busb; rye
1.000 busb, parley 20.000 bush.
25, 1887.—Flour is easier;
ViH,18,
90; family at 3 15*3 26; choice
at 3
; fancy at 3 75^3 86; extra fancy at
3 90^4 UO; patent at 4 25 a 4 50. Wheat
ilepresed:
No 2 Red at 7 6 % @ 7 8 % c. Corn is lower ami
easier; No 2 Mixed 34ya*36%c. Oats Inactive;
No 2 Mixed at 277»®28c.
Lard nominally 7 15.
Receipts—Flour, 1,000 bbls; wheat, 10,OOO bu;
corn, 75,000 bush ;oat8, 30,000;hush:. rve, 1,000
bush, barley 6,ooo bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls; wheat 4,(KKi.hu;
corn, 18,000 bush; oats 4,000 bush; rye‘l,000bu;
barley 0,000 busb.
DETROIT,Mch. 25, 1H87.-Wheat-No 1 White
81c; Mich Red 81%c;!No 2 Red at 81 %c.
Receipts—Wheat 8,800 busb.
NEW ORLEANS,Mch. 25.1887.—Cotton is firm;
middling 9% c.
SAVANNAH, Mch. 25, 1887. Cotton is Arm;

York..Loudon.Apl

Opening.

In church.

If you are nervous or dyspepilc try Carter s
Little Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes you nervous, aud nervousness makes you dyspeptic;
either one renders you miserable and these little
pills cure both.

mon, you know.”
“They are?”
“Yes. George warden to gel me
ring, but he couldn't afford it.”

ot Govern

Louver is It. Gr. ists.119%
Erie 2ds
<jp%
Kansas i’acllic Consols.105
Oregon Nav. Ists .110
Uuion;Pacltic 1st
.116%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.

first came
over here, tnev
the guests of Mrs. W. It.
Vanderbilt. The morning after their arrival as
they were seated at the table In the breakfast
room, into which the sun streamed tbrougli the
stained windows, Lady M. noticed

“It’s just too sweet for anything,”
“11 Is rather pretty, hut pearl, are

to-day’s quotations

('eutral|Pacilic Ists,.116%

and her children
Lady Manvllle
were

Facts Worth

Stock Exchange uggr

meat securities:
United Siiites;bonds, 3s.100%
New 4S, re;'.127%
New 4S. coup.128%
N;wl4%s. reg .109%
New 4 %s, eoup.109%

Suard

niiKHfoiiiiev

yu

calumet & tlecla. 214
Bel! Telephone. 223
Boston nt Albany ltailroad. 210
Boston « Lowell Railroad.169
Sonora 79 .102%
Boston & Maine.
233
Marauettc. Houghton and Ontonagon. s«%
Eastern Railroad
188
Eastern railroad 6s.128

“No?” said the mother, suspiciously.
"No, you didn’t; beneuse Frank shut tbe parlor door before—x-"
Then the girl stopped and blushed, and blushed
again, nnd made a rush for her own room.

it

93

nni

California Southern ltailroad. 47%
Mexican Central.. 143/„
Wisconsin Central. 2d series... 69%
OldColonv... 186

indignantly.

nreneli

received

Aicli..

"Fannie.” said a Omaha mother to her pretty
daughter, "didn't I hear Frank kiss you last night
when be went away?”
"No, ma'am, you did uot,” replied the daughter

angel, (tod's hov

arc

dailv:

Always avoid harsh purgative pills. They first
make you sick and then leave you constipated.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills regulate the bowels
and make you well. Dose, one pill.

eat

June
28%
28%
28%
28%

May.

28%
28%

Lowest.

In the Court of Assizes the advocate general
to tile accused with a gesture of scorn and

29
29

Closing.

"I don’t think It’s nice to
Mamma."

40%
40%
40%

OATS.

SATURDAY MORXISG, HARCII 20.

When

39%
39%
39%

34%

Highest.

PI i KBS.

Ray. Spaulding, Sagua—molasses

& Co.

lJav*s. Dyer. Matanzas—molasses

to

Gen S Hunt & Co.
Sch Electric Light, Malcomson, Baltimore—coal
to F & O RK.
Sell John C Smith, Foss, Baltimore—coal to
Sugar Refinery.
Sell Apphia & Vinelia, Willard,
oil to J Conley & Son.
Sch Calawamteak, Perry,

Philadelphia—

Amboy.
Sch Kennebec, Walls. Amboy—coal to

D

S War-

Sch Modoc, Perry, New York-oil to Kerosene
Oh Co.
Sch J P Auger. Brown, New York-coal to Sargent. Dennison & Co.
Sell Fred Smith, Blown, New York—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sell Florence N Tower, Kuowlton, New York
for Deer Isle.
Bch Colfax, from Gloucester for Banks,
fishing.
See general news for particulars ol collision with
tug Chas A warren.
bch Glenulleii, Bunker, Boston for Millbridge.
Soli Venus, Newman. Boston for
Eastport.
Sen Walter M Young, Joy, Boston for Lamolue.
bell Edw Irevost, Georges, with
GH,O0O Its fish.
Cleared.
Barque Douglass, (Br) Brown, Buenos Ayres—
Frank Dudley.
Brig Sparkling Water, Hlchborn, Humneoa, PR.
Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch Helen G Moseley, Holt,
Calbarien-Nutter,
Kimball & Co.
Sell Mjzpah, (Br) Gaskill, Grand Mauan, NB—

niihc^llaneoih.

Perseverance, Rockland fordo; Ada Ames, and

OM Manet, do fordo; G B Ferguson, Belfast for
do- Charles E Sears, Ked Beach for Providence;
Quoddv, St John MB, for New York; John Braceveil Portland for New York; Nancy J Day, from
Round Pond for do; Nile, Rockland for do; Chase

FURNITl BE.

FOR

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 24tli, sch Ueorgte Berry,
Ginn. Perth Amboy.
HORSE ISLAND—Sid 24th, sch Jacob M Haskell. Francis. Bermuda.
BOOTHBAY—81d 24tli, sch Jessie Hart, Wall,
(from RockWbd) for New York.
Sid 25th, sch Franklin Pierce, Smith, (from
Portland) for Deer Isle.

Sremises
PETTENGILI,._25-2
■

ATKINSON
,*akihw

case,

sch

to your

Goods sold for cash, or part cash
and balance bv the week
or iiiontlL

within the reach of the surgeon. It is made
of beef pud mutton in the raw state, pre-

Tlie Largest Stock and
Prices on

pared at a very low temperature, and com.
bined with fruit* which act as a preservative. The (Mate Inspector of Food in Mas-

CARPETS,

ALCOHOLIC MATTER, 1.97;
ORGANIC MATTER, 16.45;
ANH, 0.42.

glance it will be seen how much val
life-supporting materials is concentrated in it, and W'hat great blood-making
qualities it has. In May, 1885, I had the
n

Parlor

report before the Connecticut
Ntnte Medical Hociety 76 capital operations, iu which I depended almost entirely
on this form of alimentation, with only
three deaths. The operations included a
large range of surgical cases, all involving the integrity of life or limb, and including several of the rare aud more difficult
operations.”
to

Chamber Sets,

BRIKHTON, ENGLAND;
WANHINGTON, D. C.;
RICHMOND, VA.j

Stoves and Ranges,

NARATOGA, N. V.;

W18.

Its value was recognized by the profession from results obtained in the Free Hos-

They

FEELS GOOD.

Those worn out with Pains, Aches
aud Weaknesses find relief in one
.minute in the Cuticura Auti-Pniu
iPlnstsr. Atdruggis. 25 cents
WS&w2w

now

equal

150 FREE

BEDS,

Pernambuco Mch 1, sch Edw Johnson,
Warren, New York.
Bid fm Caibarien Mch 10, sell Scotia, Shearer
Cardenas.
Arat Matanzas Mch 17.
barquo Ey vor, Matthews. Pensacola, 18tli, brig Teneriffe.
Waey,
J
Pensacola.
Sid fm St Doniingo Mch
8, sch William Beazley,
Kavanaugli, New York.
Sid fm Pernambuco Feb 24,
brig Leonora, Monroe, Maceio.
Memoranda.

Sell Nile, Manning, of and from ltockland for
New York, put into Vineyard-Haven 26tli with
cargo of lime on fire. Sli§ has been sealed.
Sell E A Stevens, of Bangor, from New York for
HaUowell, wl li-coal. put into New Haven 21st
with loss of anchors and chains, and leaking badly, having boon out in a gale.
Sch Edith B Coombs, of Lamoine, before reported ashore on Peaked Hill bar, came off
leaking
some and will he taken to Boston for
repairs.
Sell N E Symonds. Dorr, from Aux Cayes for
Boston, 24 days out, put into Vineyard-Haven
23d with loss of part ot deckload logwood and
foresail torn, having experienced had weather on
the pasage.
Sell Henry Clay, from-for New York, was
driven ashore at Kavenswood, LI, night Oi 22d.
She was floated 24th.

Fishermen.
Ar at Boothbay 23d, sells Mattie T Dyer, Sargent. and Elsie Smith, ltowe, Portland, bound for
southern shore.
Domestic Ports.
NEW 0RLEAN8—Af* 24tb, sell Atldfe Jordan,
Ilarriinan, Nassau, Nl\

Eads 23d- sch R D Bibber. Saco.
8A\ ANNAN—Cld 24tli, sch E U Cornell,Crocker. Darien.
BULL RIVER—Ar 18th, sell Albert H Cross,
Henderson, Baltimore for Orient.
CHARLESTON—Ar 24th, sell Rebecca R Nickerson. Tatner, llaracoa.
NEWportnews-sUI 23d, sell Edw C A True
McLaughlin, Baltimore.
FOKTRESS MONOltE—Bid fill Hampton lfuuds
Jlst, sells Clias C Mitchell, amt Clias A While, fur
Boston; Electric Eight, fur Portland; Alfareita
Campbell, Jennie G Plllsburv, Mary E Webber.
Carrie Belle, and others.
BALTIMORE—Cld 23d, schs Chllde Harold,
Manson. and Daylight, Hodgdon, Boston.
Cld 24th. schs Isaac T Campbell, Matthews, for
Boston; Walker Armliigtou, Drtukwater, Provideuce, (and sailed.)
Bid 24th. Hell Will T Donnell, for Boston.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 23d, sch A H Ilowe,
Harrington, Cardenas.
Ar 2Glh, sells Bertha Warner, l.atliwaite, Cardenas; Herald, Gray, Matamas; Lois V Cliaples,
Ross, Jacksonville; Henry Souther, Hupper, from
Savannah.
Ar 24ti>, sell Orrie V Drisko, Richardson, Red

and

“Waukenphast.”
Ladies who
search
handare

in

of

a

and at the same time comfortable walking shoe should try our
“Waukenphast.” They are the only
genuine ones made. They are made
in 11 widths, and their perfect fit,
ease and durability have made for
them a for famed reputation. They
never
lose their shape, will not
wrinkle,and are as easy as an old shoo.
some

Onr

name

and address is

on

each eole.

Agents for

White, Joy, and Lewis
Claik. Bartlett. New York; Brave,
Hodgdon, and
Gen Howard, Goodale, do.
Ar
sch NESy34th.
VI,Nli,\A1{U. HA,V1';N
monds. Dorr, Aux Cayes 24 days for Boston.
In port, sch Grace Davis, from Matanzas for
Portland.
HYANNl£-Ar 24th, sch Mattie J Alles, from
Portland for*New York.
BOSTON—Ar 24tli sells Augustus Hunt, Baker,
Philadelphia; Chas L Mitchell, Baltimore.
Cld 24th, barque Josephine, Blown. Havana.
Sid 24tli, schs Walter M Young, u w Morse,
Jas Nichols, B It Woodstde.
Ar2olh. schs il L Wood, Spaulding. Baltimore;
Bessie H Rose. Adams, and Luuet, Illnds, ilobokeu; Anna, Johnson, do.
SALEM—Sid 24th. schs James Warren, Boston
for Jouespor:; F T Drisko, Drisko, Calais for New
York; Enterprise, Btrout, and Fannie Flint, War
ren. Portland fordo; Nettle Cushing, Rockland
for New York; Magnet, Fletcher, dolor do; Baltic, Rockland for do.
Also, sclis Mary E Oliver. Hodgdon, Portland
for New York; Irene E Meservey, Meservey. do
fordo; Merrill C Hart, Murphy, do for do; Carrie
LHlx. HI*. Rockland fordo; Kennebec, Walls.
Martha Imiess. Hunt,
New York for Portland;
Rockland lor New Rork; Ella Francis, French,
New York for FortlanU; J F Auger, Brown, New
Yol k for Portland.
Also, schs Veto, fin Tliomaston for New York;
Telegraph, do for do; Helen Thompson, do for do;
A

~

....

Klompitai for

Wooicu

ALL WOOL CARPETS.

Murdock’* Free
in daily attend-

nt
nre

ance, except .’Saturdays,
tient* and nwaigu bed*.

to

examine

pa-

Our la*t year’* record included over TOO
operation* without the lo*a of a aingle life,
and thu* far thia year we hare been equally a* aucceaaful.

Liquid

W£fSnnu3m

ruool t i.ohers, milliners, seamstresses, hous<y
k
r*. and over-worked women generally,
Ur. Pieroo’s Favorite Prescription is the best
of all
storative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,’
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose
l»eing a most potennBpeciflo lor all those
Chronic Weaknesses ana Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, gcr rai as well as
women.
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and slccolossncss.
In either sex.
srx.
Favorite ProfiUx’pk'ssiioss, in
scription i3 sold by druggists under our poslttre guarantee. See wrapiier around bottlo.
Price $1.00, or nix hotlSeN for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plntrs and numorons wood-cuts, sent for iO cents in stamps.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical
Association, 8«3 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
SICK HIZADACUE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. o rial
by druggist!
r

__d&wnrmcTli

This Plaster
upon the
muscles and nerves of the
back, the scat of all pain.
POK ALL

directly

Troubles, whether
deeply seated,
this plaster will bo found
to give Instant relief by
applying betweeu t h e
Buns:
local

or

blood weekly. When used for
infauts, never change their food, but add five or
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, and
their lost or needtgl vitality will be restored in less

eight

per cent,

new

than thirty days.

Regarding Auierita’s Greatest ShipNew Yoke, Jan 10,1887.
THE J. P. BUSH M’F’G CO.:
Gentlemen—I most earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great benefit my father, John Roach, has derived from the use of
your Fluid Food, bovinine.
For more than two months past, the nature of
the disease from which he has suffered has totally
precluded the use of solid fowl, and it was at first
feared rhat from inability to administer an adequate quantity of proper nourishment, his strength
would rapidly fail. To my great surprise and delight, however, the Bovixlnk has been able to
sunplv every need of the system, beiug in a palatable, highly condensed form, ieasily assimilated
under all conditions.
The wonderful nutrient forces contained in your
11AW' Food Extbact have sustained and supported hin*wlth little or no effort on the part of
"he digestive organs, and I feel that to your Bovin ine 1 am indebted for the vrolonaation of mv
/other's life.
STEPHEN W. ROACH.
BAH' FOODM.
surpass all other

scientifically

c‘d,

compoundpreparation* in their

ibility to create neve nud vitalized Blood.
Bcuieniber that BOVKNINE i« the only
i(law Food Extract known, and contain*
216 68*106 per cent: soluble albuminoid*.
n

WANTED—A

RAPIDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE.

FOUND,

IjSOUND—That MITCHELL’S 5 cent store,
Ml
520 Congress St., ls the place to purchase
your tin ware, and all other kitchen furnishing
goods at low prices. A good steam cooker for
24-1
only fil.25._
chance for bargains. If you have not

LONT—A
looked

in at MITCHELL’S 5 cent store,
520 Congress street. A new lot of glassware In
colors and crystal,
Ac. Auother case
of those big vases at 16 cents, of which we havu
sold so many.
24-1

crockery,

LET-Forth®

Put up in 6 ounce and 12

ounce

CHAMBER SETS.

substitute

bottles.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,
Agents/or NewEivjlandStates—Ali. Druggisth.
janll

eoilGm

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR !

Piue, Ash, Cherry, Walnut,
Oak, Birch, &e.

1

Our purchases lu this line are enormous, buying
do for our five stores, and we can assure evreader of the Press that every customer gets
benefit of the lower prices which we naturally
Write us
owing to the extent of our orders.
or Cuts, Photographs and Descriptions. Remember we carry all goods in stock, and tile prices
range from $10.00 for a Log Cabin Set, all tlie wav
through the various grades to Mahogany Sets
$700.00. A very good bargain Is a solid Walnut
Marble Top 10-plece set for $00.00. Of course we
have them cheaper.
as we

PAm«.

Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or live for $1.
Trade mark patented.
Mailed on receipt of price
by Oeo. C. Booth,in A Co., (leneral Agents,
Boston.feb22eod3mnrn.
V

"

W

STOVE and RANGE

|

038

BENT—Offices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops In
Mussey’s Row, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.20-tf

FOR

For Kent.
rtl WO story French roof house. No. 702 Congress
A street, near head of State street, contains
front and back parlor, diulng room, kitchen, laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all In
first class condition; was built teu years ago, and
Its location and condition make it one of the most
desirable houses in the city. Rent $C50 per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.

a

or

thischlld-kllllnRdlsease.
Sold toy All SrugsistB.
PRICE 35c., 50c. and SI.00.

Winter Exposure Causes Coughs,
Colds, Pleurisy, Rheumatism, Pneumonia, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago, Backache and other all
ments, for which Benson’s Cape MB Plasters are
admitted to bo the best remedy known. They
relieve and cure in a few hours when no other application Is of the least benefit. Endorsed by £>,000 Physicians and Druggists. Beware of imitations under similar sounding names, such as
“Capsicum,” “Capslcln" or Capslclne.” Ask for
Benson's and take no other.
Examine carefully
when you buy. All druggists.
mkAhi Kv A JOHNSON,
Proprietors,
New York.
nov29M W&Snrm
ProposnlH

far

Rip-Rup KrnoDe

Engineer Office, U. 8. An.wv,

I

R. I„ March 21, 1887.1
SEALED PROPOSALS, in TRIPwill he received at this office until 12
noon. on Thursday the 21st day of April
1887, at which time they will be opened in presence of
bidders, for furnishing rip-rap granite
for the Main
Breakwater, and for the commenceHarbor at
SiliVt.V,en'arEr,h'ot offorthe'll®Inner
construction of
™'
,K- V„and
Jetties at Westport
Harbor, Mass,
file United States reserves the
right to reject
wa,ve auy taforn,aliIn

F?A,LATE
S„„Newport,
LICATE,
?™ck

rioiL

Sel thl EldFrectdved.^10

JKKMSJMSi.jSi.Siiir;

be observed by bidder*, mid
piurinentf will be furnished
office.

Iu<ir24

Dr. JOHN F. TEUE & 00.,

terms of contract
on amplication to

mid
this

GEORGE II. KLLIOT,
Lt. Col. of Engineers.

d4t&aprl»*20

Proprietors,

AUBURN, MAINE.
*a-Tupe Worms a Specialty. Tapeworms

removed In from
to three hoars.

on«

hour

and thirty minutes
S&TuTh&wly

Janl3

BLANGARD’S
IODIDE OF IRON

nud far

Jetties,

walk of Post Office,
$16.00 a mouth. Address KENT,
25-1
a

NTKD—Situation by a competent druggist
in Maine and Mass.; 10 years
experience: good references. DRUUUIST, Press

WA registered

Office._

23-1

know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman intends to locate In Portland at
42 SOUTH STREET, first house on right hand
side near Free. Corns, bad nails; outgrowing
iniflta trontnH ill a uL'illfiil
Pneno

PILLS,

A pproved by tlia Academy of Medicine of Paris,
il are specially recommended by the Medical
Celebrities of the World for Scrolula, (Tumors,
King’s evil, etc.,) the early stages of Consumption,
Constitutional Weakness, Poorness of Blood, and
for stimulating and regu ating its periodic course.
BLANCAKD, 40
None genuine unless signed
rue Bonaparte. Paris.”
for the l M
N.
V.,
Agents
&
Co.,
E. Fougera
Sold byDrugglsts generally. dlawSly
aprlO

TeuWi
BirgNESS.

FITS!

lwsrrsi.t ill eniody to
Vila 1.me*e liulr.
ISSutls trthsrn h.r. foiled Is no reowra for
euro

as?*

to

Outgrowing points 5p cts,22-1

WANTED—AH

given.

& CO.,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at lu a. ni.
Insurance one-hall the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. IL, and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip 918.
Pusange 810.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight nr passage apply to
If. B. stnPSUV, Agent,
81dtf_ TO l ong Wharf, Bo.lou.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
and South America and eiico.
CITY OF PAltA, sails Friday, April 1. Noon.
From New York, pier hot of Cabal St., North
River, for Nnn Fruaci.co via The l.n'lu.;-. or

ou a farm by an exwith a family; good referDANE, Press Office. 22-1

man and wife, three or four
rooms or a small rent, west of

cash prices paid for cast
or gents; or exchange
scud letter or postal to

WANTED—Highest
off clothing, ladles

for Turkish Rugs. Please
8. LEVY, 97 Middle

street._10-2

to sell fruit trees and other nursery stock; good salary and expenses
F. W. CHASE & CO., Augusta, Me.
18-4

WANTED—Agents

gold and
WANTED—Old
your old broken and

silver. Why keep
worn am Jewelry when
get Its full value In cash or taken In exchange for watches. Jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 420 Congress St.,
can

Schriver, Proprietor.

Great reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$70t Steerage *30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING,sails Friday April 12, 2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or geueial Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ABA VIM & CO.,
113 Mtate Street, Car. Brand Ml., Baalua.
elO

.Boston & Savannah Steamship
Company.
Only Direct Line from New England
to Savannah.

Connecting there with all Kail aud Water Lines.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
Iron steamships “GATE CITY” and ‘-CITY OF
MACON” leaving Savannah Pier. Congress St.,
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o’clock. Vt>r freight
or passage, apply to A. De
W. SAMPSON. 201

Washington Street, Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents, Boston.

WANTED-20 cents
X
will be paid uutll further notice. OOIJDY A
KENT, Pearl St.
lp-tf

to know that
OURto customers
Nos. 121 and 123 Middle

we have removed
street, corner
Block.
Church, Thompson
marl2dtfJ. T. LEWIS & CO.

HELP.

situation as housekeeper In a
widower’s family by a lady of experience.
Address C. A. L., Press Office.25-1

WANTED—A

-a situation by a capable girl to
housework in a small family.
No. 12 BRADFORD STREET, ring right
hand bell.
24-1

Wanted
do general
at

reliable

good,
woman to go
WANTED—A
to Cape Elizabeth about April 1st, and

to
re-

main till November, to do general housework.
Call at UNITED STATES HOTEL, room No. 6,
between t> and 10 o’clock A. M.

_23-1

faithful American
WANTED—Competent,
for general housework In
gtrl
of three.
well
or woman

a

Must come
recommended
Call at side door.
No. 24 High street, MRS
A. H. S1MONTON.
23-1

family

middle

ISAAC C. ATKIMV, Manager.
^

dtf

Express train at 1. 60 A m.
Limited Tickets, flr.i and secaad claae, fa.
all painl* in Ike Province* aa .ale ai redared rate*.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.
After Vlarrk N,

On uad

aged

OKO. K. WEST. Manager.

sepBOdtl_

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. A. BOOTHBY.Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, Mar 1.1887.
oct22tf

luted Falls & Buekfield Railroad
Winter Arrangement— la

IMM.

Effect N*v, tr.-

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.;
Lewiston 3.00: Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.30;
Buckheld 0.46:
K. Mumner
10.36; Hartford,
10.65; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.57;
Mechanic Falls 3.16: arriving at W. Minot 3.37;
E. Hebron 3.37: Biicktte' J 3.60; E. Sumner 4.06;
Uartlord 4.10; Canton 4.25; Gilbertvllle 4.35 p.

m.

RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.15, 9.16 am.;
at Portland 8.26 a m., 12.06 p. m.
ntaoe common.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron

arriving

Academy ;

Buck Held

3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner

Turner; Canton 4.26 p. m.; arriving at Pern
6.30; Dixtleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Brenun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 8.00, Dixtleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Portland 12.06 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN. Bunt.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
oet29dtf
and

Portland and Ogdensburg R. H.
PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.
Only

Liar running DAY TKAI.VS
tween Portland and Montreal.

be-

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencina Kondaf. October 4, 1886,
and until further uotlce Passenger Trains trill
l.eare Portland as follow*:
N.33 a. in. for Hrldgton, Kryeburg, No. ConwajC--.
FaLyans, Btehlenain. L neaxtrr, WhlteCeld
Littretou, Wells River, Montpelier, St. John

_

bury. Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling-

ton, Swan ton, Ogdensburg and West.
»• 13 p. at. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intel
mediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham, Standtsh, Llmtngton, Bebago.
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldg
ton, Harrison and Waterford via Hrldgton.

Train* Arrive ia Portland!
10.33 a. at. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
3 33 p. m. from Montreal. Burliugtou and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snpi
CHAS. H. FOYB. O. T. A.
octldtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
WINTER AKUANGEMENT8.
On

and

nflcr .YIONID.IV, Ntv.
Crain* will run u» folinww

I, ISStt,
#

FARE ONLY $1.00.
.Irrnagrnrau.

Pall nutl Winter

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
alternately
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains tor

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter. New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock.
octltf
_J. B. COYLB. Ja, Manager.

DOMINION LINE.
1886-7-WIXTER ARRAXGEXEXTS-1886-7
Sailing between Liverpool aud Portland,
via. Xoville and Halifax.

LIYEKPOOL SERVICE, (via
DATES

_SAILIlHl
From

Londonderry
:

Front
Front
portiand. i Halifax.
17th F’eb. lBth Feb.
17th Mar. 19th Mar.
31st Mar. 2d Apr.
14th Apr. ltltli Apr.
Sarnla,_2Stli Apr. |30th Apr.
sTv.M wq
hiEAJihKS.

27th Jail. Oregon,
24th Feb. Sarnia,
loth Mar. Oregon,
24tli Mar. Vancouver,
7th Apr.
BIUSI'OI.

m.llllrt:, (Avoninouth Dock.)
F’rom Avonm’tlil STFIAMHKS. ,F’roin 1’orlland.
20th January.
loth FVbruury.
Texas,
3d F'ebruary.
24th February.
| Quebec,
Rate, of

P.u.jtr

Cabin...$50, $60, $76 .Return. .$100, $126, $160
Return.. $60
Intermeuiate$30
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.$15
..

Pnr
°r
POr frt'itvlif
,rW8M nr

njL44air»

nnnlv to

f,Tvr.)' TOKRANCK
Foot

*

CO..

of India street.

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOB

—

EASTPOHT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. 8.. HALIFAX, N. S.
ALL PAKTS OP
Nrw Brunnirk, N«> Sctliii, Pr.ac
ward, ■•load, and Capr Hrrlau.
—

AND

—

Ed,

WINTEU AKIUN<ilIJIE.\T,
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Rail1road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
t
and
THURSDAY at 5.00 p. M., for -KASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. OT*Freight received up to 4.00 p. w.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange 8t„ or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE, JR..
novSOdtf
Gen’l Manager.

For NEW YORK.
Wharf on Wednesdays
Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jn.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

Bass’ English Ale
—AJO>—

GUINNESS’

STOUT,

Just Landed, Ex 8. 8. Sardinian.
For Sale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,

410

Fore

in.

Fnr (torhnni,
tlouirral, (hica^t and
({urbrr, 1.3*' p. in.
F*r KucliArid and Cnniou, 7.10 a. m. and

ABHTAU.
From
tiail Ankara, 8.20 ft. n..
12.06.3.15 ana 6.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.25a.m., 12.06anil 6.60 p. u,.
From Clfelcago and .lloutrenl, 12.06.
From tfarboc, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on nlgbt train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TI4 MF.T OFFICKi

35

Euhangt

St., and Dtool Foot ot India Streat.

TICKETS SOLD AT KEDICED BATE

Street.

nov24____dtf

-to

a

Canada.
Detroit, Chicago, Till wank
Cincinnati, M«. LdnIb, Omaha, Nagiinw, Ml. Paul, Mall lake City,
Denver, Man Vraaciace.
and

NortliwcM,

*11 points in the

West

and Southweet.

JOSEPH HICKSON,Keneral Manager.
WM. EDCAK, 0. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Not, 1.1888.dtl

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT^iOF
.r"’

TRAINS

Ou and after HIoaday, «>ct. *45,
Passenger Trains will ■.«?>

-ajJ“Por»laad«
For

Worcester, Cliaion, Ayer J auction.
Nathua, Windham and lipping at 7.3
a. m. anil 1.05 p. m.
For .11 a nc heater, Concord, and point* Nortl.

at 1.05 p« ui.
For Roche«trr,Mpriajgvalr, Alfred,
koro, and Maco River at 7.347 a. m., 1.05
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
For leorltani at 7.30 a. m., 1.05, 0.30, *9
(udxed) at 0.30 p. u>.
For Ma«*caruppa, Camberlaad Hill*, We tl
brintii Junction and Woodford’* at 7.J*
and 10.00 a. aa., 1.05, 3.00, 6.30 arc
(mixed) -6.30 p. aa.
For Fore*! % venue (Deering! 10.00 a. m.,
3>Otf and 6.30 p. am.
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juuci. with Iflooonc Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Taioa Depot, Wori-eator, foi
New York via Norwich f.inr, and all rail
via Mpriagdeld, also with N. Y. * N. K. R. R.

(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia*

Baltimore, tiu.hiaglon, anil the "Snuih. and
|With
Uo.ton A' Albany B. H. tor the B
eet.

Close connection made at Wrsibreak Jo action with through trains ol Maine Central K. K. anc
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

trains of Urund Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sou ill
may be had of 8. H. HKLLKN,1Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct23dt«.1 W. PKTKR.H Sunk

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PAMENUKK TBAI2* MEHVK K,
in

effect

AVrdaeadny,

Feb

t|3« IW7.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
,Far Ho.ioe at t7.30, t8.40 a.
m., 12.40 t3.3c
1p.ui. Basiou far Partland 7.30,8.30 a. m. 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. Por Scsrb.ro Bench, P,o>
Faint 7 80, 8.40 a. m., 3.30, 5.30 p. in. Mara
Biddelard, Kruaebnalt, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 5.80 p. 111. Wella Bench 7.30, 8.40
a. in., 3.30 p.
in.
North Berwick, f-rcsi
Fails, Dovei, Kxeter, liaverkill, Lawrrncr, l.owrll, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
Ul.
Barhrsier Farmington and Altaa Hay,
3.40 a. m., 12.40, 8.80 p. m. Nlaarbesirr ana
Concord via Lawrence 8.40 a. m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
tConnects with all Kail Lines.

MONDAY TBAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p.m. via Eastern Division
to Scar boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at *2.00, «»-00 Am., sl.00 »6.00
m.
Boston tor Portland
|7.30. 8,00 a. m.
1 2.30, 17.00 p. ill. t ape Kliaabrlb, 8,00 a. m.,
1,00, fd.00 p. m. Sacs, 8.IS) a. in., 1.00,
Biddeford, 2.00, 8.00 a. m., 1.00,
00p.m. Purl.mouth. New burr port, Malem
and I.yon, 2.00, 8.(3) a. in., 1.00, 6.00 p.
in
Auarsbury 8.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. Parlor a"4
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
8.00 a. in., 12.30. Loo, 4.00, 7.1s) p. m., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.40, 9.00 a. m.. 12.40.
1.00 and 0.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
Portland 2.<K> a. in.
tProm Narlk Berwick to Ncnrba/s t rasslag via Western Division.
•Connects with Rail Lines for New York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines for New York South
and West
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at l aiea aiatian Ticket OlBee « ammr, vial Mtreel, foul., ad, sad talas Ticket
Olllre, 40 l it h.siie Hireel.
JAn. T. KCKHKK. Uen’l Manager.
D. J. KLANDKK8, 8en. P A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uenl Agent.

&m.

Ian18

4|

ALBUM UNO BEPAT1U0.
The greatest Kidney Remedy of the 19th Century
A sure cure lor Diseases of the Kidneys, Liver,
Stomach and Rowels. If your Druggist does not
keep It, seud money by postal uote and yon wlU
receive a package free of charge. Trial PaekTraatmaal.
age.
80c. |
Three Vlanik.'
DB TICK A CO.,
81.00.
Cablerklli, N. Y.
LockBox 28.

American
In

luarii

cMsMmoiL

\f(NM PAKKOTT, No. 510 Congress street!
ivl solicits patronage lu Cloak and Dress Making. All the liew Spring Styles received. Entrance
to rooms through X. JOHN LrTTLE'S Dry Goods
26-2

1**7. and t'nlil

p.

MlCMELLANKOl'N.

Store.

p.m.;
from Bangor. Watervllle, Bath,
Rocgland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m.;Augusta,
the night Full-

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1886, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
House
Wharf ilailv. Sinuiav-c KYppmpii fnr I Jinif Iidlunit I
Little Chebeague, Jenks.Oreat Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. ra.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intermlnate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
at 9.10 a in.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.

TITANTED—A competent American woman
vT
for general housework on a farm In the
country: family of five. Address C. B. BHUOKS.
Alfred, Me.21-1
a

The morn-

Hath 8.46 a. m.;
trains from Bair
the afternoon trains

I* or Auburn nn«l Lfiwiau a, 7.10tt. m., 1.15
511(1 6.20 p. in.
Far istrhuu, 7.10 a. m., 1.80,4.00 and 5.20

permanent place assured
agreeable to both
parties. Call at 101 CUMBERLAND STREET.
23-1

place as working housekeeper

follows:

day

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT (XL

neat capable American girl tor
WANTED—A
general housework (no washing required)
If

woman,

as

di;pi

Steamers leave Franklin
and Saturdays at 0 p. m.

WANTED.

\\TANTED—By
vT
a

due In Portland

man

dec2iiTb8atSTu3mo

18-4

■ ALOl’M HAKKELM

Apply

art*

‘grains
*J«*n Augusta and
Lewtaton, 8.50 a. m.; the

Pnnatun,

nov2dtf

Address
High street.4’ongress street preferred.
care letter carrier No. 13. City.
22-1

S.

jJJB*
Trains

—LINE FOIt—

are

II. W. A.,

you

LINE.

widower’s family, or to take care of children. Address M. E., Box 500, Cauipella, Mass.
16-4

COR.PEARLAND MIDDLESTS.
marai

Address

FEMALE

B. A. Atkinson

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON enrj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
From PHILADELPHIA eiery TUESDAY and FRIOAY

situation

WANTED—A
perienced Daue

DEPARTMENT.
We wish to call particular attention to; Ills
branch of our business which has grown to enormWe carry In our stock the celeous proportions.
brated New Tariff and Quaker Ranges, the First
National. Groveland, New Hub, Atkinson, Daisy,
Union, Brighton, and a host of others. We warraut
every Range we sell a baker. Write for Cuts and
Descrip'Ions of these Ranges. Our prices you will
find are way below the market for like quality of
goods. Of course we prefer every one to cume and
see the goods if possible;
if uot we will use you
Just as well through the mail. We furnish all the
ware, pipe, zinc and leg rests with each Range and
prepay freight to your depot, and we have nice
Ranges from $10.00 to $100.00. In ordering, bo
sure and send height of hole In wall. We send any
Range we have for cash, or a quarter of the
Adamount down and balance $5.00 per mouth.
dress all communications to

1

deslrious to obtain
the J. Clawson Kelly niediclue to know that
can
be
had
at
778
CON
CHESS STREET.
they
Also the Wonderful Aerated Oiygen treatment
for catarrah. Bronchitis, Asthma, deafness, dys22-1
pepsia and all throat and lung diseases.
who

CONOKESS ST. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
tTbe 11.16 p. in. train Is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Bangor but not to
Sknwheganon Monday mornings or to Belfast
Oexter or beyend Bangor on Sunday morn

the Steamer f'iiy of Richmond, ('apt. Vs. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and Machtasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. 111. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machlasport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.

Boston* Philadelphia

Liverpool.

WANTED-By family of two.
RENT
5 rooms, must be In good
genteel rent of 4
within
few minutes

WANTED—Parties

D. IU.

All trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at

dtf

DIRECT

a

Brarawlck, 7.10 a. tn., 1.26,111.16 p.in.;
Eartuingi ia, .Vt.aa.ouib, Wiaikraa, Oak
laad and 6 a,Ik taw., l.-»o
Parap. m
ingloa via Rraa.vrick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.25
via

5

a

IJIOR

and not over
This Office.

May

iu.,

Saturdays

Pnriker *01 ice,

nov23

a

location,

I

7

7.10 a

oa

21

For passage apply to 11. & A. ALLAN, Geucral
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDKON, 40 Exchange St.;T P. McGDWAN,
422 Congress St.,or for passage or freight to H. fa
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

KENT—At
Congress street
very
FOK
nice large room suitable for two persons:
for

also

April
r‘

I

Passenger accommodations uuecpialled. Cabin
$50, $05 and $76; Intermediate, $30; steerage,

rilO LET-Nice brick house, 81 North SL; 10
1. rooms Just thoroughly repaired and remodeled, with modern improvements; sanitary condltions perfect; large yard; stable if desired.
24-1

A CREAT DISCOVERY!

It la acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for

halt

TO

paid.

certain

a

from the

LET-New bouse with all modern conven
iences; first-class location, western part of
the city; steam heat; 10 rooms and bath; $450
per annum. Possession given April 1st. W. H.
WALDRON, 18u Middle street._24-1

By
WANTED—
unfurnished

no

ami

landing In a pleasant seaport town, 40
miles from Portland. Address S. B. O., 28 Hancock street, Portland.
25-1

%nk for

«li«en*e*.

take

a

a

steamboat

moil nai>

Unquestionably the finest selection and largest
stock In the country. Write for Cuts, Photographs
and Descriptions of tlese goods, and please remember that you are perfectly safe In ordering
through the mall, as we guarantee satisfaction In
every particular. Any of the above seld lor cash
:>r one-fourth down ana balance by week or month.
Come and sec us if possible; if uot, write for particulars.

14

I

ON

season,
story
TO house of eight rooms,
short ride

ences

BOVII¥INE,and

LET.

WANTED.

All prices, all kipds and styles, upholstered in Hair Cloth, Plain Mohair
Plush, Embossed Mohair Plush, Crushed
Mohair Plush, and Silk Plushes in every
shade, and in Brocatelle of beautiful
colorings. Prices in Hair Cloth from
$35 to $100: Plushes (Mnhair> $40, $45,
$55, $05, $75, $80, $90, and up to
$350; Silk Plushes $75, $80. $90, $100
and up to $400; Brocatelle $150, $170
and up to $500.

?;et

a
cure.

$1.20 to 11.75
11.90 to 12.50

parlor" suits.

Pain in the Side and Back
are

TO

23-1

Cotton, Cotton and Wool, and Hemp,
all prices. 1000 rolls of Straw. Mattings
at 12 1-2,15, 18, 20, 25, 30 cents and
upwards.

ery
the

Ache, they

applyiug to
FRAZIER, 256 Fore St.23-1

UK.vr-The four story brick and mastic store Nos. 117 and 118 Commercial St.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or produce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48 Va Exchange St.Janll-tf

Trouble

iand speedy

PICKED
dory. The
WM.

Lowell, Bigelow, Delawure, Horner,
and other makes Body Brussels. Prices
87, 05 cents, $1.10, $1.25, $1.35 and
$1.50.
■

April

TBUBSDAY,
March 24

Pkbuvian.
PAIUMIAN.
Circassian
|
iSahdixias.

Orator, 1.20,

"r"

laa

fisherman’s

ADRIFT—A
same can be had by

adapted for Pnenmoniu,
Diphtheria, Typhoid Freer, and kindred

Mil ARP.

Kidney

regis-

Junc21-1

BODY BRUSSELS.

,Particularly

shoulder blades.
I 0~For

Must

a gentleman or lady all
single room
handsomely furnished; beat by steam; every portion of the house perfect drainage; and one of the
best family homes In the city; Horse Cars pass the
house every fifteen minutes. Call at HOUSE.

Food

builder.

acts

Lowell Extra Supers, Hartford Extra
Higgins’ Extra Supers, Park
Supers,
Mills Extra Supers, Gold Medal Extra
Supers, etc. Prices 55, 05, 75, 85 cents,
and up to $1.00 for choice Artkidder*
minsters.

is adapted for all ages in health
or disease and can be retained by
the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily will make
Our

FACTS

M. G. PALMER.

mar 10

contain 38,000 feet of floor.

The Murgical Muff

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
SM&Wtf
VELVET CARPETS
my22
WILTON CARPETS

J. & T. COUSINS, New York.

Douglass, Jordan, Frovfdence; Kenduskeag,Law-

BaltVnwe

nnrmHfmnnt
uupuiimumi

Roxbury Tapestries, Sanford Tapestries, Higgins’ Tapestries, Stitson’s
Tapestries, Smith’s Tapestries. Prices
Troni 55, 05, 75, 80, 85, 00 cents and
upwards.

son, Hallow ell.
Slu 24th, ships

Will U Smith, for Yokohama;
Stamboul, for Portland.
Passed Uie Gate 24tb, schs Bessie II Rose, Adams, New York for Boston.
Passed the Gate 24th, schs Lucy, fin Port Johnson for Boston;
Gen flail, do lor Salem; G M
Porter, Amboy for Providence; Lawrence Haines,
Baltimore for Bridgeport.
24th, sells Chas W Church,
TOID»NCE-Ar
°re
®iadford C French, Conary, fin

competent drug clerk.
have good references; one who is
tered preferred. Apply to E. F. SHAW,
tion Y ork and Pleasant Sts.
LOST AND

IVe want you to write us for Samples of Carpetings, Cuts and Descriptions of Stoves and Ranges,
Photographs of Chamber Sets, Photographs of
Parlor Suits, Cuts of Easy Chairs, Rockers, Rattau
and Reed Furniture. Baby Carriages, Dinner Sets,
Hanging Lamps. Side Boards. Dining Cbairs, Extension Tables, Lounges, Polished aiid Marble Top
Tables, and we will forward immediately. We keep
shorthand and typewriters and correspondence
clerks, and are prepared to answer 300 Inquiries
daily.

Elverpool nod Portland *crvice.
i From Portland
From Liverpool
UT,.,
L.,,
via Halifax. )
| via Halifax.
TUUKHDAY,
March 3
0
17
31

p.

7

1887

lVluter Arraugcmcnts.

aa.i

Augu.ua, Hollowei!,
Jor
Hi «a«wir||, 7.10 a.
IIL, 1.26,
in.; Knih, 7.1(5 a. m., 1.2fi, 6.16

Kor* 12.40 and 12.45

_dtf

MALE KEEP.

IN THE liMTED STATES.

Pornot
uuijjui

Beach,

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 24th, spli Herald,
Gray, Matanzas.
PERTH AMBOY-SId .23d, sch G M .Porter,
Johnson, Providence.
Bid 24th, sch It D Spear, Farr, Brunswick.
NEW YORK.—Ar 24th, brig Mary Gibbs, from
Gibara; sells Maud Snare. Dow,-Jacksonville;
I. L Mills, Bristol; Fred C Smith,and D M French
from New Bedford.
Also ar 24th, sells Belle Hooper, Gllkey, Matanzas 14 days; Jennie s Hull. Hall, Fernandlna;
11 A DeWilt, Deiahanly, Jacksonville; Jennies
Plllsbvry. Norfolk.
Cld 24th. schsAlmeda Wiley, Copeland, Havana
Nellie V Rokes, Thompson, Nassau, Nr; John

A

UP

rum

Staples,
Sid fm

For Sale or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitchen, bath room, (with
not and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, fire places In
back parlor and dining room, new steam heating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area of lot 4.000 square
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ROLLINS &
ADAMS. No. 22 Exchange St.
dec24gdtf

pitals

that have beeu established and supported by our Mr. A. L. Murdock during
the last four years.1*

188B.

H.,7.lt)a.m..tl

BH,n*‘

at 1116 1> ■>-,
fcmi.ii'ad’a.rnd*y’un‘i
l.lacala fc. H.,
iTf Tf*rd, 5?d K**‘
'.wl*
LA?‘
Jaw ^t
mV'o1.35™'
at 8- 0
m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; I rwiaioa

LINE.

California, Japan, Chin7 Canlnl

mar23d2w»

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

KltOM MEltCIIANTS’ X it CHANGE.
Ar at Liverpool Mch 24, ship Kobf L
Belknap,
San Francisco.

hay;

LEONARD C. QlINBl,
RACl'AR.tPP.t, MAINE.

Our Liquid Food contains the blood corpuscles
iu their natural size, free from drugs, minerals,
salts and acids.
Bend for five essays read before the National
Associations at

MILWACR.EE,

miles from Portland’for sale at a bargain;
it contains four acres of superior land, cutting
five tons of good
over 100 young grafted pear
and apple trees, well into bearing; a large supply
of choice grapes, and a good garden. It has a
good house of 14 rooms, a workshop, hay parn,
hen house, piggery, wood and coal aneAggood
well of water, a new cistern (2B50)
and
an excellent cellar,
is within ten minutes walk
of railroad depot, post office, schools, churches,
and store? ol all kinds
The view Ls fine, and cannot be obstructea"t>y-*»i2m
ill health
compels me to sell. Call aha sganune the premises, or address.

buildings;

Suits,

6.15, 111.16

MTEAMERM IIIHKCT EKO’I
Roaton lo l.iverpool every Til I KM D 4 V
and from NEW V O It H every MATE H DA V
railing n) <|urrn.loivi>, i'.rk Harbor.
April 7, May 12, June 10, July 21
^CONIA.April 14, May 1», June 23
21. May 20, June 30
u^tuv ^-.April
prtl 2*’ Jlll“* -• Jll|y 7, August 11
CEPHAI.ON 1A..
May 5. June 0, July 14
CABIN PASSAGE, $0o, $80 and $luo according
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, $35
Steerage passage at low rates. Drafts on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the company?) office, till Stale street. Boston.
febt0)13m ALEXANDEB MAlt rIN, Agent.

ALLAN

’**• "lepheo and
ArooMoab f'oualv,
iu., 1.25 and 111.15 p. m. Ft Bangor
B.
1.16 p m..

n.

l'ao!I1**,18.,& “Vi ^■••rrlllr,
m- and
nn1v’’aVr!6iV*
at 6.15 p. m.
only

CUNARD LINE.

FOR

gailjfcs,

uable

honor

_16-2

MAUI—One second hand 12 Horse
Power Engine and Boiler with all the fittings
for same in good condition at a bargain. Address
BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Blddeford
Maine.
1-4

SIX

ALBUMEN, 14.10;

distressing eruption,
Your Cuticura Remedies performed a woncerful cure last summer on one of our
customers
an old gentlemen of
seventy years of age, who
suffered with a fearfully
distressing
oil
eruption
ills head and face, and who had tried all
remedies
atm doctors to no puryose.
J. F. SMITH & CO.,
Tnx ax,
g
Texarkana, Ark.

MALE—Oue of the best drugstores In
stock, all new
flue
location. good reason for selling. For
goods,
further information, call on J. W. PERKINS &
CO.

HOMESTEAD.

sachusetts, iu his annual report for 1885,
gives the following analysis of this prepar-

SACO. March 25-Ar, sch Pavilion, Norwood.
V
New York.

Ship Harry Morse, of Bath, 1365 tons, built in
1871, has been sold to John Itosenfield of San
Francisco; private terms.

Lowest

ation:

At

pure yellow and yellow with white breast. Address
M. H. RANI.ET'r, Rockland, Me. Box 993. 21-1

FOR
Maine; growing town, no old

Helen G

tLiUii, March 24—Sid. sens Laurel, (fin
Boston) for Prospect; Hannah U, Georgetown for
ltockland.
WISCASSET, Mai ell 26—There was success
fully launched here 24th, from the yard of Hon J
Manchester Haynes, a flue four-masted doubledecked sclir of 812 gross tons, called the Andrew
Adams. Her dimensions are, length, 170 feet
beam 30 feet, and depth 12 feet huld and « feet
between decks. SUe is built in the must
thorough
manner of Hie
very best material, square fastened
throughout, and will receive the highest rate under Inspection, she is of very handsome
model,
furnished by the designer of some of llie fastest
vessels on our coast; owned principally by the
builder and others of Augusta and Bath, and Cant
Andrew Adams of Boothbay, formerly of sebr
Heleu A Chase.

depot.

of

Rice, Winter Harbor—N Blake.
“Kimball,Kimball, North Boothbay—

SAILED—Brig Sparkling Water;
Moseley.

TO

or

Goods delivered Freight Prepaid

surgical operations,
a preparation well known us the
Liquid
(taw Food (Murdock Liquid Food Comas
one of
I
consider
puny, Boston), This
the most valuable dietetic preparations
of nbout lilHI

master.
Sell Quivet,

N Blake.

No. 49
LE'l^louse
I liramhall street, containing
eight rooms, gas
NOR MALE OR

ANNOUNCEMENT

Ldo

fc PIacatagul.

MTEAMEK*.

FOR

_tuygdl

17__d&wlrn*

GRAND BONANZA FOB AGENT*
Something everybody can sell; so needed it
sells at sight. 5000 Agents wanted at onee to sell
the Climax Sewing Machine Spring. Address C
15-2
W. PAK8QNB, No. Windham, Me.
A

TRAFTON._

MALE—I shall have for sale, Thursday,
Mareli 24, forty choice Shotes and Pigs of
all sizes; choice breed. GEO. W. COOLIDOE,
Allen’s Corner.
23-1

“For the last four year., I hove been using, in the preparatory and after treatment

whom I had consulted gtive me no help or encouragement.
JOHN J. CASE, D. D 8
Newton, n. j.

oecib

special

or

with

IT

Corner, at the John
3in!th place, oneA1IeP’»
carload of choice working
Oxen, Friday, Marcli 25th. All In waut please
call. N. A.
5.1

amlSebago water. Apply to It. JOHNSON, (il
EXTRACT FROM ESSAY AND DISCUSCommercial street,
at 45 Peering street alter 3
p. 111.22-1
SION BEFORE THE BRITISH MEDIFOR MALE—Brick house near
State street and horse ears, contains 11
HOl'ME
CAL ASSOCIATION AT BRIGHTON,
rooms, double parlors, bath room, uicely finished,
good cemented cellar, furnace nearly new, perENGLAND, 1886 ESSAY BY THE VICE TO THE HOISEKEEPERS OF NAME. fect
drainage, southerly exposure, good lot about
40x127, good neighborhood; price moderate. Ap21-1
ply to N. 3. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
OR MALE—Fine handsome Angora
Coon
IN cats; color, pure white, pure black, tiger grey,

PSORIASIS, OK SCALY SKIN,
I, John J. Chase, D. D. S., having practised
dentistry m this couutry for thirty-live years and
being well known to thousands hereabouts, with
a view to help
any who rre afflicted as I nave
been for the past twelve years,*testify that the
Cuticuka Remedies cured me ol Psoriasis or
Scaly skin, In eight days, after the doctors with

and Skin by
using
Cuticuka Soap.
Sold by all druggists.
Price: Cuticura. BO
cents; Resolvent, $1.00 j Soap 25 cents. Potter Drug and chemical
Co., Boston,
(lend for ‘-Ilovr t* Cure Skin
Diseases.”

Is your time to own your own house
to JAM E3 E.
23-1

SALE— Second Hand Piano, 111 good con
dltlon; also Haircloth covered black walnut
frame sofa, nearly new at very low
price. Apply
at No. 3 GRAY STREET, corner of Park. 211-1

MASS, and PORTLAND, ME.

graad

of purity,
This powder never varies.
More economical,
strength and wholesomeuess.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short

Cuticuka, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticuka
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautiiier ezternally, and
Cuticuka Resolvent, the new Blood Puriller
Intel naUr, when physicians and all other remedies fail.

the Complexion
RRl
JTTIFY
aj
aJ
tbo

Now

F®«

A marvel

X
chon, Pruritus, Scald Head, Milk Crust,
Dandruff, Barbers’ Bakers’, Grocers’ and Washerwoman’s Itch, aud every species of
Itching,
Burning. Scaly, Pimply Humors of the Skiu aud
Scalp, with Loss of Hair, arc positively cured by

ECZEMA RADICALLY CURED.
For the radio* 1 cure of an obstinate case of
Eczema of long standing, I give entire credit to
the Cuticuba Remidiks.
l. B. RICHARDSON, New
Haven, Corn.

terms.

Apply at once by letter or In person
CHANDI.ER, Saccarappa.

FOR

Absolutely

N. Y.

junction depot and several churches; fine
graded school just across the street; horse cars
coming soon. Apex of a population of 7.000; easy

CENTRAL UllMil

On mill after HONDA V, Ocl. 25,
ItOMt, Pa**eiiRcr Train* Leave
Portluml a* follow*:
For Bangor. 7.10 a. m., via Auguata; 1.20 p.
n,-> via l.rwUioB. 1.26 and (11.15 p. in, via Au
for Ell.wo. in. Har Harbor, Vance
En«la;
,r°.
John, Halifax, anil Ihr Pravin-

WANT AGENT* in your county to sell my
uew goods.
$25 per week salary, or 60 cents on
the dollar commission. No competition. Bare
chance. Address with stamp for terms, F. M.
WKAVEK, l»y N. Division street, Buffalo, N. V,
mar

RAILROAD*.

I DIME

between Haccaraopa

and
Cumlierland Mills; rare chance tor a home under
the flash of the electric lights and smoke-stack of
the greatest paper mill 111 the world; excellent
drainage; dry cellars and beautiful level plots.
All to he sold at a great bargain tills spring sure.
Work enough the year round within from live to
ten minutes walk; oujy a five minutes walk trom

House Furnishers!
BOSTON,

\\r

l\

spring;

WANTED.

ANTED—Canvassing agents to sell the DoTv
niestle Paste Stove Polish. The right man
can make good pay.
Call, or address with stamp
the D. 8. P. M'F'G Co., 183 Brackett 8t.. Portland
Me. Sample box by mall lor 25 cents.
25 1

MALE
u IsIHIIOOK
LOTM
Twenty-four excellent house lots will be sold
located

a

POWDER
Pure.

Dhw,m.,u..

nmst''ik'i

BlTiflV

& CO.

And All ItcliiuR and Scaly Skin
and Scalp Diseases Cured
by Cuticuru.

he

FOK

FOR

SCALY, ITCHY SKIN

DI STPANFeToF (SCALES.
H. E- Carpenter, Henderson, N.
Y., cured of
I sorissls or Leprosy, of
twenty years’ standing,
by Cuticuka Kemidies. The most wonoerlui
A dustpanful of scales fell from
'58 'UU1S ilnd llls Jrlends thought

HAIR-Avery stylish side
liar Top Buggy, run but a short time, leather
top, spring back, upholstered In green broad
cloth; also alight express wagoii. Enquire of
F. W. SPARROW. GO Exchange ft.
24-1
tills

Spoken.
March C, lat 29 61. Ion 73 37. sell Mima A Reed,
from Mayaguez for Boston.

Tntfni*

for male—At a bargain; I will
sell my farm In Gorham, Me., low and make
the terms of payment easy; for description, price.
Ac., call on or address HOWARD COTTON, Gorhain, Maine.
25-2<S,w2w

FARM

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Yokohama Feb 20th, ship Willie Heed,
Waits, for Hollo.
Sid fm Hong Kong Feb 13, ship Win McGUvery,
Dunbar, Singapore.
Sid fm Sourabaya Feb 6, ship Exporter, Keazer,
for Calcutta.
Ar at Calcutta Feb 14th, ship Leading Wind.
Bray, New Y'ork.
Sid Feb 10, barque Will W Crapo. Hardy, New
Y'ork; 14th, Adolph Obrig, Carltou, New York.
At Manila Feb 4, ships Henry Failing, Merrlluan. for New York, with hemp and sugar; John
T Berry, Watts, for dowltn hemp and sugar. Idg;
barque Alice Reed, Stahl, do. do.
Passed Aujier Feb 10, ship Rembrandt, Paine,
Hong Koug.
At Nanaimo Mch 11th, ships Rosie Welt, Welt;
Challenger, Thompson; Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf ;WUna, Taylor, and Carrollton, Lewis, all for
San Franelsco.
Sid fm Honolulu Mch 1st, brig C O Whitmore.
Thompson, San Francisco.
Slit tin London 2lst Inst, barque Herbert Black,
Nichols. New* York.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Feb 20,sch F.dw Johnson,
Warren, Rio Janeiro, to load for United States.
Ar at Santos Feb 16, barque Virginia. Pettigrew
Bouc.
Ar at Aguadilla 14tli lust, sell Henry Crosby,
Stubbs, St Thomas.
Ar at st Pierre Feb 25, sch Clytle. Laughton,
Alexandria.
Sid fm Point-a-Pitre Feb 14, sch Mary E Douglass, l’crkins, Baracoa.
Cld at Matanzas 18th, sch John lv Souther, Belano, Portland, to sail 20tli.,
Amt St John, NB, 22d, sells Hattie E King,
Collins, and Ada S Allen, Dudley. Eastport; D
Sawer. Beal,do; S J Gilmore, Alley. Machias;
Hannibal, Pendleton, and Cbaa Heath, Pendleton,
Belfast; Fannie Butler,Robinson, and Will Slater,
Small, do; Julia 8. Odell, Portland.
Cld 22d, sells Emma K Snulley, Robinson, New
Y'ork; 24tli, Helen Montague. Cookson, do.

V/tTAino

house-

SALE—A one ami a hall story
new five years ago,
situated on Florence
street. Woodford’s, 9 rooms and plenty of closets
and cupboards; conveniently arranged and In
good order. Will be sold cheap. Enquire on the
or at_No. 41 Exchange street, Portland.
C.

do for do.

4mS

AGENT*

FOR MALE.

teb28

‘V-.XKIH-.B d&wlyruro

; b? Hi PM
I have a uoilriv* reoiody t»r ta*
tboURAMilM Of MAO* of til* W.SVRl fc I ti • «!» <‘f
liave booncuro.I Intfooh, mi» wirltmy f«llb ta IteafleMf
tbat I will eofiU TWO HOTTLBJ' mien. r..*o«h#f wllbaTAL.
Rufforer. (Blvaau
L anLV "HKATIMK <m thl#<1\R4*»o.

iw»Axe«.*aaw^l>ibT.A.bi^t'M,Uir^

'UsMef,

A
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PRESS.

THE

SATURDAY MORNING, MARCH 20.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADVEKTISKIIIINTS TO-DAV.

(ItW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
K. F. Somers & Co.—232 Middle Street.
Remcmlier—Brown, the Shoe Dealer.

Proposals—Union Passenger Depot.

Notice—(lorhain Savings Bank.
Wanted—CAst Off Clothing.
Notice Is Hereby Given.
For Rent—New House.
For Sale—Type Writer.
Somers, the Ilatter.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Merry, the Hatter.
School Supplies.

Advice te Mother..
MRS. WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutttug teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It prodnces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all
pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes. Twenty-fife cents a bottle.

Jan 10

SM&W&wly

__

Like Its Parent Flower,
Atkinson's Extract of Violet, the most delicate
and refined of perfumes, conceals its excellence
behind its more widely known slsler—the Extract
Hf Whitt note.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are free from all
erude and Irritating matter. Conceulruted medicine only; very small; very easy to take; no

pain;

no

griping;

no

purging,

mch 22
Take

a

d&wlw
D. K. and be O. K.

mark

See advertisement,
deodGin

Sunday Services.
Bradley Church.—Preaching at 10.30
by Kev. J. It. Crosser.

a. in.

M. E. Church—Preaching by
Chestnut
pastor 10.3o a. m. and 3.00 p. m. Sunday SeTiool
1 p. m. Young Peoples' meeting G.00 p. in.
Social Service 7 p. in.
Church of Christ—Rooms 6 and G Brown's
Block. Services 10.30 a. m. Lord's Supper,
3 p. m. Prayer Meeting 7.30 p. m. Everybody
welcome; seats tree.
OoNOiir,BS Street M. E. Church—Prayer
meeting at y.30 a. in. Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
Sunday School at 1 30 p. m. At 3 p. in. a sermon
St.

Young Men: Subject: “Some causes of dishonesty/’ Children and Youths Meeting at G.30
to

General Praise Service at 7 p. ui.
Congress Square Church.—(First UniversaRev.
st.)
Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10-30 a. in. Preaching by Rev. A. J. Paterson,
D, D., of Roxbury. Mass. Sundav School at 12.
First Baptist Church—Rev. A. K. P. Small,
D. D., pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. ill. Sunday
p.

m.

School at 12 M.

Praver me,'tine

7.00

at

II

in.

Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth.
Congress St. Kev. J. M. Lowden, pastor, will
preach at 10.30 a. in. Sunday School at 12 M.
Young Men’s meeting at 0.16. Prayer and Social
meeliug at 7.
First

_

—

First Parish Church—(Unitarian)—Congress
Street. Itev. Thomas Hill, D. II., pastor. Services
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
First Presbyterian
Church.—Williams’
Hall. Congress Street, Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Services at 3 p. m. aud 7.30 p. m. by Kev. J. It,
Crosser, pastor.
Free Church (Congregational) Deehino.—
Sunday School at 2 p. in, Preaching at 8 p. m.
Young People's me ting at 6 p. in. Gospel Service at 7 p. m. All are welcome.
Free St. Baptist Church—Kct. A. T. Dunn.
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. in.
Sunday School at close of morning service.
Friends’ Meeting.—Oak St.| Services at 10.3o
a Hi. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m.
All are Invited.
Gospel Mission—Prayer meeting at Dam a. in
Sabbath School at 10.3o a. m.
Kev.JffrTbaltori
wilt speak at 3 p. m.
Gospel seaVTce, with good
music, at 7 p. m. All are luvired.
High Street C-fftrROH-Services at 10.30 and
7. SuiHjaj-ochool at 12. Evening lecture, "The
li“!$ Roman Empire.”
New Jerusalem Church, New High 8t.ltev. Howard C. Dunham, pastor.
Divine worship aud Preaching every Sunday Morning at
10.30 a.m. Subject of dlscouse: "The Spiritual
World in the light of Divine Revelation.” Sunday
School at 12 M. All are welcome.
Pine Street M. E Church.—Itev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
Concert at 2.30 p. m. Young people’s meeting at
0.16 p. m. 1’rayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Portland Liberal Fraternity meets In
Good Templars' Hall ou Congress street, at 10.90
Am.
Subject for discussion: Resolve: "That
the practice of Doctors in writing tlieir prescriptions in Latin is not in the interest of the people.”
Purtland Bpikitual Temple.—Good Templars’ Hall, 367Mb Congress St. Conference meetings at 2.30 aud 7.30 p. m.
Preble Chapel—Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m Monthly Temperance Meeting at 7 p. m. Opening address by
A. J. Chase Esq. The public are cordially invited.
Reform Club—Tlie.Temperanee Reform Club
will hold a meeting in tlieir hall, comer of Congress and Temple streets, tomorrow evening, commencing at 7.16 o’clock. The public are cordially
Invited.
second advent Chubch, Union Hall, Free
street.—Mrs. L. C. Mi-Kinsgry will deliver three
lectures: 10.80a.ill., supjoct, "The Opening of
the Seven Seals” ; 3 p. m., "The Scarlet Beast and
His Rider”: 7 p. ui., ‘‘The Filth Empire.” Sunday

iaiBBi »t it

tor. Preaching service
at 10.30
at 3 p.m. Sunday School at J.45p.

a. in. and
ni.
Social

State Street Church—Rev. F. T Bay ley.
pastor. Service of worship at 10.30 a.m. and 7
p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m. Subject of Evening Discourse: “A Good Man in a Bad Place.”
West Congregational Church—Preaching
pastor, S. K. Perkins, at 10.30 a.m. and 7 p. m.
by
Home Missionary Sermon iu the evening.
Williston Chubi n-Rev. L. H Hallock pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. by
Prof. L. T. Townsend, 1>. D., of Boston. Sabbath
School at 3 p. m.
Woodford’s Clark Memorial M. E. Chivuch
—Kwv.Roscoe Sanderson, pastor.—Sunday school
at UO p. m. Preaching at 3.30 p, m. Young
People’s Meeting at 6.30. Song and Social Service at 7 p.

m.

Prayer Meetiug Tuesday Evening,

Class Meeting Friday Evening at 7.30.
You no
Men’s Christian Association—
Farrington Block, 439 Congress St. Young Men’s
9.16
a. m.;
meeting gt
Subject, “What does the
Lord thy God require of thee.” Leader, E. It. Paysou. Young men cordially invited to attend.
Boys’
meeting at 4.30 p. m., conducted by the General
Secretary. Gospel Meeting for all classes at 7 p.
10., conducted by members of the association.
Public cordially Invited.

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
■*“

frni

I1BEORE JUDGE WBBD.

F&idav.—The Continental Store Service Company vs. the Osgood Cash Car Company. Hearing
on motion for a preliminary injunction.
Argued
on behalf of the motion by M. B. Phillips, Esq., of
New York, and In opposition by Causteu Browne
Motion granted, in part, as prayed
of Boston.
for, and complainants enioiued from assigning

ilia whole or-any part of U. S. letters patent,
dated Feb. 16th, 18»7, No. 367,651, until the further order of this court, said Injunction not to operate to restrain defendant from bringing actions
at law or suits In equity, upon said letters patent
for alleged infringement thereof; tr from making,
using, selling or leasing store service systems
containing the Improvements patented In said letters patent; or from asserting and claiming said
letters patent to be good and valid.
Wilbur F. Lunt, M. B. Phillips.
N. & H. B. Cleaves. Lund Si W'elcli, Causten
Browne.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
The following
down yesterday:

declfton

and rescript was sent

CUMBERLAND COUNTV.

William F. Allen et al. vs. Maine Central Rallroad Company.
lieneripl by Jimery, J.—The only mooted question in this case Is whether the plaintiffs effectually exercised against the carrier their clear right
of stopping the goods hi Iratuilii.
The order to stop the goods was seasonably
given, but it was not accompanied by any statement of the reason therefsr. W'e do not think
such a statement was necessary.
Tbe carrier called for proofs of tbe plaintiff's
claim, but did not wait a reasonable time for them
Vo be furnished and gave the goods up to the consignee. The plaintiff has now established his
right to stop and retake the goods, and is entitled
to judgment for their value.
Judgment for plaintiffs for $176.41 with Interest from date of the writ.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BBrOllE RECORDER over.
Fridat—Jolin Dwyer, Michael IJttle, Charles
llsyes, Uuy Steele and John Bowen. Intoxication ; each 5 days In the county jail.
Frederick Duros. Throwing snow balls; lined
$1 without costs.
John Lally. Assault; six months in the county

jail. Appealed.

Henry Flaker. Search and seizure; fined $100
and costs. Appealed.

BRIEF JOTTINC8.
The

s^jteetier Charles Lcfry of

ffijUlfti

Gloucester

in 70,000 pounds of haddock yester-

day.
It it reported that the Commercial Club
will be dissolved April 1st. The club house
on Tolman place is to be let for a boarding
house.
We understand that the late R. S. Boyd,
Jr., who lost bis life Id the hotel fire in Buffalo, had a policy on his life at the agency of
W. I). Little, in the Mutual Life Company of
New York.
After the Social Circle of State street
church had enjoyed a capital supper Thursday night, Rev. W. B. Hayden delivered a
very interesting lecture on “Egypt.”
Rome and Modern Europe.
Mrs. McKinstry held her audience last evening nearly two hours without a person

evincing the least unrest, while she presented the history of the Roman empire from the
beginning of tiie Christian era to the French
revolution, which was vividly portrayed.
Her subject this evening Iwill Iks “Rome and
Modern Europe,” from 1785 to the present
time. Her subjects for Sunday are given in
Every one should hear
the church notices.
these lectures, which are free to all.
Home Industry.

Robert F. Somers & Co., the hatters, 232
Middle street, last evening sent to Jordan,
Marsh A Co., Boston, the largest bill of silk
v

hats that they ever sent away from Portland.
This speaks well for a Portland

enterprise.

AVOEKTINEIUEIV TN.
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Mr. W. E. S. Whitman of
the city yesterday.

Augusta

was

in

in Boston.
Miss Belle Grover, employed in Hathaway’s shirt manufactory in Watervllle, has
accepted a call to go to Africa as a missionary. She will leave for her field of labor in
few weeks, says the Sentinel.

a

Gen. John T. Richards of

Gardiner, who
injury at the muster in
Bangor last fall by having his horse fall
upon him, and who Is passing the winter in
California, has greatly improved in health
and Is now nearly as well as ever. He will
not return home till the middle or latter part
of May.
A. W. Ramsay, J. Hollman, E. A. Laudon,
H. Ilersfield,Thos. F. James, New York; A.
Shedley, W. L. Ward, F. H. Boodv, W. HMcndell, W. A. Dakin, Boston; J. B. Shaw,
Lewiston; J. M. Watkins, Greenfield; and
Benj. F. Chadbourn, Biddeford. were among

met with a severe

the arrivals at the United States Hotel yesterday.
Reuben Leland and A. M. Judson, members of the New York Stock Exchange, Hon.
J. B. Stearns of Shot Hills, N. J., E. Kimball and John R. l’reseott of Boston, and
Miss Ella Cleveland Fendcrson, a public
singer of Boston, will build summer houses
at Camden. Mr. Stearns’s will cost $30|000.
Hon. Samuel D. Leavitt of Eastport, Collector of Customs at the Passamaquoddy
District, was in tho city yesterday. He says
tho people of Eastport aro preparing to rebuild on an extensive scale; that the $100,000
voted by Congress for a new Custom House
will build a magnificent edifice that will be a
credit to the town. Mr. Leavitt says the
people of his town are hopeful of the future,
aud that ancient town will arise from its
ashes more beautiful than ever.
Miss Staples, lately assistant in Bridgton
aud Fryeburg Academies, and who with a
party of friends is traveling in Europe, was
in Italy during tho late earthquakes there,
m

miicu

au

iiuuij

writing

uvcs

were

lusu

>> ime

lady friend in North
Bridgton, the house was suddenly shaken to
she
an

was

to a

alarming extent; but she

soon

resumed

writing, and finished the epistle by chronicling tlie safety of the whole American
party.

Major Fred C. Low, late of Conjnehj'i>,
First Maine Heavy Artil'or;, desires to obtain the addresses 8? the following members
of hie c.’* company: John 'V. Beede, Sergt.
Jlftii y Bell, Sergt. Joseph R. Atkins, Ambrose Boyle, John Chapman, Charles W.
Jones, Henry J. Kimball, Corporal Benjamin F. Hatch, James Loughrey, Charles
W. Lunt, Charles H. Lord, John II. Nason,
James B. Robbins, John Richardson, Charles
Stade, Charles H. Stewart, Peter Tibdo,
William H. Wakefield, and George F. WilInformation relative to any of the
above may be sent to Major Low at Bangor.
Professor William M. Barbour, formerly of
the Bangor Theological Seminary, and now
of Yale University, has been chosen principal of the Congregational College of British
North America. This college, along with
ethers of a denominational order, although
not forming a part of the McGill University
at Montreal, is so affiliated with it as to have
its students in constant attendance at the
son.

university classes. The college buildings
with the principal’s official residence overlook the McGill campus, all being Duilt under
“The Mountain” in one of the most attractive parts of the city.
Important Journalistic Cossip.
Boston, March 24.—Base ball is now coming to the front, and the capture of Kelly
leads Bostonians to hope that Boston will
win the pennant this year. The best reports
idbcnt

found

uuuut

A Train of Twelve Cars Successfully

Heated.

Mr. Thomas R. Hill, son of Rev. Dr.
1 homas Hill, is in town. He is convalescent
from his recent serious illness.
Rev. S. E. Herrick, D. D., of Boston, will
deliver the annual address before the Bangor
Seminary Rhetorical Society at the anniversary lu June.
Captain Washington Ilsley, commander of
the Sarah Sands, the pioneer English steamer
into this port, is on a few days’ visit to
friends in this city.
Mr. F. E. Doe of Hopkinton, Mass., writes
Col. Atwood that with his family he will
This is the first
move to Caribou next week.
result of the recent Aroostook meeting held

ttuvi

second Parish (Congregational) Church,
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Kev. 0. H. Daniels, pas

NEW

THE SEWALL CAR HEATER.

PERSONAL.

uasu

utlll

will

UC

usual in Tiie Boston Daily and
Sunday Globe.
In February, 1885, The Boston Globe’s
as

In Februaaverage circulation was 53,621.
ry, this year, it was 126,405—more than
doubled in two years. It is still gaining in
circulation every month.
“Why Men Smoke” will be the subject of
funny illustrated article in the next Boston Sunday Globe, which now has a circulation of 116,832.
The Boston Daily Globe and The
Boston Sunday Globe have a larger circulation than the Daily or Sunday Uerald.
The Globe is prepared to prove this statement, and no man or paper dares dispute it.
a

International Steamship Company.
The offices of the International Steamship
Company on Railroad wharf have recently
been remodelled and are now a handsome set
of apartments. On the ground floor is the
general office of the freight and passenger
agent, Mr. Waldron, with a private office
adjoining. The bookkeeper’s room is in the
second story, and opening from it is the
office of General Manager Coyle. The rooms
finished
in
cherry and handsomely
carpeted and furnished.
The steamer New York is nearly ready
for service again and with the boilers taken

$7 SILK HAT $5.

Tlie longest train yet fitted with the Sewall
Safely Car neater started from the city yesday at 10.10 a. m. for Lake Marauaeook. It
consisted of one baggage and eleven passenger cars; the longest train upon which the
heater was previously tested numbered only

t

This is the Hat that

seven ears.

The temperature of the outer air was rendered bitter cold by the strong north wind
then blowing, and it was this wind which
caused tho train to proceed at a rate a little
slower than usual.
Among the passengers were Mr. E, P.
Lord, Engineer of Tests, Pennsylvania Railroad; Mr. I). Verrill, Engineer Mechanical
Department Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad; Arthur Brown, Esq., Superintendent Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad;
besides various officials of the Maine Central
Railroad.
Arriving at Maranacook at 1.50 o’clock,
there was a short wait and the party then returned to Lewiston for dinner. This had
been previously arranged by the courtesy of
General Manager Tucker, and the party
lunched in a sumptuous manner.
Starting from Lewiston at 3.55, the train
arrived in Portland at 5.20; thus proving that
its slowness in going was not caused by any
loss of steam on account of the beating ap-

pliance.
%
This trip was made for the purpose of ascertaining if twelve cars, an exceptionally
long train, could be heated without making
any draft on tho engine detrimental to the
?ower of hauling. And it was entirely successful. The temperature was maintained at
80° Fall, in the last car throughout the run;
and it was the opinion of Mr. Pinkerton,
Foreman Motive Power Department Maine
Central Railroad, that the speed of the train
was not in the least retarded by the loss of
steam used in heating.
The engineer stated that the train, on account of the strong wind, pulled as hard a*
twenty loaded coal cars, yet that no more
coal was used than would have been required
without the heater attachment.
Mr. Lord, who is a graduate of the Scientific Department of Yale College, said that
he was very much pleased with the system
as a whole and with the coupling and valves
in particular. And these are the features
which have been the objects of universal admiration.
Mr. Yerrill stated that it was the best and
eimnlnof

V.

1

1

*

--J

that he shpuld give it a tliorougli examination.
•
Superintendent Brown was very much
pleased at the success of the invention and
considered it a great success
This test has removed the last question as
to the heating and economic powers of the
appoint us.
Mr. I). D. Sewall will leave for Michigan
in a few days to superintend the operation of
the iieater upon one of the trains of the Michigan Central Railroad.
The Late Mr.

dead.

Service Reform.
Gray, the popular letter carrier, yesterday morning was asked for his resignation
by Fostmaster Palmer. Mr. Gray replied that
ire had done his duty faithfully for twentytwo years and declined.
Thereupon Mr.
Palmer notified him that his services would
not be required after March 31st. Mr. Gray,
was penny post, before letter carriers were
introduced, has always been a hard-worker
faithful to duty, and very popular with both
political parties on his route on account of
his amiable and obliging disposition. It is
said a substitute named Cunningham is to
have the place.
Civil

Mr.

We Guarantee it to he the Best Hat in this

place of her
hauling she

old ones, and the thorough overhas received will be a valuable

member of

the International Company’s

fleet of steamers.

The Casco Bank Building.
The directors of the Casco Bank contemplate making extensive [alterations in the
arrangement of the interior of their building on Middle street. The offices in the
stories above the ground floor will be remodelled and the corridors changed so as I to obtain easy access to them. An iron staircase
will be put In the building and there will be
a passenger elevator.
When the alterations

completed

the structure will be one of
the best office buildings in the city.
Prelim-

are

inary plans have been_ drawn by Messrs.
Fassett and Tompson.
Board of Trade Dinner.
There was a lively demand for tickets to
the Board of Trade dinner yesterday and the
party present tonight will be much larger
than that of last year. The hour for assem-

bling

has been fixed at four [o’clock, so that
business men may go to the Falmouth as
soon as they leave their offices.
The parlors
of the hotel, as well as adjoining rooms, will
be placed at the disposal of the company, and
tables will be provided for those who wish t,n
play cards. The dinner will be served at
seven o’clock and Mr. Martin has made every
provision to insure its success. After the
dinner, the remainder of the evening will be
spent In social intercourse and card playingThe

Yachting Season.
The yachtsmen are beginning to think of
the sport of the coming season, although only one of the Portland yachts has been
hauled from her winter quarters. TheJWarren has been lying at the club house for sev-

eral weeks now.
The only addition to the fleet of yachts
hailing from Casco Bay, as yet reported, is a
handsome craft being built for Mr. E. B.
Mallett, Jr., of Freeport. The yacht will be
fifty feet long. She is being built by Huntington of Bath, and promises to be a han dsome boat as well as a fast sailer.

Spring iTrade.
People are getting interested about fixing
up for spring as the crowds of purchasers at
Owen, Moore & Co. during the pleasant days
this week testify. Their new drapery room
to be the centre of attraction, and
everybody who examines the stock says that
Mr. Farrell, the
it is choice and attractive.
new manager, has created a very favorable
Impression and lias shown that he possesses
taste and executive ability, which will be
appreciated by Portland people. Out of
town people should bear in mind that Portland is a good place to
this class of

buy

Circuit Court Jurisdiction.
By an act approved Marcli 3d, 1887, the jurisdiction of the Uniled States Circuit Court

is limited to cases where the amount in controversy, exclusive of interest and costs, is
$3000, instead of $300, as has been the case

jieretoforfl.

city.

A. full line of Soft

Hats, Traveling Bags, Gloves and Umbrellas at the lowest prices.
every wearer of a Silk Hat to bring their Hat in this evening and have
it ironed or blocked free of charge, as we keep a workman in
our window every Saturday Evening to do this work.

want
"'N

Manly Purity and Beauty.

no

longue nor pen cau do justice to tlie esteem
In which tlie Cuticura Remedies are held by the
thousands upon thousands whose lives have been
made happy by the cure ol agonizing, humiliating,
Itching, scaly, and pimply diseases of the s"klu,
scalp, and blood, with loss of hair.
Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautlfler, prepared from
It, externally, and Cuticura Resolvent, the
new Blood Purifier, internally, are a jiosltive cure
for every form of skin and blood disease, from pimples to scrofula.

I gratefully acknowledge a cure of Eczema, or
Salt Rheum, on head, neck, face, arms and legs,
for seventeen years -, not able to walk, except on
hands and knees, for one year; not able to help
myself for eight years. Tried hundreds of remedies ; doctors pronounced my case hopeless; permanently cured by Ctticuba Remedies.
WILL MCDONALD,
2642 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

James E. Richardsen, Custom House, New Orleans, on oath says: “In 1870 Scrofulous Ulcers
broke out on my body until I was a mass of corruption. Everything kndhi to the medical faculty

tried in vain. I became a mere wreck. At
times could not lilt my hands to my head, could
not turn in bed; was In constant pain, and looked
upon life as a curse. No relief or cure In ten years.
In 1880 I heard of the Cuticura Remedies,
used them, and was perfectly cured.”
Sworn to before U. 8. Com. J. 1). Crawford.
was

Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, EOc. ; Soap,
25c.; Resolvent, |i. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
t3~Seud for “How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 04
pages, 50 Illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
PEES, blackheads, chapped and oily skin prevented by Cuticura Medcated Soap-

Through the medium of one of your books, received through Mr. Frank T. Wray, druggist,
Apollo, Fa., 1 became acquainted with your Ctticuba Remedies, and take this opportunity to
testify to you that their use has permanently
cured me of one of the worst cases of blood poising, in connection with erysipelas, that I have
ever seen, and thi# after having been pronounced
incurable by some of the best physicians in our
country. I take great pleasure in forwardingto
you this testimonial, unsolicited as it is by you. In
order that others suffering from similar maladies
may be encouraged to give your Ctticuba Remedies a trial.
P. 8. WHITLINGER, Leechburg, Pa.
Reference: Fiiank T. Wbay, Druggist,
Apollo, Pa.
Ctticuba Remedies are absolutely pure, and
the only infallible skin beautiflers and blood purl-

R. F. SOMERS &
MIDDLE

232
T.

m*r2C

CAN

SOMERS

J.

WITH

OUR OWN HATS!

Al'CTIOlH NALKR.

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.. AUCTIONEERS.

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, to.

to show our customers our facIt is over our store.
at any time.

pleased

REMEMBER

AO. 62 RAY STREET. F
WEDNESDAY. March 30th. at 10 o’clock
a. m.. we shall sell the entire Furniture, Ac.,
consisting of Parlor Furniture, Pictures. Carpets,
Tables, Black Walnut Chamber Sets, Bedding,
Mattresses, Dining Boom Furniture, (.’rockery.
Sewing Machine, Cooking Stove and Kitchen Cteusils, Refrigerator, Ac., Ac.ntar24dl w

BROWN!

An

and Best Hat shown this season.

SOMERS, The Hatter,
-

LEADING MANUFACTURING AND RETAIL HATTER,

23 3
Middle St., Directly Opp. Head Gross St.

MIDDLE

237

W. II• SOMERS has no connection whatever
with any other hat store.

W.

THo

^L.

S.

Essay

An

on

Scrim.

by

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

yard, or 7 cents a
the piece,

yard

Precisely

the same goods as High
Rent stores here and elsewhere
ask I 5 cents for.

A PROCI

Your instant conclusion would be
that there must be a difference
In the'quality of the goods.

-IN’-

SPRING

NATCH*:, Operetta.
N. B. Sargent.
POKKNTJIIBII.ee HAND. N. B. Sargent.
NEW PLOKA'N PENT!VAC, Bradbury
Ai ranged by J. C. Johnson.
MERRY COMPANY, ar Cadets’ Pi. ai.
Collin Coe.
Price of each book, 40 cts,, or $3.60 per do*.
The first two books are by a nature and music
lover, who nils them with very sweet sougs of
birds, tlowers. Insects, etc. Flora's Festival, doubled In slxe. and with minute directions, will surely
he a success, as will. In another way, the "Merry
Company.”

DRESS GOODS

Our new edition of VOICE'S OP FRAME,
(40 cts., or $4.20 per (lor.) by Kev. C. L. Hutchins, Is cordially comma eed to all who wish a Haaday stchaal Haag Baals of the highest charac-

50 pieces double width Cashmeres at
25 cents per yard, in all the new shades.
75 pieces all Wool Dress Hoods, la
Modes, Tans, light and dark Browns,
Saltire*. Harnets, Heliotrope, and all the
desirable shades of the season at 50
rents a yard. This Is the best line of 50
cent Dress Goods to be found east of
Boston, as they are no old goods, no last
year’s stvles, no job lots, but they are
new fresh goods just received.

-AT-

SHINE'S NEW YORK STORE.

Nchasls, Academies .tad Memianries are always safe lu adopting tie carefully compiled
We recNr float Nsbk Books of Dltson A Co.
ommend for|tTie higher schools. MINI. r.KEK PSIINRKR
(COCtS.)
|N« (80 cts.) aiuTROVAI.
for grammar schools. NO Nil IIP. Cl.N (60 cts.),
and for primary schools, CK.1IN POR 1>ITTl.fi: SINfiEHS (30c.)
Any book mailed for Ketail Price.

PRICE 91.00.

Not abit of It! The difference Is in the
the store rent and other expenses,
which makes it possible for
Staples, on Middle St., to sell

RINES BROTHERS,

Not only Scrim cheaper, but Scrimp
the profits on all kinds of gootis,

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLANO.

nov2

Bori$n.

COTTON FABRICS.

mar8_eod&w2w

___eod6m

1 case of Canton Shirred Seersuckers,
50 Inches wide and warranted oil colors, at 12 1-2 cents a yard.
100 pieces of Cream Seersuckers at 5
cents.
50 pieces of Cocheco Foulards at S
cents.
These goods are 50 inches wide, and
worth 12 1-2 cents.
00 .pieces English Satlnes, 1 yard
wide, at 12 1-2 cents a yard.
50 pieces Arnold Navy Blue Print at
7 cents a yard, all the new patterns.

thereby undersell dealers on the
“Landlord” streets, that is, the

And

where the Vealer, his
his friends and his
customers
pay colossal
tribute to the store owners.

streets

clerks,

>

*

PORTLAND.

Rrmnrkable Care

of
a
Bend It.

mar2G

Olive Ointment, and when she had taken three
bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla she could run about
the house as smart as any child. She has been a

R E M E M B E R

-

since.
to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla." Edward T. Alexander,
28 Cleaves St., Portland, Me.
“This is to certify that I have knowu Edward T.
Alexander for eight years or more, he having
been In my
employ from time to time, aud I consider him truthful and reliable in all respects.”
N. 8. FEKNALD,
Fernald & Sawyer, Forest City Stable,
Fortland, Me.

Hood*s Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for $8. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD A CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass
aprl

IOO Doses One Dollar.

d&wlvnrm

Positively

Cured

by®

f»ADT£T C C® those Little Fills. ■
They also relieve Die®
t llO Itrcrs
from

•mrx

fcgSSI *E"?*E S'
WS* ail
-KS S
F. O
J38J E W

Jffa FJ5 |

*53

as

k

C

Dyspepsia®
To®
per®

d ig estiou aud
Hearty Eating. A

U

n

Ucl remedy for
ness, Nausea,
ness, Bad Taste in
Mouth, Coated
Pain in the

Dizzi-SJ

Drowsi®
tile®
Tongue®

Sme^&c*

*i*lteenittll«il uni easiest lotaltc Ss
Only one pill a dose. 4*1 hi a vial. Purely Veg®
Rtable. Price 25 cents. 0 rials by nmilfortl.CO®
JEDlCiNt CO., frop’is, New York.

CARTER

g|

at

/

HORATIO STAPLES,
Middle Street, Junction Free,

BROWN’S, 421
A

Congress

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

St.

grades, all styles, fresh goods, regular sizes, for Ladies,
Gents Misses and Children,

AT

AUCTION

PRICES

large quantity of Watcrbury Watches
whlch;l sell

Every bey

can

afford ts have

ear.

manufacturers’

prices.

THESE COODS SOLD FOR CASH ONLY.

BROWN,
W

mar2U

SCHOOL

JSUPPLIES.

eodtf

Proposals for
Union

509
niarlO

Building the

NOTICJK

THE

FOK

RETAIL IWr.IRTMEIT,

258 Middle, Junct. Free St.
.’hill5
eodgT&TbCn

Androscogl

If you want the best get the Columbia. They
lead In workmanship, ease for climbing hills, safety going down hill, strength of material and for
durability In every way. Nine years of experience has proved iLelr superiority.
New Cata-

logue

THE
Thr Brat Tnblr
"Rotil

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
This Is

a new safety Bicycle that combines
the
the Star and all the other safeties
has the graceful appearance of an ordlnarv
Bicycle. Price oaly #>3.00 If you aregohu:
"
"
to buy a wheel of any kind call at

and

“COPARTNERSHIP N0T1CL

HURON

Fable and Dairy Salt

Erer.

advantages of

I

Unequalled for Dryness,

mid
la

the

itairy Salt

1

THE

rrcr

public.

CllNTCN K. JONES.
THOMAS P. R. CART LAND.
L. W. PAYSON.
Portland, Me., March 24.1S87.
m.ir25d.lt

Whiteness. Purity i Strength.

-AT WHOLESALE BY■

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
177 Middle St. i Portland,
LAMSON’S,
h'h23_

C. H.

A Big Drive atDarrah’s.The Largest Sale
of kid Gloves Ever Offered in the State.

50 dozen Ladles’ Mous. Suede dlores,
S-Button length worth $2.00, for $1.00.
50 dozen 5*Buttou Emb. Suedes worth
MARINE RISKS ONLY.
2.00, for $1.00.
25 dozeu Pinked Tops Emb. Kids in
ADVIHOBY COIDlITTliE.
all the new Spring Shades,worth $1.25,
Dyer.
S.
C.
William Leavitt,
for 65 cents.
Henry P. Dewey.
Joe. r. Thompson,
25 dozen Ladles’ P. K. Kids, Emb.
Horace M. Sargent
Fritz H. J okoan,
Back, worth $1.75, for $1.25.
Georoe Treyethen.
50 dozeu dents’ i'roneb Kid dlores
i
worth $1.75, for 65 cents.
marldtf
AU1KKT B. HALL, AttorBey.
22 dozen 14*Hook Emb. Kids, worth
$1.50, for only VO rents.
To give all of our customers the bene*
lit of the low prices we shall limit the
sale to one pair to each customer.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership for the manufacture and sale of
Ladies' and Misses’ Bools, under the firm name of
Jones, Cartland & I’aysou.

oin and Sagadahoc Counties.

SEALED

KID GLOVES.

(!Tp-Nmir».

H.H.HAY & SON,

FOR 1887.

Agency

mar24_<11 w

TELSPHOKK 973 B.

Bicycles i

for Cumberland,

and

CONGRESS STREET.

191-2 Exchange St., cor. MilkSt.

Our
rea-

s

SHINE’S,

O F.F ICE

sonable.

Congress Street.
eodtf

Columbia

Passenger Depot.

will be received by the underOFFICE OF THE
signed until Saturday, April 2d, 1887, for
the
furnishing
public schools of the city of Port- Portland Union Railway station Company,
land for the current year commencing April 1st,
493 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
1887, ending March 31st, 1888, with books, staPROPOSALS will be received at this
tionery, aiul other supplies of the kind usually
office until April 23d, for the erection and
provided by the city for school use.
of a Union Passenger Station in Fortcompletion
Samples can he seen and a list of the principal I laud. Plans, specifications and form of contract
articles, together with quantity of each that will
can be seen at this office, and at the office of
probably be required, will be furnished by calling Messrs. Bradlee, Winslow
& Wetherell, Boston,
upon the Superintendent of Softool Buildings, at
on and after
April 4th, 1887. The right to reject
the School Committee Room, City Building.
any and all bids is reserved.
Al! proposals will be contingent upon such apARTHUR 8EWALL,
propriation as the City Council may make for
mar2Gdlw
President.
above supplies, and the right is reserved to reject
all such proposals as may be deemed contrary to
1st HKRGBV CJIVEN. that the
W. H. SARGENT.
the interests of the city.
subscriber has been duly appoiuted ExecuSupt. of School Buildings.
tor of the Will of
mar26dlw
Portland, March 20,1887.
SAMUEL RAND, late of Portland,
NOTICE.
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself
that trust as the law
Annual Meeting of the Gorham Savings
directs. All persons having demands upon the
office
the
of
at
the
will
be
held
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
Bank,
the same, and all persons indebted to said estate
Treasurer, in Gorham, on SATURDAY, the
3
o’clock
at
P.
for
of
second day
M„
are called upon to make payment to
April, next,
the election of Trustees for the ensuing year, and
GEORGE H. CUMMINGS, Executor.
the transaction of any other busluess wlilch may
Portland, March 16, 1887. mar20dlaw3wS*
lawfully be attended to.
JOHN A. WATERMAN,
MAI,K-A Hammond Type Writer. EnClerk and Treasurer.
quire of MISS SAWYER, Room 17, Brown
March
d3t*
420-1
24,1887.
Gorham, Me.,
Block.

PROPOSALS

curately prepared.
prices for all goods are

A. M. WENTWORTH

CONGRESS ST.

dered, at 25 cents a yard.
100 pieces all Linen Crash, 5, 6,
10 cents a yard, a great bargain.

& Marine Underwriters

Our PKESCUIPTION Department is in the cure of n
competent Pharmacist, and
customers can rely on having their prescriptions ac-

AT $2.25.

Ladies’ Fine New York Boots at from 50c to $1.50 reduction.
Gents’Fine Jersey Goods, all kinds, at less than

a

Portland.

Goods sent out of the cltyon approval.
J. A. Merrill.
A. Keith
op'i.3
eodly

PORTLAND

&

CLOSING OUT SALE.
SI have

239 >1 iridic Street,

att

OCH4-

!

We shall remove early In \pril to 401 Congress street, Clapps’
Block. Until we move we offer our entire stock without reserve at
from 35 to 35 per cent, discount from ordinary prices.

TUNING TO ORDER

yard.
20 pieces Turkey Red Damask, at 25
cents a yard.
10 pieces Cream Damask, 00 Inches
wide, at 50 cents a yard.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

Fine Boots and Shoes ! -WATCHESAll

Also a fin', lot of Maiae Taarmaliars, mounted or unset. We cordially Invite the public to
give us a call before purchasing.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

WATERBURY

golden opportunity for close buyers.

TABLE LINENS.
20 pieces Turkey Red Damask, warranted fast colors, at 57 1-2 cents a

Silver Ware, Ac.

STOOLS AND COVERS,

Portland.

to offer one of the largest and finest
choice goods to be found In the State,
consisting of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, French
Clocks, Opera Classes, Sterling

TEOHNIOON.

^

mar22

JEWELERS,
prepared
stocks of

are

Please call and hear the matchless tones ot these
beautllul Instruments.

-

!

J. A. MERRILL & CO.

BURDETTORGANS.

Our Window Is Full of Them. It’s
Worth a Horse Car Fare to Come
Down and Look at Them.

The, grand closing-out sale of Boots und Shoes still continues

11RIOHT AND HEALTHY
I write this out of pure gratitude

ever

PIANOS !

Handsome Scrim 8 cents a
yard or 7 cents a yard by the piece.

“I think It Is my duty to tell liow much good
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has done mv little girl. She
was from birth puny, pale, and sickly, and did not
seem to gain strength as she grew older. She

should have been able to walk when a v**ar in u
year ana a nail old, but even when three years of
age she
COULD NOT WAN'D ALONE.
She ate hardly anything, and seemed to be weak
constitutionally, but was doubtless kept back by
Impure blood, which caused her much discomfort
aud suffering. She bad scald-head
terribly, her
head being covered with one sore. One day I
read In Hood's Item of a remarkable cure of a
child by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and I decided to try
this medic'ne, To say that
I WAS ASTONISHED
at the effect the flrst bottle had upon her, would
be a mild way of expressing my feelings. Her appetite began to pick up, aud soon we could hardly
give her enough u> eat. She also gained strength,
capld stand alone, and the sore on her bead began
tff grow less. We soon healed this up with Hood’s

Logic

DIAMONDS

Doubt it?

Scrim.

Girl-

I.idle

is Logic.

NATION.

GRAND OPENING!

ter.

Our new department devoted exclusively to the sale
of Drapery, Upholstery Goods and W indow Shades is
now in complete running order.
The stock includes the latest and choicest designs in
Tapestry, Turcoman, Chenille, Silk, Cretes, and iUa.
dras, and the finest assortment of Lace Curtains ever
displayed in this State.
Our aim is to establish a reputation for excellent
work and moderate prices.
Parties who intend fitting up rooms, houses, hotel or
offices, are cordially invited to examine our stock.

PORTLAND.-

TV'H KKKAS an Act of the Legislature of Main*,
ii
entitled “An Act authorizing the City of
Portland to condemn and take a lot of land for the
erection of a Soldiers and Sailors Monument," approved February 10,1887, makes It incumbent
upon tbe Mayor to make proclamation of the fact,
If a majority of votes, cast in accordance with
said act, bear the word “Yes"; and
Whereas It appears by tbe records of the Board
of Aldermen that a majority of votes so cast did
bear the word "Yes":
Now. therefore, I, Charles J. Chapman, Mayor
of the City of Portland, in accordance with the
provisions of said act of the Legislature, hereby
make
proclamation of said fact, and that by force
of suen vote and this proclamation thereof, the
said lot of land has been condemned, and taken
for the purpose mentioned in saUl act.
Dated at the Mayor’s room, City Building, this
eleventh day of March. A. D.. 1887.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN. Mayor.
Attestt GEO.C. BURGESS. City Clerk.
marl2
dtf

pare them.
VOICES! OP

Could be bought of Horatio Staples,
on Middle Street,

1“ Surry, Feb. 6, D. W. Winchester of Holden
and Mrs. Ueorgie L. Stone of Surry.
March 19, Fred E. Torrey and Miss
„11',SurrX:You&g.
it tulle Ta.
U. Everett E. Leland and Miss
Cleaves.
Mary DeaneM®,rch

c. w. XLLKX
dtl

AOVEKTI.inKITN.

CITY OF

Teachers of Juvenile Singing Classes ilo not
need to be told of the Intense Interest and enthusiasm which attends the bringing out of a new
CANTATA. The following are new, bright, pretty and easily given. Commence In time to pre-

Should some one teil you, Madam,
that Lace Scrim, Ecru ground,
figured off In pretty designs
of variegated colors

For 8 cents a

CITY

CANTATAS FOR FLOWER TIME!'

CORSETS !

In this city, March 23,
by llev. lloscoe Sander*
son, Win. J. Lucas of East Deeriug and Miss Nettle H. Fossett of Portland.
In Hancock, March 20, Ambrose D. Butler of
Franklin and Miss Dora A. Koyal of Winn.

Salesroom 10 Exchange Street,
r. O. BtlltV.
mar 14

STREET.

The latest Improveineht.ln

MARRIACES.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Anutiouecrs and Commission Merchants

*

Elegant English Hat,Colden Shade, thelNewest

age from holding office under him applies
only to Calais. As it would so seem from
the fact that about every appointment lie
has made elsewhere is over the age on whicli
he refused to appoint men in Calais.

=

Silk Tall Hats $3.50; the regular
$5.00 Hat. Our $5.00 known as
the $7.00 Hat.
The Stylish Stiff Hats, the Club
and the Senate.
We are the Agents for the Celebrated Dunlap & Co’s Silk and
Stiff Hats.

VANILLA

Calais Advertiser.

FROM

e0‘,tl

ON

Several Democrats have requested us to
ask Collector Leavitt if that part of civil
service Jaw which debars men of a certain

In this city, March 25, Helen F., wife of Samuel
Perter and daughter of the late Hosea Kendall.
In Brunswick, March 18tli, Cable E. Stlmpson,
aged 37 years.
In Topsham, March 17, Nehcmiah Merrill, aged
T6 years.
In Bath, March 22, Harriet C., wife of Jeremiah
Norris, aged 77 years.
In Dayton, March 20, Enoch W. Hill, aged 77
years 4 mouths.
In Bridgtou, March 17, Dea. Nathaniel Potter,
aged 83 years.
In Waterford, March 11, Mrs. Ellen M. Allen,
aged about 50 years.
In Lynn, March 17, Humphrey M. Iloblnson,
of Bridgton, aged 80 years 4 months.

US.

RKNT—A new and desirable house.
corner of High and Cumberland streets; all
modern conveniences, including steam: ran be
seeu any time. Apply to A. J. PKTTKNGILL.
189 High st.
26-tf

MANUFACTURE

WE

tory

Civil Service Reform Among Sunrise
Democrats.

DEATHS.

CO.,

ST.

FOUND

BE

We

14*®®*

And would be

Collision Off Portland Head.
The tug A. C. Warren, Capt. Bogan, and
the Gloucester fishing schooner Schuyler Colfax collided two miles from Portland Head
yesterday morning. The tug was badly damaged, stanchions and rail broken, bits carried
away, and front of pilot bouse and deck
stove in.
Capt. Bogan was struck by a flying splinter and severely cut over his left
eye, besides receiving minor bruises.

seems

goods.

same

—

are

from the wrecked steamer Cambridge, in

Other
money.
pay $5 for this hat, ami still advertise that they make their own hats.

city

our

through New England for the

♦

Boyd.

Mr. Boyd went to Buffalo ftom Utica to attend a directors’ meeting on Friday afternoon.
While at the Jlatter place, walking
back and forth on the platform at the station, waiting for the train and conversing
with a friend, he seemed troubled, and said,
“I am not generally nervous, but somehow I
don’t want to go to Buffalo, but I suppose I
must go.” He then took the train, went to
Buffalo, took a room at the ill-fated hotel,
and went to his room, going to the office subsequently, and sending a telegram to his
wife, saying that he should not return home
until Sunday morning, instead of on Saturday, as he had previously intended. When
he did not return home, his wife went to the
office of the company and made inquiries,
when she received the tidings that he was

probably

iealers of

wholesale all

we

teb8

Heir Agent. far Malar.
**od3ni
Ask your grocer lor it.

And

_

Bible Society of Maine.

Meeting of this society will be
at the Y. M. C. A. Rooms, on tliursiiay,
April 7,1887, at 4 o’clock jp. >u.
\ w KD^ONt
mar24U2w
Kecording Secretary.

Annual
ffSHK
J- belli

Glove Store,
i«:i

T R E.\TTI la ES

Kid

Hearths of all Pattern*.
Very Low.

OEEBIXd BLOCK,

..mo
Mbit*

Congrcsft St.,

Price*
mar

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.,
I

DARRAH’S

J4 Plan. Si., P.rlln.,1.
(Ukin

TORTLASD.

15)codtl
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